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CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF CULTURA
Abstract
A Critical Analysis of Cultura in Spanish World Language Textbooks
By
Amanda Holbrook
Kutztown University of Pennsylvania, 2022
Kutztown, Pennsylvania
Directed by Dr. Brenda Muzeta
This action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis explored how a high school Spanish
world language textbook series construes Spanish speakers and cultures and invites students to
engage with them through written texts and visual images. Through a lens of analysis based on
systemic functional linguistics and influenced by critical discourse analysis and critical literacy
pedagogy, this study found that the textbooks erase Spanish speakers as active creators of
cultures, construe them as a standardized monolithic group when present, and construe cultures
as tied to the interests of tourists and linked to place. Moreover, the textbook series invites
students to engage with Spanish speakers and cultures in written texts and visual images as elite
bilingual tourists. The findings of this analysis have implications for K-12 teachers seeking to
integrate critical approaches in world language teaching in ways that allow students to contest
the marginalization of Spanish speakers and cultures in the United States as they forge identities
as Spanish language learners other than those of tourists and cultural consumers.
Keywords: Spanish speakers, cultures, textbooks, world language, curriculum, systemic
functional linguistics (SFL), critical discourse analysis (CDA), multimodal discourse analysis,
critical literacy, elite bilingualism, secondary Spanish
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Chapter 1: Introduction
As a high school Spanish teacher living and teaching through a time of great social
upheaval and injustice, I have come to question how the Spanish world language textbooks that I
am required to use may impact students’ worldviews. Students’ comments in class discussions,
written responses, and individual conversations with me have led me to realize that the realities
constructed in textbooks can influence students’ ways of thinking about Spanish speakers,
cultures, their own identities, and their relationship to dominating language ideologies.
Therefore, this study was born out of my interest in uncovering how the official textbook series
that I am required to use construes Spanish speakers and cultures and invites student
engagement. The action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis I present in this dissertation is a
necessary first step in my efforts to understand what aspects of the textbook series need to be
challenged and complicated so that students have opportunities to form nuanced understandings
and appreciations of the heterogeneity of Spanish speakers and cultures and question taken-forgranted assumptions about identity, race, and place as part of their language learning.
My teaching is informed by language goals that are anchored in the World-Readiness
Standards for Learning Languages (ACTFL, 2014), as I strive to facilitate opportunities for
students to develop interpersonal, interpretive and presentational communicative skills while
they also develop critical literacy (Luke, 2012). In addition, I am guided by equity goals of
centering texts produced by a wide range of Spanish speakers who are not included in the official
curriculum, and I expect students to engage with these diverse perspectives with respect and
empathy (Accurso et al., 2019). These goals were central in motivating me to conduct this
action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis.
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Statement of the Problem
Over 7 million students in the United States are enrolled in Spanish world language
classes in K-12 schools, making Spanish the most widely taught world language in the United
States (American Council for International Education, 2017). The textbooks used in these classes
are produced by companies that cater to the competing demands of a variety of stakeholders in
national, state, and local contexts (Apple, 1992; Sewall, 2005), and as several critical language
scholars have shown, they can never be neutral and always contain underlying ideologies (Apple
& Christian-Smith, 2017; Luke, 2015; Ros i Solé, 2013). Spanish world language textbooks have
been found to marginalize Latinxs1 and Spanish spoken in the United States by adhering to
standard language ideologies that ignore the dynamic language and cultural practices of Spanish
speakers (Burns, 2018; Del Valle, 2014; Demuro & Gurney, 2018; Leeman, 2015; Padilla &
Vana, 2019). Spanish is constructed as a “foreign” language in Spanish world language curricula,
which serves to maintain the privileges of the White monolingual population as it marginalizes
both U.S. Spanish language practices and Latinxs and negatively impacts students’ perceptions
of both (Alonso, 2006; Garcia, 2014; Pomerantz & Schwartz, 2010; Train 2007). Moreover,
Spanish textbooks’ written texts and visual images ignore racial, ethnic, and economic diversity
among Spanish speakers, and portray Spanish speakers and cultures as homogeneous (Canale,
2016; Elissondo, 2001; Herman, 2007; Ramirez & Hall,1990; Train, 2007). Spanish textbooks
also engage with students in limited ways that do not require critical reading and seek to prepare
students to speak Spanish as privileged tourists (Burns, 2018; Herman, 2007; Leeman &
Martínez, 2007; Padilla & Vana, 2019; Ramirez & Hall, 1990; Vinall, 2012).

1

Latinx refers to people of Latin American origin or descent in the context of the United States and is used as a
gender-neutral term inclusive of all people.
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These are textbooks used by Spanish teachers daily in K-12 classrooms in the United
States, a country where there are 60 million Latinxs of varying racial and ethnic identities, socioeconomic statuses, educational levels, sexual orientations, religious beliefs and language
practices, all of whom form an integral part of the fabric of U.S. society (Noe-Bustamente,
2019). Among U.S. Latinxs, 66% speak Spanish2, 40% report experiencing discrimination, and
20% report being criticized for speaking Spanish in public (Gonzalez-Barrera & Lopez, 2020).
Unfortunately, the diverse language practices commonly referred to as Spanish are labeled as
undesirable and associated with marginalization and discrimination of Latinxs in U.S. society,
yet they are valued when taught as a world language in K-12 classrooms designed for elite
bilinguals who elect to learn Spanish as an additional language (Barakos & Selleck, 2019;
Chang-Bacon, 2020; Flores & Rosa, 2015; Flores & Rosa, 2019; Reagan & Osborn, 2020). It is
in this greater societal and educational context that Spanish world language textbooks, officialschool sanctioned instructional resources in K-12 schools, are uniquely positioned to challenge
or contribute to the marginalization of Spanish speakers and cultures in the United States.
Research Questions
In my daily classroom teaching practice, I am required to teach a Spanish curriculum for
grades 9–12 students electing to study Spanish as a world language. The curriculum is based on
the ¡Qué chévere! 1, 2 and 3 textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c). The ¡Qué
chévere! textbooks enjoy authority in my classroom as the official school-sanctioned source of
information on Spanish, Spanish speakers, and culture. Given students’ close contact with the
textbooks, the beliefs and perceptions that students create during my class through their

2

While I refer to Spanish in this dissertation because it is a term widely used in scholarly literature and familiar to
readers, I recognize the existence of multiple Spanishes. I am aware that monolingual language ideologies reduce a
wide variety of heterogeneous language practices to a single bound, named language of Spanish tied to the nationstate and colonial dominance (Garcia, 2019; Rosa & Flores, 2017).
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engagement with the textbooks have the potential to influence their interactions, relationships,
and opinions of Spanish speakers in local, national, and international communities. What
students learn in my class using the official textbook series will either contribute to or disrupt
continued marginalization and exclusion of Spanish speakers in the United States (Vinall, 2012;
Padilla & Vana, 2022). As such, in this study I use action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis
to explore how the ¡Qué chévere! 1, 2 and 3 textbooks construe Spanish speakers and cultures in
written texts and visual images and ask readers to engage with them through posing the
following research questions3.
1.

How does a Spanish world language textbook series construe Spanish speakers
and cultures in written texts and visual images?

2.

How do the textbooks invite readers to engage with Spanish speakers and
cultures in written texts and visual images?

3.

In what ways are discourses of linguistic and cultural dominance challenged
and/or reproduced in a textbook series?

Considering the varied and ambiguous meanings assigned to the concept of culture, for
the purpose of this study, culture will be defined as “the norms, values, practices, patterns of
communication, language, laws, customs and meanings shared by a group of people located in a
given time and place” (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017, p. 36). In this discussion, I use the word
cultures to signal that culture is not a singular, monolithic entity, but rather a broad term used to

3

Whenever I refer to “the textbooks” or “textbook series” in this dissertation, I am aware that people designed and
authored the textbooks. ¡Qué chévere! (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) is attributed to a single, named author.
However, each textbook also refers to “the authors” and “we” on the “Acknowledgements” page at the end of each
textbook, alluding to the fact that multiple people authored this textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, p. 547;
Vargas Bonilla, 2020b, p. 587; Vargas Bonilla, 2020c; p. 614). This seems to reflect a wider dynamic in the United
States where textbooks are produced for publishing companies by consultants who contract additional authors that
are not necessarily identified in the textbooks (Sewall, 2005). I was unable to identify all people who might have
authored this textbook series, and as such, I refer frequently to “the textbooks” throughout this dissertation.
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generally describe different ways that humans behave, believe, and create in the world by virtue
of being alive.
Context
Suburban School District
I teach Spanish at Suburban High School (pseudonym), a large public high school, in the
Mid-Atlantic region of the United States. In the county where Suburban School District is
located, there are approximately 375,000 residents, and the median household income is $63,897
(U.S. Census, n.d.). Approximately 82% of county residents identify as White, 10% Black, 4%
Asian, and 26% Latinx, and 17.8% of all households identify as Spanish speaking (U.S. Census,
n.d.-a). Suburban School District adjoins a city, also located in the county, of approximately
120,000 people, 52% of whom identify as Latinx, and the median household income is $41,167
(U.S. Census, n.d.-b). Despite the majority Latinx population, English has been the official
language of the city since 1995 (Weber, 2021). Suburban School District differs greatly from the
city it borders in both racial composition and due to a significantly higher median household
income of $82,236 (Satullo, 2019). Suburban High School’s student body consists of 3,200
students who are 63.4% White, 15.% Latinx, 12.9% Asian, 4.9% Black, 3.7% multi-racial, and
27.7% are considered “economically disadvantaged” as defined by being eligible for free or
reduced lunch (Department of Education, n.d). Suburban High School and its stakeholders pride
themselves in the school’s excellent reputation for academics, athletics, and arts, and part of the
excellent academic program is a comprehensive world language curriculum that is taught in
accordance with state law.
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Table 1
Suburban School District and Surrounding Area
Place
Suburban School
District

Median Household
Income
$82,236

Suburban County

$63,897

Neighboring City

$41,167

Population
64% White
15% Latinx
13% Asian
4% Black
82% White
26% Latinx
10% Black
4% Asian
32.4% White
52% Latinx
14.7% Black
2.9% Asian

Note. The population for Suburban School District is the student body population of Suburban
High School, and not the population of all people living in the district.
Policy Context: State Mandated World Language Education
Suburban High School’s world language program is influenced by state statute, which
mandates that all school districts offer two world languages, one of which must be offered as a
four-year sequence of courses at the middle school or high school level. State statute defines
world language as “the study of the language, cultures, traditions and histories of different
communities of people who communicate in languages other than English” (State Code, 2020).
The purpose of world language programs is to “address the ability of students to communicate in
a language other than English, including the ability to understand and interpret written and
spoken language on a variety of topics and to develop knowledge and understanding of other
cultures” (State Code, 2020). In addition, the statute emphasizes that world language programs
are meant to help students become proficient in meeting State World Language Standards,
standards that have not been officially adopted by the State Department of Education and have
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existed as the Proposed Academic Standards for World Languages for 20 years. Language policy
as articulated in state statute sets the tone for world language education in Suburban School
District.
Suburban School District World Language Program
Spanish is the most popular world language studied at Suburban High School, and classes
are expressly designed for students who did not learn to speak Spanish in their family or
community (American Councils of International Education, 2017). The students who enroll in
Spanish world language classes at Suburban High School reflect the overall racial and ethnic
composition of the student body. Latinx students, some of whom are heritage speakers, also
enroll in world language Spanish classes, although the district has approved heritage speaker
classes beginning in the 2022-2023 school year. Although Suburban School District does not
require students to study a world language to graduate from the high school, students have the
option of taking world language classes as an elective. Five years of Spanish instruction are
offered, from 8th-12th grades, with College Prep, Honors, and AP classes. According to internal
school statistics, approximately 1400 students of the 3200 student body are enrolled in Spanish
classes, which is more than the combined total enrollment of 900 students from all other world
languages offered at the school (French, German, Latin, Sign Language, Chinese or Arabic).
Each winter, students use Suburban High School’s course selection book to select courses for the
upcoming year, which highlights the goals of world language study as building linguistic skills
and cultural understanding while acknowledging that a primary motivating factor in students
electing to study a world language is for college admissions4. The textbooks used in Suburban
High School’s Spanish program are meant to help students achieve these goals.

4

The course selection book description is the following: The World Language Department offers five languages:
Spanish, French, German, Latin, Sign Language, and Chinese. In addition, Arabic is offered through our partnership
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Textbook-based Curriculum
The ¡Qué chévere! textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) used in
Suburban High School’s world language program plays a fundamental role in structuring the
learning of the students who choose to study Spanish language and culture. Published by EMC,
and attributed to a single author, ¡Qué chévere! represents “official knowledge that is made and
constructed in a series of complex social and economic exchanges between state regulatory
bodies, educational experts, educational businesses and publishing corporations” (Luke, 2015, p.
215). Suburban High School adopts a new Spanish world language textbook every seven years,
and ¡Qué chévere! was adopted in 2019 for the 2019-2020 school year.5 This textbook series
consists of four levels, ¡Qué chévere! 1,2,3 and 4, and each unit is based on a specific topical
content, such as shopping or entertainment, and a contexto cultural (a country or group of
neighboring countries where Spanish is widely spoken). The textbook series spirals unit topics
and geographical cultural contexts across textbook levels to some extent. The units consist of
vocabulary and grammar exercises and informational readings labeled cultura which are always
related to the contexto cultural geographic focus of the unit yet only tangentially related to the
topical content of the unit. The mere labeling of readings as cultura conveys to students that the
information in the readings pertains to a broad category of “culture” that defines who Spanish
speakers are, what they do, what they eat, what they believe, and how they act. The ¡Qué

with [a local community college]. Achieving proficiency in speaking, listening, reading, and writing as well as
developing an appreciation for and understanding of their respective cultures are the primary goals of this
department. Students who plan to attend a college/university are strongly advised to schedule a minimum of two
years of one world language and are encouraged to take more. Students applying to more competitive
colleges/universities should complete four or five years of a world language in order to satisfy more demanding
entrance requirements. The ability to communicate with respect and cultural understanding in more than one
language is an essential element of global competence in the 21 st century.
5
In accordance with state statute, teachers must be consulted in public school districts’ textbook selection process.
At Suburban School District, administrators in curriculum and instruction first selected four Spanish textbooks
available in the wider market and allowed teachers to choose from among the pre-selected options.
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chévere! textbook series is available to students as a hard-copy book and in an identical on-line
version accessed through a web portal that also has ancillary materials such as grammar and
vocabulary workbooks, listening exercises, and grammar and cultural videos.
The textbook series is anchored in the World-Readiness Standards for Learning
Languages, the national world-language standards produced by ACTFL (American Council on
the Teaching of Foreign Languages), the principal professional organization for teachers of
languages other than English in the United States (ACTFL, 2014). The cultura readings
throughout the textbook are explicitly linked to ACTFL standards’ framing of culture as
products, practices, and perspectives. In general, the three p’s are defined as perspectives
(meanings, attitudes, values and ideas), practices (patterns of social interactions), and products
(books, tools, food, laws, music, games, etc.) of a society (Cutshall, 2012). Out of ACTFL’s
eleven World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages, there are three standards specifically
related to culture (see Table 2). The three p’s are explicitly mentioned on the textbook’s cultura
pages, and this greatly influences how written texts and visual images relay cultural content to
students. In addition, Spanish teachers of levels 1-4 regularly include lessons based on the
cultura pages, therefore these pages form the base of the “cultural” aspect of the enacted
curriculum at Suburban High School.
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Table 2
World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages Cultures (ACTFL, 2014)
Goal Areas
Cultures: Interact with cultural competence
and understanding

Cultures: Interact with cultural competence
and understanding

Standards
Relating Cultural Practices to Perspectives:
Learners use the language to investigate,
explain, and reflect on the relationship
between the practices and perspectives of the
cultures studied.
Relating Cultural Products to Perspectives:
Learners use the language to investigate,
explain, and reflect on the relationship
between the products and perspectives of the
cultures studied.
Cultural Comparisons: Learners use the
language to investigate, explain, and reflect
on the concept of culture through
comparisons of the cultures studied and their
own.

Significance of Research
This action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis has practical implications for world
language teachers in the United States who use a textbook as part of their curriculum and seek to
expand upon and contest the content of the textbook curriculum that they are required to teach as
they support students in developing Spanish language and critical literacy skills. All texts in a
textbook can be conceived of as “a social exchange of meanings” that are a result of the broader
social and cultural context of U.S. society and world language education and which have the
power to influence students’ thinking (Halliday & Hasan, 1985, p. 11). In the case of the ¡Qué
chévere! textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) and others like it, their use in K12 classrooms must be understood as within a greater local and national context where Latinxs
and Spanish speakers are devalued and erroneously stereotyped as deficient, dangerous, foreign
others in news and media (Harris et al., 2020; Reny & Manzano, 2016; Rosa, 2019; Sui & Paul,
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2017; Yemane & Fernandez-Reino, 2021). With this in mind, the messages relayed to students
through the textbook take on a greater urgency as they can construe Latinxs and Spanish
speakers in ways that uphold or contest dominant hierarchies and power structures that students
are exposed to through schooling and in the broader culture.
This study also suggests that world language teachers must take responsibility to question
and analyze how cultures and Spanish speakers are construed in Spanish world language
textbooks. This includes examining potential absences of Spanish speakers as creators of culture
in the official, authoritative school-sanctioned source of information, which leaves a space for
dominant discourses to pervade students’ understandings regarding who Spanish speakers are
and what they do that can be filled with the deficit-oriented and harmful narratives of the broader
culture (Harris et al., 2020; Reny & Manzano, 2016; Rosa, 2019; Sui & Paul, 2017; Yemane &
Fernandez-Reino, 2021). Teachers are tasked by critical language scholars with complicating the
messages of the textbook and expanding upon them by locating and finding other resources to
create lessons that require students to critically examine products, practices, and perspectives of
cultures in ways that center and prioritize the diversity of Spanish speakers and challenge the
marginalization of Latinxs and Spanish speakers in local, national, and international contexts
(Anya & Randolph, 2019). Furthermore, this study suggests that teachers must find resources
and develop and implement lessons that require students to develop their own identity as
language users and learners through engaging with broader concepts of the heterogeneity of
Spanish speakers, cultural practices, and perspectives.
Theoretical Framework: Critical Language Theories and Pedagogies
To accomplish this study’s critical goals of uncovering how the ¡Qué chévere! 1, 2 and 3
(Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) textbooks construe Spanish speakers and cultures and
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invite student engagement, this study’s lens of analysis and methodology are rooted in three
critical language theories and pedagogies: systemic functional linguistics, critical discourse
analysis, and critical literacy pedagogy.
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL)
Systemic functional linguistics (SFL) offers a theory of language as a social semiotic
system that humans use to make sense of our experience in the world and to communicate and
relate to each other (Gebhard & Accurso, 2020; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). In SFL, all
meaning making through language depends on context and semiotic choice, and “the architecture
of language is arranged along functional lines” because any use of language is about something,
addressed to someone, and organized in a way to be understood (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014).
From a systemic functional perspective, this intrinsic functionality of language can be
understood as the realization of three underlying and ever-present functions: the ideational
metafunction construes ideas and experiential meaning; the interpersonal metafunction enacts
social relations and power dynamics; the textual metafunction organizes discourse and
information flow (Eggins, 2004; Gebhard, 2019; Gebhard & Accurso, 2020, Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014).
The ideational, interpersonal, and textual metafunctions can be analyzed at the discourse
semantic and lexicogrammatical levels to understand underlying meanings of any clause or text
(Halliday & Hasan, 1985; Martin & Rose, 2007). Each metafunction is realized through the
choice of certain lexicogrammatical resources: the ideational metafunction expresses meaning
through an author’s choice of field resources including participants, processes, and
circumstances; the interpersonal metafunction expresses meaning through tenor resources such
as mood, modality, and appraisal; the textual metafunction expresses meaning with mode
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resources including theme-rheme, cohesive devices, and lexical chains (Eggins, 2004; Gebhard
& Accurso, 2020; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014; Martin & White, 2005). In SFL, meaning is
understood to come from what was said and what was not said, and as such, language choices are
ideologically and politically inflected. SFL then provides a rich and complex frame of reference
and set of tools that are useful to this study’s goals of uncovering different forms of meaning that
texts realize.
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
For the purpose of this study, discourse is defined as “language in real contexts of use”
and discourses as “the broader ideas communicated by a text” (Machin & Mayr, 2012, p. 20).
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is an approach to analyzing language to challenge what is
taken for granted and bring out hidden discourses and ideologies that support dominant groups
(Ledin & Machin, 2019; Wodak & Meyer, 2016). CDA is formed by a view that discourse
simultaneously is shaped by greater societal context and shapes that same context in a reciprocal
and circular cycle in a way that maintains and reproduces certain ideologies (Fairclough, 2015;
Jancsary et al., 2016). In the context of this study, the dialogic relationship implies that the ¡Qué
chévere! textbook (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) has the power to influence how
students perceive Spanish speakers and cultures, and that students will take their understandings
out of the classroom and influence the societal context. Also relevant to this study is CDA’s
focus on how discourse (re)produces and challenges dominance, or the exercise of social power
by some groups which results in inequality (Van Dijk, 1993). This study seeks to analyze how
dominance and power are reproduced through the way in which a Spanish world language
textbook construes Spanish speakers and cultures and engages with the elite bilingual students
who use it.
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Critical Literacy Pedagogy
In questioning how the textbooks ask readers to engage with Spanish speakers and their
cultures in written texts and visual images, this study also adopts critical literacy pedagogy as an
element of the overarching theoretical framework. Critical literacy “refers to the use of
technologies of print and other media of communication to analyze, critique and transform the
norms, rule systems, and practices governing the social fields of everyday life” (Luke, 2004).
Critical literacy is an approach to curriculum that analyzes the underlying ideologies of power in
texts (Luke, 2012). As such, SFL critical literacy pedagogy and CDA share a common interest in
exploring ideologies and power relations through different types of textual analysis. Vasquez et
al. (2019) argue that critical literacy is a framework that requires that students and teachers adopt
different perspectives as they analyze a topic and offer suggestions for change or improvement.
While critical literacy pedagogy can be taken up and applied in myriad ways that reflect the
immediate classroom and societal contexts, teachers who design instruction influenced by this
lens seek to examine the “relationship between texts, meaning-making and power to undertake
transformative social action that contributes to the achievement of a more equitable social order”
(Janks & Vasquez, 2011, p. 1). Critical literacy pedagogy is relevant to this action-oriented
multimodal discourse analysis in both the analysis of how power and ideology is expressed in the
texts and in the implications for teachers seeking to offer students the opportunity to critically
engage with the textbook readings.
Researcher Positionality
Numerous intersecting aspects of my identity impact how I view my daily life experience
and make sense of the world both as a person and scholar-practitioner. As a White, middle-class,
college-educated, U.S. citizen woman raised in an English-speaking household, my Spanish
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language ability was formed during learning experiences that were constructed within the
framework of elite multilingualism (Barakos & Selleck, 2019; Flores & Rosa, 2019). That is, my
ability to communicate in Spanish is due to years of formal study in high school, college, and
graduate school, as well as time spent studying and working in Spain, Bolivia, Guatemala, and
Mexico. I learned Spanish following the ideology that the pronunciation and grammar of an
imaginary well-educated speaker from Latin America was the Spanish I should strive to imitate.
Though I am actively working to unlearn this reductive language ideology, this line of thinking
undoubtedly influences me in my classroom as I teach within the framework of a curriculum
based on elite bilingualism that positions Spanish as a standardized, named language. I have
come to view language as a repertoire of semiotic resources that people choose to use that often
crosses the boundaries of named languages, and I struggle with the tension between these
perspectives as I teach using an official textbook curriculum that is based on notions of Spanish
as a separate, bound language (Otheguy, Garcia & Reid, 2015).
My teaching is also greatly informed by the meaningful relationships I formed while
living in Latin America and with Latinx Spanish speakers in the United States. Yet I recognize
that unlike many Latinxs in the United States who are racialized and marginalized in part due to
their Spanish language practices, I have generally been lauded for my Spanish skills as an elite
bilingual in educational and employment settings (Barakos & Selleck, 2019; Flores & Rosa,
2019; Ortega, 2019). The deep relationships I have formed with Latinxs and Latin Americans
combined with a growing awareness of my own positionality have led me to seek to be a teacher
who teaches Spanish through the lens of social justice, which I see as “a philosophy, an
approach, and actions that embody treating all people with fairness, respect, dignity, and
generosity” (Nieto, 2010, p. 46). I also believe that social justice is “members of a society
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sharing equitably in the benefits of that society” (Osborn, 2006, p. 17). Yet in my teaching
practice I am often so focused on teaching the required topics using required materials to cover
the curriculum that I have not sufficiently examined exactly what I am teaching students through
using the textbook curriculum and how this might conflict with my intentions. This actionoriented multimodal discourse analysis stems from my need to further understand and more
intentionally navigate this tension.
Definitions
Afro-descendants/Afro-Latinxs: people of “African descent in Mexico, Central and South
America, and the Spanish-speaking Caribbean, and…those of African descent in the United
States whose origins are in Latin America and the Caribbean” (Roman & Flores, 2010, p. 1).
Culture: the norms, values, practices, patterns of communication, language, laws, customs and
meanings shared by a group of people located in a given time and place (Sensoy & DiAngelo,
2017, p. 36)
Discourse: “language in real contexts of use” (Machin & Mayr, 2012, p. 20); the creative use of
language as a social practice (Mullet, 2018)
Discourses: “the broader ideas communicated by a text” (Machin & Mayr, 2012, p. 20)
Ethnicity is defined as “people bound by a common language, culture, spiritual tradition and/or
ancestry” (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2012, p. 23).
Genre: “different types of texts that enact various types of social contexts” (Martin & Rose,
2007)
Indigenous: “the descendants…of those who inhabited a country or a geographical region at the
time when people of different cultures or ethnic origins arrived” (United Nations Permanent
Forum, n.d.).
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Knowledge: experience and the construal of experience (Halliday, 2014)
Latinx: people of Latin American origin or descent in the context of the United States (used as a
gender-neutral or non-binary alternative to Latino or Latina)
Lexicogrammatical: an adjective used to show the interdependent nature of vocabulary and
grammar (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014); a term used to refer to “the sequenced arrangement of
constituents of the intermediate stratum of language” (Eggins, 2004, p. 25); in lay terms, wordand sentence-level language choices
Local language: a language widely spoken in the society where the teaching occurs
Multimodal texts: texts that incorporate semiotic (sign-making) resources beyond verbal
language (Jancsary et al., 2016); for example, images, font size, color, etc.
Participant: nouns or noun groups that participate in the process of the clause; grammatical
participants can be people, things, ideas, etc.
Pro-drop or Null-subject language: language which allows for omissions of some pronouns
when they can be inferred
Race: “a socially constructed system of classifying humans based on phenotypical characteristics
(skin color, hair texture, and bone structure)” (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2012, p. 22-23) or perceived
racialized language practices (Flores & Rosa, 2015)
Spanish: people’s dynamic and every-changing use of spoken and written semiotic resources that
have been classified as a separate, named language historically associated with Spain and Latin
America since the late 1400s
Spanish Speakers: people who utilize semiotic resources historically associated with Spain and
Latin America
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Text: “any instance of language;” “language functioning in context;”; “a process of making
meaning in context” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.3); can be oral, written, or multimodal
Theme: the topical theme of a clause (the first participant, process, or circumstance in the clause)
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 105).
Tourism: travel for recreational purposes
World language: a language other than English in the United States
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
This chapter reviews empirical studies of Spanish world language textbooks published
and used in secondary and post-secondary settings in the United States in the last 35 years. The
ten studies reviewed employed a variety of qualitative, quantitative, mixed-methods, and CDA
methodologies to answer research questions related to textbooks' ideologies, portrayals,
representations, and constructions of Spanish speakers and cultures and how they position
students (see Table 3). Due to the dearth of current research studies involving Spanish world
language textbooks in the United States, I chose to review scholarly literature that spans over
three decades to provide a longitudinal perspective of how Spanish world language textbooks
have construed Spanish speakers and cultures and invited student engagement.
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Table 3
Scholarly Literature Reviewed
Year of Author(s)
Public
ation
1987
Arizpe &
Aguirre

1990

Ramirez
& Hall

2001

Elissondo

2007

Herman

2012

Vinall

2014

Cubillos

2015

Rodriguez
-Sabater

2015

Kramsch
& Vinall

2019

Padilla &
Vana

2022

Padilla &
Vana

Publication Title

Textbook
Level

Focus of
Analysis

Methods

Mexican, Puerto Rican,
and Cuban Ethnic Groups
in First-Year Collegelevel Spanish Textbooks
Language and Culture in
Secondary Level Spanish
Textbooks
Representing Latino/a
Culture in Introductory
Spanish Textbooks
It’s a Small World After
All: From Stereotypes to
Invented Worlds in
Secondary School
Spanish Textbooks
¿Un legado histórico?:
Symbolic Competence
and the Construction of
Multiple Histories.
Spanish Textbooks in the
US: Enduring Traditions
and Emerging Trends.

Postsecondary

Speakers

Qualitative

Secondary

Culture

Mixedmethods

Postsecondary

Speakers

Secondary

Culture

Multimodal
discourse
analysis
Mixedmethods

Postsecondary

Speakers

Qualitative

Secondary
and Postsecondary

Learning tasks;
Culture

Beyond Mexico and
Spain: Cultural Diversity
in Spanish College
Textbooks
The Cultural Politics of
Language Textbooks in
the Era of Globalization
Ideologies in the Foreign
Language Curriculum:
Insights from Textbooks
and Instructor Interviews
The “Other” Latinx: The
(Non)existent
Representation of AfroLatinx in Spanish
Language Textbooks

Postsecondary

Culture

Mixedmethods
comparative
analysis
Mixedmethods

Postsecondary

Culture

Qualitative

Postsecondary

Speakers

Critical
discourse
analysis

Postsecondary

Speakers

Critical
discourse
analysis
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Culture in Spanish World Language Textbooks in the United States
Textbooks are widely acknowledged as both ubiquitous and instrumental in the formal
teaching-learning process that occurs in K-16 world language classrooms (Lopriore, 2018;
Risager, 2018; Rossomondo & Lord, 2018). Given the central role that the textbook plays in how
teachers structure instruction (Curdt-Christiansen & Weninger, 2015; Kramsch, 1988; Lord,
2014), researchers have found it worthwhile to undertake studies around general topic of culture
in world language textbooks. Considering the dominating status of English as “the world’s lingua
franca,” it is not surprising that the vast majority of existing literature related in any way to the
broader topic of culture in world language textbooks consists of analyzing EFL (English as a
Foreign Language) textbooks in countries other than the United States (Risager, 2018; Weninger
& Kiss, 2015). Yet Spanish world language teachers in the United States have long been
concerned with how to include and teach cultural content in the Spanish world language
curriculum (Busch, 1923; Cutshall, 2012), and research has not adequately addressed topics
related to culture and identity in Spanish world language textbooks used by millions of U.S.
students. Unfortunately, the glaring lack of current research on culture and identity in Spanish
world language textbooks in the United States forces both teachers committed to improving their
practice and scholars dedicated to further advancing the knowledge in the field to draw upon
studies published during the past decades.
Over thirty years ago Ramirez and Hall (1990) used mixed-methods to tabulate and
interpret the frequency of written and visual representations of Spanish-speaking countries or
groups according to five cultural themes (social, personal, religion/arts/humanities, political
systems, and the environment). Their study concluded that five high school world language
Spanish textbooks emphasized the cultures of Mexico and Spain, included scant references to
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other Spanish-speaking countries or communities in the United States, and omitted references to
economic inequities or political conflict. Ramirez and Hall attributed these constructions of
culture as due in part to the fact that they were “intended primarily for middle-class, Englishspeaking adolescents,” and that textbook companies and the communities that adopted them
were more interested in providing students with an “appropriate” and non-controversial cultural
reality that was different from how Spanish speakers experience their cultures (p. 64). Ramirez
and Hall’s findings must be understood within the wider context of the United States where
world language textbook publishers’ avoidance of any cultural content deemed polemical is
related to practical concerns regarding selling their product and maximizing profit, yet it results
in an erroneous portrayal of Spanish speakers and cultures (Allen, 2008; Brager & Rice, 2000;
Maxim, 2006). In addition, Ramirez and Hall criticized that the textbooks disseminated culture
as informational points or discrete facts and neglected to portray culture as a process.
Over a decade and a half later, Herman (2007) employed Ramirez and Hall’s (1990)
methodology to examine four high school Spanish textbooks that represented 80% of the
textbook market at that time in the United States. Like Ramirez and Hall, Herman analyzed both
written and visual references in sixty percent of all chapters in order to document what countries,
nationalities, and cultural themes were represented (social, personal, religion/arts/humanities,
political systems, environment). Herman expanded the study in order to interpret discussions of
race, ethnicity, Indigenous rights and minority language rights. The study found that all
textbooks were organized around grammar topics with cultural readings being positioned as less
important. While all Spanish-speaking countries were represented in the textbooks, and not just
Mexico and Spain, culture was tied to countries. The linking of Spanish to specific countries is
widely found in textbooks meant to teach Spanish as a foreign or world language and is based in
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colonial ideologies behind conceptions of languages (García, 2019). In addition, Herman found
that textbooks’ written and visual depictions constructed Spanish-speaking cultures as being
similar to that of White, middle-class students, and revolved around attending similar schools,
shopping and socializing in restaurants, or as a global language useful to tourists abroad. While
two decades had passed between Ramirez & Hall’s (1990) and Herman’s (2007) studies,
textbooks in 1990 and 2007 were remarkably similar in constructing Spanish speakers as a
homogeneous entity with cultures rather similar to U.S. White, middle-class teenage students.
Spanish world language textbooks' portrayal of culture as a set of facts or curiosities to be
consumed by learners is still alive and well in more recent textbooks. Cubillos’ (2014)
comparative analysis of ten world language Spanish textbooks in the United States included the
five best-selling high school world language Spanish textbooks in use at the time of the study.
Using mixed-methods to analyze forty quantitative and qualitative variables, part of Cubillos’
study examined how culture was treated, including the “number and type of cultural
representations, sources of cultural information, and cultural task types” (p. 209). All high-school
textbooks approached culture as information to be relayed to students in the form of “brief
cultural vignettes,” or short notes describing some aspect of the target language culture (p. 217).
While this study did not analyze how the textbooks grammatically constructed culture, it did
conclude that the grammar-based focus of the textbooks that emphasized presentation, practice,
and production of grammar patterns relegated culture to a secondary plane, typical of the formfocused textbooks that dominate the U.S. textbook market (Kramsch & Vinall, 2015). Cubillos’
study highlighted how even when textbooks do not foreground culture in the same way as
grammar topics, they still present culture as bits of separate facts to be memorized.
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Neither Ramirez-Hall (1990), Herman (2007), nor Cubillos (2014) actually defined
culture in their research on Spanish world language textbooks, which assumes that people all
understand this term in the same way. However, in an implicit acknowledgement of the
importance of defining the term, Rodriguez-Sabater’s (2015) mixed-methods analysis of Spanish
world language textbooks defined cultural content as practices, perspectives and products, often
referred to as three p’s, based on the ACTFL standards’ framing of culture (Cutshall, 2012).
Rodriguez-Sabater analyzed Spanish-speaking countries that were represented in five
introductory and intermediate-college level Spanish textbooks in the United States. By coding
cultural references, defined as “an explanation, comment or remark about any societal, lifestyle,
artistic or intellectual aspect of a Spanish-speaking country,” Rodriguez-Sabater found that
cultural references in introductory level textbooks were of Spain (12.39%), Mexico (17.19%),
the U.S. (7.24%), or a generic pan-Hispanic culture (4.87%) that overgeneralized and simplified
Spanish-speaking cultures and ignored diversity (p. 74). The study attributed the focus on culture
in Spain and Mexico as being due the size of their populations, their positive relationship to the
U.S. government, their importance as travel destinations for American tourists, and the existence
of a plethora of non-controversial cultural information associated with these countries. Only
intermediate textbooks included any references to Indigenous cultures, possibly due to
introductory textbooks’ emphasis on simplifying cultural content for beginning language
learners. Rodriguez-Sabater demonstrated that Spanish world language textbooks conceive of
culture as something that is possessed by people living in a specific country where Spanish is
widely spoken, a pattern that has persisted in Spanish world language textbooks published during
several decades in the United States (Kramsch & Vinall, 2015). Rodriguez-Sabater’s study
demonstrated how Spanish world language textbooks present limited interpretations of culture,
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tied to specific countries, and thereby homogenize culture in a way that disallows multiple,
diverse versions of cultures that are created by Spanish speakers (Gurney & Diaz, 2020; Ros i
Solé, 2013).
Spanish Speakers in Spanish World Language Textbooks in the United States
In addition to investigating themes related to the broad category of culture, researchers
have been concerned about the ways in which textbooks represent Spanish speakers. Arizpe and
Aguirre’s (1987) qualitative textbook analysis of the representation of Mexicans, Puerto Ricans
and Cubans in the United States in introductory world language Spanish college textbooks
between 1975-1985 found “factual inaccuracies, stereotypes, oversimplification, and omissions''
(p. 125). Key findings included myriad statements regarding cultural and racial stereotypes of
Hispanics in which Mexicans were dark-skinned unskilled, poor laborers, and Cubans were
successful, light-skinned, middle-class refugees. The association between nationality,
appearance, class and language are tied to dominant ideologies rooted in historical and political
conceptions rooted in colonialism in the Americas (Garcia, 2019; Gurney-Diaz, 2020; Macedo,
2019). Other textbooks from the 1980s generally ignored social class and included photographs
that portrayed Spanish speakers as a homogeneous middle to upper-class group of people
(Ramirez & Hall, 1990). In this sense, Spanish textbooks have reproduced and strengthened
dominant Eurocentric perspectives linking Whiteness, class, and economic success in the United
States.
More recently, Elissondo’s (2001) critical analysis of visual images and accompanying
narratives in three college Spanish textbooks published between 1998-2000 concluded that
Spanish speakers were constructed as light-skinned, middle class professionals, and darkerskinned Spanish speakers were associated with sports. The few photos of Indigenous people
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exoticized them as wearers of traditional clothing or players of traditional instruments and
appeared to have a purely decorative purpose. The few photos of Afro-Latinxs connected them to
folk traditions that would be relevant to American students interested in cultural tourism in Latin
American countries. Elissondo reported that the Spanish speakers of European ancestry were
constructed as authentic Spanish speakers and Indigenous and Afro-Latinxs only existed at the
periphery of society. These conclusions are aligned with other textbooks’ emphasis on Spanish
speakers’ European ancestry and the desire of textbook publishers to create commonalities
between the people in the textbooks and the students using the textbooks, a majority of whom
were White students in the United States in the 1980s and 1990s (Herman, 2007; Ramirez &
Hall, 1990).
Although Indigenous people were relegated to the margins or are completely non-existent
in the majority of world language Spanish textbooks analyzed by researchers, when included,
textbooks stereotyped them as existing in opposition to White tourists (Elissondo, 2001; Herman,
2007; Ramirez & Hall, 1990). More recently, Vinall (2012) conducted a qualitative textbook
analysis of a specific chapter in an intermediate-level college textbook in order to uncover how
the conquest of the Americas was constructed. Vinall found that the textbook constructed
Indigenous people through photos and written texts as existing as defeated by the conquers in the
past and as distrustful sellers of handicrafts to international tourists in the present. In addition,
Mayans in Guatemala were essentialized as generic Pan-American Indigenous people that
existed only in opposition to White, western tourists (Vinall, 2012). Thus, the textbook was
found to interpret the identity of Indigenous people as a monolithic group who existed only in
relationship to global tourism and capitalism and in opposition to Whiteness and Europeanness.
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Beyond the exclusion and essentialization of Indigenous people, the way in which
Spanish world language textbooks homogenize Spanish speakers through creating a unified
group identity based on skin color or markers of social class is still a problem today. Most
recently, Padilla and Vana (2019) analyzed underlying ideologies in two college Spanish
textbooks through a CDA of instructor’s notes, which are the written instructions in the margins
of the instructor’s edition of a textbook that indicate what instructors should say to students or
how they should teach the material. The instructor’s notes suggested that instructors make
comments that reinforced stereotypes associating all Spanish speakers in the United States or
Latin America with specific behaviors, foods, or beliefs, while ignoring cultural diversity among
them. In addition, the textbooks’ comments homogenized Spanish speakers due to their language
use and customs as being either Latin American or from Spain, thus creating an
“overgeneralization of culture and Spanish identity” (p. 27). Padilla and Vana found that
textbooks needed to create space for more realistic, nuanced, and even contradictory
constructions of Spanish speakers that captured the diversity of their lived experiences affected
by socio-economic status, place of origin, skin color, gender, religion, sexual orientation, and a
myriad of other aspects of individual identity.
In a more recent study, Padilla and Vana (2022) undertook a CDA and visual analysis of
12 introductory level college Spanish textbooks published between 2010-2017 to assess how the
textbooks represented Afro-Latinxs and to identify underlying ideologies of these
representations. They found that the textbooks included scant references to Afro-Latinxs in
written texts or visual images, a form of erasure, and any representations of Afro-Latinxs did not
occur until the second half of the textbooks. In addition, when Afro-Latinxs were represented, it
was in a superficial way that tied them to cultural products, especially music, through grammar
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structures that impersonalized them, or labels and adjectives that collectivized them as a
homogeneous group and ignored their diversity. Padilla and Vana found evidence that textbooks
stereotyped Afro-Latinxs as “entertainers, sports icons, and skilled workers, ” which combined
with colorism in photos, reinforced stereotypes and dominant hierarchies of Whiteness (p. 12). In
addition, they found that the textbooks represented Afro-Latinxs from the perspective of a
“tourist gaze” that positioned them as outsiders meant to entertain textbook readers or potential
future tourists while traveling (p. 13). Padilla and Vana advocated for textbooks to include AfroLatinxs in “historical, cultural, and social narratives” in ways that portray “them as an integral
part of the culture and language community” that they already are (p.13).
In sum, the existing research on Spanish speakers and cultures in world language
Spanish textbooks in the United States has focused on the limited and inaccurate ways in which
certain people are portrayed as authentic Spanish-speakers while many are not, primarily through
the exclusion of people of varying ethnic and racial identities and social class. Scholars and
teachers alike have long advocated for the purposeful centering of Afro-Latinxs and Indigenous
voices in Spanish world language curriculums (Alley, 1994; Padilla & Vana, 2022; Rogers,
2006; Ruggiero, 2015; Vinall, 2012; Watson, 2013). Researchers have argued that textbooks’
homogenization and simplification of culture and Spanish speakers, and a Eurocentric and
neoliberal capitalist bias must be contested by teachers and students (Gurney & Diaz, 2020; Ros i
Solé, 2013). In fact, students and teachers do not have to simply consume the textbooks’
interpretation of culture and have agency and a responsibility to question and go beyond
textbook descriptions of Spanish speakers and cultures and seek to understand the opinions,
beliefs and worldviews of Spanish speakers themselves (Kramsch & Vinall, 2015).
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World Language Spanish Textbooks’ Engagement with Readers
Spanish world language textbooks generally avoid engaging readers critically with any
topics that might be seen as controversial or unpleasant to the White, middle-class students and
communities that historically have been the primary consumers of these textbooks in the United
States (Elissondo, 2001; Herman, 2007; Padilla & Vana, 2022; Ramirez & Hall, 1990).
Textbooks available in the U.S. market promote cultural representations “which are usually
superficial and sanitized for general consumption” (Cubillos, 2014). As such, world language
textbooks in the generally do not strive to create opportunities for students to critically reflect on
information presented as culture, and they typically contain pedagogical activities that naturalize
unproblematic understandings of culture as a series of facts to be absorbed (Canale, 2016;
Gurney & Diaz, 2020; Weninger & Kiss, 2013). Undoubtedly, there is a need for teachers to
expand upon or complicate textbooks’ treatment of culture so that students can critically engage
with the content and question ideologies of power, culture that are a part of Spanish-language
learning in the United States (Gurney & Diaz, 2020; Kramsch, 2019; Macedo, 2019). All content
in a textbook should drive critical reflection on the part of students and teachers because it is
always undergirded by power dynamics and ideologies (Fairclough, 2015).
Spanish world language textbooks are produced and sold in the overall societal context of
globalization and economic neoliberalism defined by free-market capitalism (Luke, 2015;
Reagan & Osborne, 2019). This greater context influences the way in which the textbook
authors, hired by publishing companies, design content to engage students. In Kramsch and
Vinall’s (2015) review of 27 college-level Spanish textbooks, textbooks primarily engaged with
readers through positioning them as tourists, which in turn served to reinforce ideologies of
globalization and neoliberal values. The authors found that not only is the organization of
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textbooks linear like a tourist’s itinerary, but it is designed so that students progress through the
textbook on a journey of information gathering that they accumulate and reproduce during the
activities. In fact, the design of the textbooks’ activities “inform students what they should know
in order to enhance the tourist experience, not to engage with people or culture. The student is
ultimately constructed as a tourist who collects information, much like postcards” (p. 16).
Moreover, the textbooks emphasized the use of scripted gambits that they would need to meet
their basic needs as tourists, thus positioning them as consumers of goods and unprepared to
interact with Spanish speakers in situations other than service encounters.
Similarly, Vinall’s (2012) found that an intermediate college-level Spanish textbook’s
treatment of the Spanish conquest of America through readings and activities reproduced the
colonial narrative of European dominance and ignored other “historical representations and
positionings while constructing students as historical tourists and cultural consumers” (p. 105).
Vinall offered instructors specific pedagogical techniques and examples on how to modify and
supplement textbook activities so that students could critically reflect upon the power of
language as related to history and their position as tourists. Kramsch and Vinall (2015) also
implored teachers to require their students to engage with the textbook by reading it “against the
grain” as an exercise in interrogating textbooks’ discourses as inherently ideological in nature.
Both Kramsch and Vinall (2015) and Vinall (2012) highlighted that teachers can find ways to
develop critical literacy and open spaces for students to interrogate language, power, culture and
how they make meaning from the textbooks’ readings and activities in a globalized context
defined by neoliberal political and economic structures.
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Summary and Conclusion
Scholarly literature regarding Spanish world language textbooks and their treatment of
Spanish speakers and cultures is scarce. The literature tends to focus on textbooks used in postsecondary contexts, and rely on mixed-methods and qualitative methods (see Table 3).
Therefore, this study aims to contribute to a more robust understanding of ways that Spanish
speakers, cultures, power, and dominance are constructed in textbooks being used in secondary
classrooms today through the use of action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis rooted in
systemic functional linguistics (Halliday & Hasan, 1985). This study will add to existing
research by using a lens not found in the research studies reviewed in this chapter, and will offer
a way of understanding how textbooks’ choices in lexicogrammatical resources express different
strands of meaning that construe Spanish speakers and cultures in particular ways. In addition,
this action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis aims to provide practical pedagogical
suggestions for K-12 Spanish teachers to open spaces in the classroom for students to cultivate
empathy regarding the lived experiences and worldviews of people who speak Spanish and the
cultures they create, people and cultures that are often othered in U.S. society and textbooks
(Macedo, 2019; Reagan & Osborne, 2019). Chapter three describes the research methodology of
this study.
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology: Action-oriented Multimodal Discourse Analysis
The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview this study’s methodology: actionoriented multimodal discourse analysis, rooted in critical SFL theory (Halliday & Matthiessen,
2014; Martin & White, 2005). As Figure 1 illustrates, I interpreted this methodology through
four phases of data collection and analysis (adapted from Jancsary et al., 2016): data collection
(step 1), identification of the genre of the cultura pages (step 2), detailed coding and counting of
written texts and visual images (step 3), and an integrated analysis of written texts and visual
images within a broader social and cultural context (step 4) (see Table 4). Steps one through
three are explained in detail in this chapter, and step four will be fully addressed in chapter four.

Figure 1
Methodology of Textbook Analysis (adapted from Jancsary et al., 2016)
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Table 4
Methods of Data Collection and Multimodal Discourse Analysis
Step 1
Data collection
Step 2
Identification of the genre of
cultura pages
(Martin & Rose, 2007)
Step 3
Detailed coding and counting of
written texts and visual images

Principled selection of 24 cultura pages
Sociocultural context, purpose, multimodal characteristics

Written Texts
SFL Coding
(Derewianka, 2011; Eggins, 2004; Halliday & Matthiessen,
2014; Martin & White, 2005)
1. Ideational metafunction (field resources: processes,
participants, circumstances)
2. Interpersonal metafunction (tenor resources:
judgement and appreciation)
3. Textual metafunction (mode resources: theme- rheme)
Descriptive and Pattern Coding (Saldaña, 2021)
1. Ideational metafunction ( field resources: human and
non-human participants)
2. Interpersonal metafunction (tenor resources:
judgement and appreciation)
3. Textual metafunction (mode resources: theme)
4. Counting of participants, judgement and appreciation,
and theme in written texts
Visual Images
SFL-inspired Coding (Callow, 2013; Kress & Van Leeuwen,
2021)
1. Ideational metafunction (field resources: action
qualities, setting focused, symbolic qualities)’
2. Interpersonal metafunction (tenor resources: gaze to
viewer, shot distance, angles)
3. Textual metafunction (mode resources: salience)
4. Counting of field, tenor, and mode resources in visual
images

Step 4
Integrated analysis of written
texts and visual images within
the broader social and cultural
context

1. Roles and functions of written texts and visual images
2. Relationship between written texts and visual images
3. Integrated messages and absences reinforce,
challenge, or conceal power (Fairclough, 2015)
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Step 1: Data Collection through Principled Selection of 24 Cultura Pages
The textbook series I analyzed in this study includes four pages in each unit labeled as
cultura. A cultura page consists of a main reading, a shorter blue rectangle reading labeled
productos, perspectivas or prácticas, and approximately six post-reading questions. In addition,
there are two visual images, typically photos, on each page. I selected eight cultura pages from
¡Qué chévere! 1 (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a), eight from ¡Qué chévere! 2 (Vargas Bonilla, 2020b),
and eight from ¡Qué chévere! 3 (Vargas Bonilla, 2020c). Specifically, I selected one cultura
page from units one to eight of each of the three textbook levels because teachers at my school
do not complete units nine and ten. I selected cultura pages at each level of the textbook series
based on the topic of the main readings so I could undertake a more comprehensive analysis of
how the textbooks construe cultures across the levels.
Disconnect Between Units’ Stated Content and Cultura Pages
In my efforts to select cultura pages that shared the same topic across the levels, I first
read every cultura page for units one to eight at each textbook level and made a chart listing each
unit’s official topic as stated in the title, contexto cultural (geographical context), vocabulary
content, and cultura page topics (see Appendix A). This thorough reading led me to discover
discrepancies between the official unit topic as stated in the objectives and unit vocabulary and
the actual topic of the cultura pages in that unit. That is, the cultura pages are sometimes only
tangentially connected to a unit’s official topic, but they are always connected to the unit’s
official contexto cultural (geographical context). For example in ¡Qué chévere! 3, unit one
focuses on school and extracurricular activities in the title, objectives, and vocabulary, but none
of the cultura readings are related to this topic and are only related to the geographical context of
the unit (see Appendix A). This disconnect between the official topic of the units and the actual
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topic of the cultura page readings resulted in me spending more time than anticipated in
selecting cultura pages.
Selection of Cultura Pages Across the Levels According to Actual Topic
I first chose a cultura reading from each unit of ¡Qué chévere! 1 and labeled it according
to its actual topic, and not the official topic of the unit. My original goal was to select a cultura
page from levels two and three that matched the topic of a cultura page from level one.
However, it was not always possible to select a cultura page from each unit across the three
levels that also shared the same topic because the content of cultura pages across the textbook
levels do not align perfectly. I then had to identify connections between actual topic of the
cultura pages across all textbook levels, and I was able to select cultura pages from at least two
different levels that shared the same general topic and categorized them as related to: health,
houses, Mexico City, media, tourism, food, Puerto Rican Identity, language in the Spanishspeaking world, celebrations, Chile, Hispanics in the United States (see Appendix B). I reread
and checked all selected cultura pages three times to assure that they shared a common topic,
which I was seeking to gain a more complete perspective on the textbooks’ interpretation of
Spanish speakers and cultures. I created a system to refer to the cultura pages based on the order
in which they occur at each level of the textbook which resulted in cp1 (cultura page 1) to cp24
(cultura page 24), and this is how I refer to the cultura pages in this action-oriented multimodal
discourse analysis (see Appendix C).
Step 2: Identification of the Genre of Cultura Pages
In this study, genre refers to “different types of texts that enact various types of social
contexts” (Martin & Rose, p. 8, 2007). My experiences teaching Spanish world language classes
using ten different textbooks during the past twenty years, my review of scholarly literature, and
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the intimate knowledge of the cultura pages that I gained during the data collection allowed me
to identify the general type of written texts present on the cultura pages. Within the context of
curricular materials produced for U.S. high school world language classrooms, the cultura pages
are a type informational text commonly found in world language textbooks often referred to
informally by world language teachers as “cultural vignettes” or cultural blurbs, and whose
purpose is to quickly encapsulate and explain to students some aspect of the target culture that
the textbook feels is of value to elite bilingual students (Cubillos, 2014). The cultura pages are a
sort of extended cultural vignette that are placed at the end of part A and part B of each unit in
the ¡Qué chévere! textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c). The multimodal
characteristics of all cultura pages are the same: a main reading, a blue rectangle labeled
products, practices or perspectives, followed by comprehension and analysis questions and at
least one photo tangentially related to the topic of the main reading. As stated in the ¡Qué
chévere! 2 textbook in reference to the main reading on the cultura pages, “Cultura readings
present topics of high interest that highlight the products, perspectives, and practices of the unit’s
regions(s) of focus (Vargas Bonilla, 2020b, p. T17). The entirety of a cultura page, including the
main reading, the blue rectangles, photos, and questions, forms an integrated didactic activity in
which information is shared with students who are then expected to demonstrate their
comprehension through responding to the questions which are reviewed by or with the teacher,
who has access to the answer key, and can clarify any student misunderstandings.
Step 3: Detailed Coding and Counting of Written Texts and Visual Images
Coding of Written Texts with Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL)
Before coding the written texts on the cultura pages using tools from SFL, I first read and
studied resources on SFL theory and text analysis (Derewianka, 2011; Eggins, 2004; Halliday &
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Hasan, 1989; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014; Lavid et al., 2010; Martin & Rose, 2007; Martin &
White, 2005). Using tools from SFL allowed me to answer the research questions in a holistic
way that included the three functions of language. I consulted these resources throughout the
coding process, alternating between the resources and the written texts on the cultura pages.
Analytic memoing was completed throughout this process and was vital in revisiting questions,
doubts, and making corrections in my coding. The coding of the written texts using tools of SFL
was a reiterative process that occurred over five months between March-July 2021 during which
I coded cultura pages’ written texts in the following order: main readings, blue rectangles, and
questions (see Appendix D). I coded each main reading in order, from cp1 to cp24 in the
following manner. First, I separated the written texts into clauses; I coded the main reading for
processes, participants, and circumstances (field resources). After coding each main reading for
field resources, I reread and recoded each main reading, fixing errors, and consulting my analytic
memos and resources. Then I coded each main reading for judgement, appreciation, affect,
graduation, force, focus, and modality (tenor resources). I then reread and recoded each main
reading to identify the authors’ choice of field resources and tenor resources, reinterpreting some
of my previous codes, consulting analytic memos and reference books. Next, I coded each main
reading for theme and rheme (mode resources) to see how particular people or ideas were
foregrounded. I then reread all coding of the main readings for field, tenor, and mode resources,
consulting reference books, analytic memos, and making adjustments as needed. I followed this
same process for the blue rectangles and the questions. This resulted in numerous cycles of
reviewing and refining codes for all written texts as I grew in my understanding of analyzing
texts using SFL in English and Spanish. These multiple cycles of coding guaranteed intrarater
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reliability through the process of recoding, rechecking, and consulting reference books (Saldaña,
2021).
SFL Coding for Written Texts in Spanish (Transitivity Analysis)
Because this study’s research questions have to do with the textbooks’ construction of
Spanish speakers, cultures, and representations of dominance, I analyzed the texts to understand
– grammatically – “who is doing what to whom and under what circumstances” (Gebhard, 2019,
p. 122). These kinds of meaning are captured in field resources and can be understood through
transitivity analysis (Halliday, 2014). I utilized coding suggested by Derewianka (2011) by first
identifying verbal processes to create clause breaks. I further coded the written texts to identify
participants and circumstances. When the word participant is used in this study, it specifically
refers to noun or noun groups that participate in the verbal process of the clause (Eggins, 2004).
Regarding the coding of participants, written texts in Spanish presented two specific challenges
not found in English texts: how to code null subject inflected verbs and how to code se. Since
Spanish is a pro-drop language, it is normal for inflected verbs to not have an explicitly stated
subject (Lavid et al., 2010). From a transitivity lens, this means that it is common that there is no
explicitly stated participant in the clause when there would have to be one in the English
translation. Since some written texts were in Spanish and some in English, to create parity with
how I counted participants in the clause, I counted inflected verbs with a null subject as if they
had the subject explicitly stated, and counted this implied null subject as the participant (Lavid et
al., 2010). I determined who the participant was by the context of the written text, and who the
participant would be if this clause were translated into English6. Regarding se as a participant, I

6

The exception was that in clauses with verbal process as a command (imperative) with a null-subject, I did not
count tú or usted as a participant.
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followed Arús’ (2006) criteria in determining if se should be coded as a participant or a process
for each specific instance.
SFL Coding of Written Texts for Judgement and Appreciation
With the goal of examining how social roles and power dynamics are grammatically
construed in the textbooks, I analyzed tenor resources, first in the written texts. I coded using
Martin and White’s (2005) appraisal resources of judgement, appreciation, and engagement. I
chose not to code written texts using SFL tools to conduct a clause-level mood analysis as
Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) propose because of significant differences between English and
Spanish mood analysis as outlined by Lavid et al. (2010). I elected to use appraisal theory instead
of a mood analysis because resources of judgement, appreciation, and engagement are relevant to
this action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis’ goal of assessing the textbooks’ attitude
toward Spanish speakers and cultures and readers. I coded texts to reflect tenor resources of
appraisal which would allow me to analyze the attitude expressed in the textbooks toward people
and things (Martin & White, 2005).
SFL Coding of Written Texts for Theme
In this study, whenever the word theme is used, it is in reference to a specific mode
resource that expresses meaning as part of the textual metafunction in SFL. In SFL, what an
author chooses to put in theme position at the start of a clause indicates what the rest of the
clause is about. Theme is the point of departure for the message of the clause and is important for
this very reason (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 89). In this study, theme refers to the topical
theme, meaning that the theme of the clause ends with the first participant, circumstance or
process, and the rest of the clause is the rheme (Eggins, 2004, p. 300). I identified the theme and
rheme of each clause per Eggins (2014), Halliday and Matthiessen (2014), and Lavid et al.
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(2010) as I wrote and reviewed analytic memos regarding emergent patterns throughout the
process.
Coding and Counting of Authors’ Language Choices
After completing coding of all written texts using SFL to identify field, tenor, and mode
resources, I then completed a cycle of descriptive coding of participants (a field resource),
appreciation and judgement (tenor resources), and theme (a mode resource) before undertaking a
second-cycle of pattern coding to generate broader categories and overarching takeaways,
followed by frequency counting (Saldaña, 2021).
Descriptive and Pattern Coding of Human Participants
With the goal of examining how the written texts convey ideas and experiences, I
identified all human participants on each written text in the cultura pages and then created
descriptive codes in my codebook to categorize how they were identified. For example, you, tú
or usted were coded as “the reader.” I reviewed and recoded all written texts to ensure intrarater
reliability and wrote and consulted analytic memos to document the process. Next, using pattern
coding, I grouped the human participants into broader groups according to similarities and
differences in the way in which the written texts identify human participants (see Table 5).
Coding all human participants in this way allowed me to recognize broad patterns in exactly how
the textbooks identify the Spanish speakers who are participants from the lens of SFL transitivity
analysis.
Table 5
Human Participants by Descriptive Category and Pattern (Overarching Takeaway)
Overarching Takeaways, Categories, Codes
English speakers learning Spanish are active and important participators in the culture
they are studying
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English speakers learning Spanish: The reader, the reader and others, language group
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so in ways that are specific
to their ethnicity, defined as “people bound by a common language, culture, spiritual
tradition and/or ancestry” (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2012, p. 23).
People identified by ethnicity: Indigenous groups, Latinx presence
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so because of when they
were born or who they are related to
People identified by age: Young people, Adults
People identified through ties of marriage, blood or adoption: family
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so though their connection
to geography
People identified by link to a place: National groups, Residents, Afro-descendants
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so through the way in which
they earn money
People identified by profession: Salespeople, Medical practitioners, Artists, politicians,
Clergy, Athletes, Educators, Writers, Peace activists, Successful people
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so through their beliefs
People identified through religion: Religious figures
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so through as numbers
People as numbers: Quantified people
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so through in the most
general and ambiguous of terms
People without further identification: People in general
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so through their choice of
leisure activities
People identified through leisure activities: Tourists, Celebrators, Music group
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so through as historical
figures
People identified as historical actors: Conquerors, Indigenous groups
People who participate in culture can be described as doing so through due to their
accumulated wealth
People identified through economic status: Economic status
Female-identified people participate in culture in specific ways
People identified by gender: Female identified
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Descriptive and Pattern Coding of Specific Types of Human Participants.
Descriptive and pattern coding of human participants permitted me to categorize and recognize
broader patterns, and I realized that I needed to add another layer of depth to understand certain
subtypes of human participants. This required that I return to the original SFL coding of human
participants and conduct additional coding at a greater level of delicacy to more specifically
identify participants by SFL subtype (see Table 6). I conducted this SFL coding of human
participants by repeatedly consulting both Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) and Eggins (2004),
and I labeled human participants according to Eggins’ suggestions because it allowed me to code
human participants at the level of delicacy appropriate for this study. This additional SFL coding
for human participant subtype did not change the descriptive or pattern coding, but rather created
an additional layer of depth that allowed me to gather more information on the SFL subtypes and
how they aligned with the descriptive and pattern coding that I had already undertaken of all
human participants. I counted all human participants according to subtype of participant as seen
in Table 7 from “Un viaje al sur chileno” [A Trip to the Chilean South] (cp21).
Table 6
Human Participants by SFL Subtype
Process type
Material
Mental
Vernal
Behavioral
Existential
Relational identifying
Relational attributive

Participants
Actor; (+goal) (+ range) (+client / +recipient)
Senser; + phenomenon
Sayer; (+ receiver) (+ verbiage)
Behaver, (+ behavior) (phenomenon)
Existent
Token ; + value
Carrier; + attribute

Note. SFL participant subtypes are based on Eggins (2004) and Halliday & Matthiessen (2014).
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Table 7
Sample of Human Participants
Un viaje al sur chileno [A Trip to the Chilean South](cp21)

Human Participant
Pattern Code

Main Reading:
los chilenos (actor)
Aprovechan esa diversidad

National group

los extranjeros (actor)
Aprovechan esa diversidad

Tourists

tú
Visitas Chile (actor)
Tienes muchas opciones (carrier/possessor)

The reader
(2 instances)

los turistas (actor)
Pueden visitar el centro de esquí Club Andino

Tourists

unas 600 personas (actor)
Pueden trasladarse unas 600 personas hasta la cima del Cerro
Mirador

Quantified people

Blue Rectangle (Productos):
el público de la Quinta Vergara (token)
es conocido como el monstruo

People in general

ellos (senser)
Son ellos quienes deciden quién sale de allí con premios y quién
debe retirarse avergonzado (ashamed).

People in general

Questions:
El público de la Quinta Vergara (receiver)
Se da el nombre de “el monstruo”

People in general

Descriptive and Pattern Coding of Non-Human Participants
I next identified all non-human participants in all written texts of the cultura pages. Nonhuman participants consisted of objects, places, things, activities, and embedded clauses, but I
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did not code within embedded clauses because such a level of delicacy is not necessary to answer
this study’s research questions. Since many of the clauses had two non-human participants, I
created a chart of all non-human participants and their related processes (see Table 8). Next, I
created codes in my codebook to categorize how non-human participants were identified. Then,
using pattern coding, I grouped the non-human participants in groups according to how they
were identified, and from these categories I created broad topics. Coding all non-human
participants in this way allowed me to discern broader patterns among the non-humans that are
participating in culture in the written texts. I wrote analytic memos throughout this process and
recoded the non-human participants to guarantee intrarater reliability.
Table 8
Sample of Non-Human Participants and Processes
De visita en la Ciudad de México [Visiting Mexico City] (cp3)
Participant

Process

Participant

Mexico City

Is sinking
Built

their capital city Tenochtitlán

Current day Ciudad Has grown into
de México
its battle with water continues
issues
The Zócalo,
Is home to
Mexico City’s
main square
which

Use to sit
Has been restored

Non-human
Participant
Pattern Code
City
City

the largest city [in the western city; city
hemisphere (21 million people)
nature
the centuries-old Catedral
Meteropolitana,

building
religion/building

building
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the Palacio Nacional, the seat
of government of Mexico.

building
building

Frequency Counting of Participants
After completing descriptive and pattern coding of participants in written texts, I counted
the number of human participants (Spanish speakers and the reader) in all written texts on each
cultura page. I counted the reader (tú, usted, or you) separately from all other human participants
by SFL subtype. Lastly, I counted the number of human actors per descriptive coding category
(see Table 9). I also counted the frequency of non-human participants in all written texts on each
cultura page. I counted non-human participants according to the descriptive coding category and
broader pattern (see Table 10). This frequency counting was necessary to later analyze how the
written texts construe Spanish speakers and cultures and foreground or background different
speakers or other elements of culture.
Table 9
Sample of Human Actors per Descriptive Coding Category (National Group)
Actors identified by national group in all cultura pages (10 total)
the Puerto Ricans (in each town established a long standing relationship with a patron saint)
Venezuelans (trace their origins)
los españoles (compran en supermercados)
los venezolanos (siguen a sus misses)
los escritores y actores venezolanos
(han conquistado los corazones de fanáticos alrededor del mundo)
los españoles (fue fundada por los españoles)
los cubanos (por qué se establecieron en la Florida)
los españoles (tienen la costumbre de hacer puente)
los españoles (llevados a la isla por los españoles)
los chilenos (aprovechan esa diversidad)
Note. The actor is bolded and the process associated with the actor is in parenthesis.
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Table 10
Non-human Participants with Frequency
Non-human grammatical participants by broader patterns, Categories, Codes
Entertainment and artistic expression are participants in culture.
(152 participants)
Artistic expression and entertainment
Painting (6), dance (10), celebrations (32), music (20), artesanías (7), tourism (30), sports (16),
tv (23), beauty pageant (3), news (5)
Human-made places and boundaries are participants in culture.
Human construction and boundaries. (144 participants)
City (30), building (48), country (66)
Knowledge and beliefs are participants in culture.
Knowledge and Beliefs (111 participants)
Religion (38), values (11), influence (3), time (12), mestizaje (5), education (8), custom (34)
Objects, ideas and behavior related to people meeting basic physiological needs are
participants in culture.
Basic bodily needs. (108 participants)
Food (31), drink (11), restaurant (4), health (17), medicine (26), markets (5), money (9),
transportation (5)
Language and its use are participants in culture. (84 participants)
Language and use
Words (31), language (36), book (13), answer (4)
Natural places not created by humans are a participant in culture. (67 participants)
Natural world
Geography (30), nature (37)
The textbooks’ attitude is a participant in culture. (70 participants)
Textbooks’ attitudes
Evaluation (60), it (10)
Undefined culture is in itself a participant in culture. (25 participants)
Culture in general
Culture (25)
The Latinx presence in the United States is a participant in culture. (6 participants)
Latinx presence
Latinx presence (6).
Note. The number in parenthesis indicates the number of instances in written texts.
Descriptive and Pattern Coding and Frequency Counts of Judgement and Appreciation
The SFL coding I conducted for appraisal (tenor resources) included coding of resources
used to express attitude (judgement, appreciation and affect), graduation (force and focus), and
engagement (modality) (Derewianka, 2011; Martin & White, 2005) (see Appendix D). Before
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conducting descriptive and pattern coding based on the original SFL coding, I determined that I
did not need to further analyze texts for affect or graduation using descriptive and pattern coding
because I would be able to answer the research questions through conducting descriptive and
pattern coding of judgement (evaluation of people) and appreciation (evaluation of things)
combined with engagement (polarity). First, I created a chart that consolidated all examples of
judgement and appreciation in all written texts, and I identified each example with its polarity
and type of judgement or appreciation according to Martin and White’s (2005) codes (see Table
11). As I created this chart, I sometimes found errors in the original SFL coding in the main
readings, blue rectangles and questions, and I corrected my SFL coding to ensure consistency
and intrarater reliability. I consulted reference books (Derewianka, 2011; Martin & White, 2005),
and I conducted analytic memoing at all stages of this process.
Table 11
Sample of Chart Consolidating Judgement and Appreciation
La geografía y la identidad chilena
[Chilean Identity and Geography] (cp7)
Main Reading:
(Los chilenos) que se distinguen por su tenacidad y
capacidad de superar obstáculos

+ judgement (ten)

Prácticas
Two riders or huasos, pinning a cow up against a
padded Wall
The huaso maneuvers his horse
Main Reading:

+judgement (cap)
+judgement (cap)

Chile está rodeado por barreras
Estas barreras impiden el contacto fluido

- appreciation (comp)
- appreciation (comp)

La cordillera de los Antes…es un lugar fantástico
El desierto de Atacama…ofrece oportunidades
Las dunas del desierto son ideales para este deporte
Chile es un lugar excelente para practicar deportes

+ appreciation (reac)
+ appreciation (reac)
+ appreciation (val)
+ appreciation (reac)
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El balneario de Pichilemu es el paraíso…por las
excelentes condiciones del viento
Existen cientos de lagos que también son ideales
Prácticas (Blue Rectangle)
The national sport of Chile is rodeo, not soccer
Lost cattle were rounded up
Traditional sport with established rules…established
half-moon area
Padded wall
Traditional work on the range
The impressive skills of both horse and rider
Questions:
¿Qué barreras naturales separan a Chile?
Chilean rodeos attract huge crowds

48
+ appreciation (reac)
+ appreciation (val)
+ appreciation (reac)

+ appreciation (val)
- appreciation (val)
+ appreciation (val)
+ appreciation (val)
+ appreciation (comp)
+ appreciation (val)
+ appreciation (reac)
- appreciation (comp)
+ appreciation (val)

Table 11 aided me in placing the people identified by SFL codes of judgement into
descriptive categories through how they were identified with regards to positive or negative
polarity and normality, capacity, tenacity, veracity or propriety (Martin & White, 2005). I then
recorded the descriptive categories in the codebook to conduct pattern coding to identify the
broader overarching takeaways regarding who is judged and how (see Table 12).
Table 12
Judgement of Spanish Speakers by Descriptive Category, Pattern, and Overarching Takeaways
Overarching takeaways, Categories, Codes
People are more often of positively judged than negatively judged
Capable, special, ethical, tenacious people
Incapable, abnormal, unethical people
People’s honesty is not relevant to culture. (lack of veracity)
Although not common, some people are judged as being incapable and do not act
properly. The reader, people in general, newcomers are judged as incapable.
Incapable people
People who are not capable (-judgement capacity): You, someone, newcomers (Venezuela)
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People who deviate from the norm are poor people, Africans brought to America,
immigrants to the United States. People who deviate from the norm are marginalized,
racialized others.
Abnormal people
People who deviate from the norm in some negative way (-judgement normality)
A peasant named Vicente Alberto, tribesman brought from Africa, oleadas de personas
People who do not act ethically are Indigenous and Spaniards, an audience, and almost
all of humanity. People who do not act ethically are Spanish learners and historical
people.
Unethical people
People who do not act ethically (-judgement propriety): you, Taíno Indians, la mayoría de la
humanidad, ellos (los conquistadores españoles), el público es “el monstruo”
People who are capable are identified by their profession, nationality, as Indigenous
people, or Spanish conquerors. People who are capable are identified by their
profession, national group and as historical people.
Capable people
People who are capable (+judgement capacity): craftsmen, two riders or huasos, huasos, los
conquistadores españoles, los conquistadores, las venezolanas, personas de éxito, los escritores
y actores venezolanos, los españoles, los chilenos, los extranjeros, los médicos mayas (un
terapeuta, el soplador, el huesero, el sacerdote/la sacerdotisa)
Rigoberta Menchú, líder indígena guatemalteca y ganadora del Premio Nobel, los especialistas
en medicina maya, los africanos
People who are special are artists, wealthy people, beautiful women, and national groups
People are special due to artistic talent, socioeconomic status, appearance and
membership in a national group.
Special people
People who are special in a positive way (+judgement normality): Diego Rivera, los
nicaragüenses, wealthier families, los médicos tradicionales de los mixtecas, mayas y otros
grupos indígenas, estos vendedores especiales, mujeres muy bellas, actrices famosas
Ídolos latinos de la canción, los españoles, los españoles (los africanos, llevados a la isla por
los españoles para labrar la tierra), artistas invitados
Rigoberta Menchú, líder indígena guatemalteca y ganadora del Premio Nobel
People who act ethically are English speakers learning Spanish, and Nicaraguans in
religious celebrations. People who act ethically are identified through national groups
participating in religion.
Ethical people
People who act ethically ( + jugdement propriety): you
Las ciudades y pueblos de Nicaragua, los espectadores, los ciudadanos de Nicaragua, people in
Managua
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People who are tenacious are identified by national group, profession, ownership or as a
religious figure. People who are dependable are identified by their profession or
membership in a national group.
Dependable, tenacious people
People who are dependable, resolute, reliable (+judgement tenacity): the saint (the statue),
owners, los chilenos, los españoles, los maestros paraguayos, los vendedores

Similarly, I organized the things identified by SFL codes of appreciation into descriptive
categories according to what was appreciated (positive or negative polarity, reaction, value or
composition). I then conducted pattern coding of the categories to identify the broader
overarching takeaways regarding what things were appreciated (see Table 13). Lastly, I counted
the frequency of the instances of judgement and appreciation that I coded using descriptive
codes, and then compared the frequency among judgement and appreciation in the clauses I
analyzed.
Table 13
Appreciation of Things by Descriptive Category, Pattern, and Overarching Takeaways
Overarching takeaways, Categories, Codes
Negative reaction to things most common negative evaluation
Negative qualities of things
Composition of things not deserve negative evaluation
Composition viewed negatively
-appreciation (comp): Natural barriers (barreras)
Natural and human made places deserve negative reaction
Thing provokes negative reaction to some quality
-appreciation (reac): Cities, housing shortage, shacks and slums, common roof, disadvantages,
particular homes, nature, walking in cold, supernatural causes to illness, common illness,
abbreviations
A small range of disparate things have negative social value
Thing has negative social value
-appreciation (val): Lack of manners, borrowed words, cattle, limited cell service, negative
aspects, animals, national parks, change in emotional state
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Positive evaluation of social value is most common positive evaluation followed by
reaction
Positive qualities of things
Naturalness of things and artesanías deserve positive evaluation
Composition viewed positively
+appreciation (comp): Natural barriers, plazas, religious processions, padded walls, natural
medicine, natural products, natural cures, medicinal plants, fireworks, homemade food, natural
areas, artesanías (x4)
Natural and human made places deserve positive reaction
Thing provokes positive or negative reaction to some quality
+appreciation (reac): Instruments, plazas, houses, cities, artesanías, geography (mountains,
lakes, etc), places, weather conditions, lakes, skills, quality, food, shops, formatting,
complementary medicine, balance, songs, music, parades, drink, study methods, bilingual
bases, discotheques, details, beaches, cultures, climate, activities, natural areas, places,
countries, natural beauty, markets, dance, natural cause to illness
A wide range of disparate things, particularly natural and human made places and music
have positive social value.
Things have positive social value
+ appreciation (val): Spanish language, Spanish words, buildings, plazas, saints, religious
devotion, holidays, artesanías, beaches, traditional sports, traditional work, prices, factors,
advantages, orthodox medicine, cities, instruments, traditional clothing, celebrations, local
flavors, benefits, disadvantages, houses, questions, tv shows, beauty contests, states, music,
traditional celebrations, parades, dance, customs, Spain’s cultural heritage, food, English
language, diversity, folklore, tourism, national parks, markets, rituals, traditional gastronomy,
food, conventional medicine, change, sacred places

Descriptive and Pattern Coding of Theme
I first reviewed the SFL coding for the topical theme which I had done for all written
texts on the cultura pages (see Appendix D). I then created descriptive codes for all themes,
defined as the first participant, process or circumstance in a clause (Eggins, 2004), and organized
the themes in charts for each cultura page with the corresponding descriptive code (see Table
14). I coded the themes using descriptive codes because for the purpose of this action-oriented
multimodal discourse analysis, I was interested in broadly understanding how the use of the
mode resource of theme supports or contradicts the ways in which the textbooks use field and
tenor resources to construe Spanish speakers and cultures. I added another layer to the
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descriptive codes by further analyzing people and non-humans in theme position according to the
codes I had used for people and non-humans in the transitivity analysis (See Table 14). This
allowed me to identify broader patterns and overall takeaways regarding who and what is in
theme position. I consulted reference books (Derewianka, 2011; Eggins, 2004; Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014) and conducted analytic memoing at all stages of this process.
Table 14
Sample of Theme on a Cultura Page
Otras atracciones turísticas. [Other Tourist Attractions] (cp22)
Theme
Main Reading:
la naturaleza
Panamá
Mientras en el mundo
Panamá
Gracias a su situación geográfica y a su clima lluvioso tropical
Aunque Panamá
Entre ellos (parques nacionales)
Que (Parque Nacional Darién y PILA)
Fue declarado (PILA)
Además de atraer
Panamá
Los kuna
Estas piezas de artesanía de gran atractivo para los turistas
Contribuyen (estas piezas)
Perspectivas (Blue Rectangle):
Eduardo Espinosa, periodista panameño
Donde
Se
Rodeada
Questions:
Por qué, por qué, qué, qué
Por qué, que la naturaleza, por qué, que las artesanías

Code
Thing nature
Place country
Place country
Place country
Place geography
Place country
Place nature
Place nature
Place nature
Process
Place country
People (Indigenous)
Thing artesanía
Process (Thing artesanía)
People (writer)
Place nature
Se
Process (Place nature)
Interrogative, interrogative,
interrogative, interrogtative,
interrogative, thing nature,
interrogative, thing artesanía

Note. The things in parentheses in the left column are the inferred subject of the process
(inflected verb).
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Differences in Theme Between English and Spanish. Given Spanish is a pro-drop
language with a more flexible word order than English, I paid particular attention to contrasts
between theme in English and Spanish which result in Spanish having a much wider range of
unmarked theme possibilities (Lavid et al., 2010). In texts in Spanish, “the fact that Spanish
verbal inflection includes the specification of person in all tenses explains why pronominal
subjects are left unexpressed in unmarked realizations, and hence the high incidence of Process
of Theme” (Arús, 2010, p. 30). When I analyzed texts in Spanish with an inflected process in
theme position, I coded this process as being associated with the implied subject because the
subject is already “present in the inflection” (Arús, 2010, p. 32). That is, I identified inflected
processes in theme position and coded them in a way that associated them as being related to the
inferred subject, which would be evident from the context of the previous clauses (see Table 15).
Processes with no related subject, such as infinitive verbs, were coded separately. I consulted
Lavid et al. (2010) and Arús (2010) and wrote analytic memos throughout the coding of theme in
Spanish texts.
Table 15
Sample of Process in Topical Theme with Inferred Human Subject for Cultura Page 10
“Sentirse bien de manera natural” [Feeling Well Naturally] (cp10)
People and inflected verbs associated with
Descriptive Code
people in theme position
Los hispanos
People (Latinx presence)
Por eso en las comunidades hispanas
People (Latinx presence)
Usan (ellos)
Process associated with People (Latinx
presence)
Realizan (ellos)
Process associated with People in general

Note. The people in parentheses in the left column are the inferred subject of the process in
theme position.
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Frequency Counting of Theme. I counted the frequency of processes, participants, and
circumstances in theme position that I coded, and I calculated the percentages of each category in
theme position. I also counted the frequency of specific types of people in theme position using
the descriptive codes for people (see Table 15).
Coding and Counting of Visual Images
Since all cultura pages contain visual images, typically two photos, I needed to
systematically analyze the content of these photos as well. SFL provides tools to interpret and
understand spoken and written semiotic resources commonly referred to as language, and
scholars have taken inspiration from SFL in their interpretation of visual images. After reading
Kress and Van Leeuwen’s (2021) work on visual images, and Callow’s (2013) analysis regarding
multimodal analysis of written and visual texts, I chose codes based on both sources that allowed
me to analyze meaning making resources in visual images that take inspiration from field, tenor
and mode resources in written texts because they provide a lens to examine happenings
(ideational metafunction), interacting and relating (interpersonal metafunction) and design and
layout (textual metafunction) (see Table 16).
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Table 16
Analysis of Field, Tenor and Mode Resources of Photos
Happenings
(Field Resources)
Ideational Metafunction

Interacting and Relating
(Tenor Resources)
Interpersonal Metafunction

Design and Layout
(Mode Resources)
Textual Metafunction

Action Qualities
How line and shape
represent people
Actions or action lines are
called vectors (predicted
lines of movement where
motion is inferred by the
viewer

Gaze to Viewer
Demand (gaze at the viewer)
Offer (absence of gaze at the
viewer)

Salience
Elements that attract the
viewers’ attention due to
placement, size and contrast

Setting Focused
Background or setting
primary
Symbolic Qualities
Suggest an attribute or
concept

Shot distance (level of
intimacy with viewer)
Close shot (personal distance)
Medium shot (social distance)
Long shot (impersonal
distance)
Angles (level of involvement
with viewer)
Frontal angle
Oblique angle
Angles (power relation with
viewer)
High angle (viewer power)
Eye-level angle (equality)
Low angle (participant
power)

Note. Table is based on criteria from Callow (2013) and Kress and Van Leeuwen (2021).
I first coded each individual visual image according to action qualities, people involved,
landscape, distance from viewer, salience (see Appendix D). After creating a chart that
condensed the data from my first round of coding of visual images, I created categories for each
of the codes based on Kress & Van Leeuwen’s (2021) and Callow’s (2013) work, which allowed
me to create overarching takeaways due to the field, tenor and mode analysis of the images.
Lastly, I conducted frequency counts of the differences between field, tenor, and mode resources
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regarding people and hon-humans and calculated frequency percentages. I composed analytical
memos and I recoded each image three times to ensure intrarater reliability, consulting Kress and
Van Leeuwen (2021) and Callow (2013) throughout the coding process.
Step 4: Integrated Analysis of Written Texts and Visual Images within Broader Social and
Cultural Context
In chapter four, I discuss at length the findings from analysis of the written texts and
visual images within the broader social and cultural context in which the ¡Qué chévere!
textbooks (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) are utilized. I also examine how these broader
contexts function in tandem in an integrated manner with the textbook to construe Spanish
speakers and cultures and engage with students in specific ways
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Chapter 4: Analysis and Findings
In this chapter I provide a detailed examination of the findings of this action-oriented
multimodal discourse analysis see Table 17). I begin with a review of relevant concepts in SFL
that are necessary to understand the findings regarding how the ¡Qué chévere! textbook series
(Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) construes Spanish Speakers and cultures and engages
with readers. In an attempt to make the analysis and findings widely accessible, throughout this
chapter I integrate basic explanations of concepts from SFL that are vital to understanding the
findings.
Table 17
Summary of Research Questions and Findings
Research Questions

Findings

RQ1:How does a Spanish world
language textbook series construe
Spanish speakers
and cultures in written texts and
visual images?

Finding 1: The textbooks background Spanish
speakers through choices in written texts and visual
images (RQ1, RQ3)

RQ2: How do the textbooks invite
readers to engage with Spanish
speakers and cultures in written texts
and visual images?
RQ3: In what ways are discourses of
linguistic and cultural dominance
challenged and/or reproduced in a
textbook series?

Finding 2: When Spanish speakers are present, the
textbooks’ choices standardize them, construing
Spanish speakers as monolithic, ignoring their diverse
identities and experiences. (RQ1, RQ3)
Finding 3: Cultures are defined by interests of
potential tourists and inextricably linked to nation and
place. (RQ1, RQ3)
Finding 4: The textbooks invite students to engage
with Spanish speakers and cultures in written texts and
visual images as elite bilingual tourists. (RQ2, RQ3)
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Review of Relevant Concepts from SFL
Context of Situation and Context of Culture
The 24 cultura pages that I analyzed consist of texts, defined as “language that is
functional,” and which must be understood within a greater context of situation and context of
culture (Halliday & Hasan, 1985, p. 10). The context of situation “is the immediate environment
in which the text is actually functioning,” and the context of culture is “the broader background
against which the text has to be interpreted” (Halliday & Hasan, 1985, p. 46). Language in the
written texts that I analyzed reflects the context of situation and the context of culture in which
the texts are produced and used (Halliday & Hasan, 1985). The context of situation in which I
use the ¡Qué chévere! textbooks (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) is Suburban High
School during a daily elective world language class where students study Spanish for some
personal benefit and not out of necessity. The overall context of culture is the United States
where Spanish is the most widely spoken language after English and the most widely studied
world language in K-12 schools, but Latinxs who speak Spanish are frequently marginalized,
excluded, and othered in the broader culture (Harris et al., 2020; Reagan & Osborne, 2020; Reny
& Manzano, 2016; Rosa, 2019; Sui & Paul, 2017; Yemane & Fernandez-Reino, 2021). The
written texts must be interpreted in this greater context of situation and context of culture, and
they also play a role in influencing these contexts as students and I read and discuss them in
class. The context of situation and the context of culture are vital to my understanding of how
choices in field, tenor, and mode resources in the cultura pages construe Spanish speakers and
cultures.
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Meaning Analyzed at the Clause Level
The clause is the basic unit of lexicogrammatical analysis in SFL, and it can be analyzed
to understand how language construes human experience, social roles relationships, and
coherence across a text (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). All clauses construe three kinds of
meanings: “These components (called ‘metafunctions’ in systemic theory) are the ideational
(clause as representation), the interpersonal (clause as exchange) and the textual (clause as
message). What this means is that the three structures serve to express three largely
interdependent sets of lexicogrammatical choice” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 361). In this
study I analyzed the textbooks’ choices of specific field, tenor, and mode resources at the clause
level to understand how language choices realize these three components of meaning (see Table
18). Field resources that realize the ideational metafunction create a system of transitivity that
consists of choices of processes (verbs), participants (nouns or noun groups), and circumstances
that describe time, manner and place (prepositional phrases and adverbs) (Eggins, 2004; Halliday
& Matthiessen, 2014). Tenor resources that realize the interpersonal metafunction include
resources of appraisal systems that convey the textbooks’ attitude toward people (judgement) and
things (appreciation) (Martin & White, 2005).7 Mode resources that realize the textual
metafunction include theme and rheme, which reveal the starting point for the message at the
clause (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Importantly, because field, tenor, and mode resources are
interdependent in people’s meaning-making systems, one word or phrase in a clause can be
simultaneously functioning to make multiple kinds of meaning. For example, the choice of the

7

I elected to analyze appraisal resources which are part of the discourse semantic strata because they are useful in
answering my research questions. Appraisal and judgement are considered tenor resources, but not of the
lexicogrammatical strata like the field and mode resources that I analyzed (Martin & White, 2005).
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word tribesman construes both ideational meaning (it is a field resource, a participant) and
interpersonal meaning (it is a tenor resource, conveying a social role).
Table 18
Three Metafunctions and Field, Tenor, and Mode Resources Analyzed in This Study
Ideational metafunction
(Clause as representation)

Field resources construe
human experience

Processes, participants,
circumstances

Interpersonal metafunction
(Clause as exchange)

Tenor resources enact
relationships

Appraisal and judgement

Textual metafunction
(Clause as message)

Mode resources construct a
coherent text

Theme and rheme

Note. As discussed in works by Eggins (2004), Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) and Martin and
White (2005).
In this study, I analyzed 805 clauses found in the 24 cultura pages of the ¡Qué chévere!
textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c). The 805 clauses are divided between the
main readings (472 clauses), the blue rectangles discussing products, practices or perspectives
(141 clauses), and the questions posed to students (192 clauses) (see Table 19). Through
analyzing the textbooks’ selection of specific field, tenor and mode choices at the clause level, I
found patterns in the ways the textbooks’ language choices construe Spanish speakers and
cultures.
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Table 19
Number of Clauses in All Written Texts in Cultura Pages
Cultura Page

Total Number
of Clauses

Main Reading

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total

40
32
24
32
38
30
39
34
36
29
30
28
51
30
37
37
35
28
26
32
29
31
41
36
805

22
20
11
19
19
17
16
23
15
19
21
15
35
15
23
21
23
16
16
24
19
17
22
24
472

Blue Rectangle
(products,
practices,
perspectives)
6
4
5
5
10
8
16
5
9
2
4
5
5
8
8
5
5
3
3
5
6
7
7
141

Questions

12
8
8
8
9
5
7
6
12
8
9
9
11
10
6
8
7
7
7
5
5
8
12
5
192

Finding 1: How the Textbooks Background Spanish Speakers (RQ1, RQ3)
How Field Resources Construe Spanish Speakers: Participants
In SFL, transitivity analysis consists of an examination of processes (verbs and verbal
groups), participants associated with these processes (nominal groups), and circumstances
(adverbial groups and prepositional phrases) in the clause, which offers insight into how these
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lexicogrammatical field resources construe human experience (Eggins, 2004; Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014). After coding all written texts in the cultura pages to indicate processes,
participants, and circumstances in each clause, I focused my analysis on participants associated
with verbal processes. In this study, whenever the word participant is used, I refer specifically to
the concept of participant in SFL, and not the common understanding of the term. A participant
is defined as the nominal group or embedded clause that is involved in the process (Eggins,
2004; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Participants are important because they reveal who or
what grammatically participates in dynamic processes of doing, thinking, feeling, saying, being
or perceiving (Derewianka, 2011). As Achugar and Schleppegrell (2005) point out, textbook
authors’ choices of participants can obscure human actors or clearly name them.
Human vs. Non-human Participants
I identified 300 human participants in all written texts including 190 human participants
in the main readings, 42 human participants in the blue rectangles and 68 human participants in
the questions (see Table 20)8. The human participants I identified include Spanish speakers and
the reader, referred to in the texts as tú, usted, or you. All human participants who are not
identified as tú, or usted or you (the reader) are understood to be Spanish speakers. This is clear
due to the overall context of situation and context of culture of these textbooks, and is supported
in the ¡Qué chévere! 1 and 2 textbooks’ welcome letter to students that explicitly frames a key
purpose of studying Spanish as learning about the “Spanish-speaking world,” “Spanish-speaking
countries,” and “Spanish-speaking cultures” (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, p. iii). Although the
very first pages of the textbooks do not mention Spanish speakers, the other language choices
demonstrate that the human participants in the cultura pages are conveyed to students as being

8

A clause frequently has more than one participant, and some clauses may have no participant and only a process,
such as in the case of a command (imperative).
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people from the “Spanish-speaking world,” “Spanish-speaking countries,” and “Spanishspeaking cultures,” that is, Spanish speakers (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, iii). As such, I concluded
that there are 214 human participants in the cultura pages who are not the reader, and therefore
are Spanish speakers, including 149 in the main readings, 40 in the blue rectangles and 25 in the
questions (see Table 21).
Table 20
Number of Clauses and Number of All Human Participants
Cult.
Page

Total #
Clauses
Cultura
Page

Total #
Human
Participants
Cultura
Page

Total #
Clauses
Main
Read.

Total #
Human
Particip.
Main
Read.

Total #
Clauses
in Blue
Rect.

Total #
Human
Particip.
Blue
Rect.

Total #
Clauses
?s

Total #
Human
Part. ?s

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total

40
32
24
32
38
30
39
34
36
29
30
28
51
30
37
37
35
28
26
32
29
31
41
36
805

25
17
6
12
16
12
9
7
15
13
11
6
33
10
16
16
14
13
3
7
9
6
12
12
300

22
20
11
19
19
17
16
23
15
19
21
15
35
15
23
21
23
16
16
24
19
17
22
24
472

12
12
2
6
7
9
3
5
9
9
10
3
24
5
9
10
11
11
3
4
6
3
8
9
190

6
4
5
5
10
8
16
5
9
2
N/A
4
5
5
8
8
5
5
3
3
5
6
7
7
141

1
3
2
3
6
2
3
0
2
1
N/A
0
2
3
5
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
2
2
42

12
8
8
8
9
5
7
6
12
8
9
9
11
10
6
8
7
7
7
5
5
8
12
5
192

12
2
2
3
3
1
3
2
4
3
1
3
7
2
2
5
2
2
0
3
1
2
2
1
68
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Table 21
Human Participants in Written Texts

Note. The table shows a comparison of all human participants (Spanish speakers and the reader),
the reader (tú, usted or you) as participants, and Spanish speaker participants.
In contrast, I identified 767 non-human participants, including 455 in the main readings,
149 in the blue rectangles and 163 in the questions, making non-human participants appear with
a much greater frequency than Spanish speaker participants (see Table 22). The textbooks’
choice to rely primarily on non-human participants in the form of places, things, ideas and
embedded clauses to express ideational meaning is clear because non-human participants are
significantly more numerous in all written texts.
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Human beings actively construct cultures, and cultures do not exist separately from them,
but rather are the result of people being alive together. Thus, the absence of Spanish speakers as
participants in written texts is striking because this absence construes them as not being central
to cultures, and it construes cultures as something that exists autonomously of the Spanish
speakers who create them. As seen in Table 23, there are only 214 participants who are Spanish
speakers compared with 767 participants who are things, places, and ideas9. This is a
lexicogrammatical choice that pushes Spanish speakers to the margins of cultures, and represents
a missed opportunity to include Spanish speakers with complex identities, needs and motivations
as participants in the written texts. As such, the use of the field resource of participant erases
Spanish speakers from cultures and highlights non-humans. This analysis is warranted by SFL’s
claim that meaning comes not only from the language choices that were made, but also an
understanding of what choices were available and not made.

9

In addition, there are 53 participants in Spanish texts that form part of the se impersonal [impersonal se]
construction which is generally translated into English using the passive voice or “they” or “you” in the general
sense. I used Arús’ (2006) criteria in determining if se is a participant or part of the process. However, I did not
count se as either human or non-human participants since it is a grammatical feature of Spanish with different
interpretations and there is a lack of consensus over how they should be treated grammatically in SFL (Arús, 2006;
Lavid et al., 2010). For the purpose of this study, the use of se is considered a participant somewhere between
human and non-human and is placed into a separate category. The way in which the se functions in terms of how the
textbooks construe Spanish speakers and cultures is beyond the scope of this present study.
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Table 22
Non-human Participants by Cultura Page
Cultura Page

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total

Total Number of
Non-human
Participants in
Cultura Page
33
28
29
44
29
29
49
36
31
29
30
25
29
30
25
28
35
25
34
36
35
34
36
28
767

Total Number of
Non-human
Participants in
Main Reading
17
15
14
28
14
17
24
22
12
20
24
12
17
20
17
14
21
13
22
26
28
20
19
19
455

Total Number of
Non-human
Participants in
Blue Rectangle
9
4
7
7
6
6
16
5
10
2
N/A
7
6
7
4
11
5
6
4
5
2
5
11
4
149

Total Number of
Non-human
Participants in
Questions
7
9
8
9
9
6
9
9
9
7
6
6
6
3
4
3
9
6
8
5
5
9
6
5
163
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Table 23
Total Number of Non-human vs. Human Participants per Cultura Page
Cultura
page

All Human
Participants
(Reader and
Spanish
speakers)

Human
participants
(Spanish
speakers only)

Non-human
participants

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total

25
17
6
12
16
12
9
7
15
13
11
6
33
10
16
16
14
13
3
7
9
6
12
12
300

10
5
5
10
14
8
7
5
9
9
10
5
29
8
9
8
13
10
3
5
7
4
10
11
214

33
28
29
44
29
29
49
36
31
29
30
25
29
30
25
28
35
25
34
36
35
34
36
28
767

How Tenor Resources Construe Spanish Speakers: Judgement and Appreciation
With the goal of understanding how the ¡Qué chévere! textbooks (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a,
2020b, 2020c) use tenor resources to create interpersonal meaning, I utilized tools from the
system of appraisal which is “an interpersonal system at the level of discourse semantics” that
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lets us understand how language expresses evaluation (Martin & White, 2005, p. 33). Although I
first coded all written texts to reflect attitude (affect, judgement, and appreciation), engagement
(polarity), and graduation (force and focus), I focused on an in-depth analysis of how the written
texts use judgement and appreciation to evaluate people and things in conjunction with negative
or positive polarity. Judgement, defined as “the region of meaning construing our attitudes to
people and the way they behave,” is a tenor resource that plays a vital role in how the textbook
construes Spanish speakers (Martin & White, 2005, p. 52). More specifically, judgements are of
two types: judgements of social esteem evaluate the normality, capacity and tenacity of people,
while judgements of social sanction evaluate people’s veracity and propriety (Martin & White,
2005). The textbooks evaluate things using appreciation, defined as “meanings construing our
evaluation of ‘things’, especially things we make and performances we give, but also including
natural phenomena-what such things are worth (how we value them)” (Martin & White, 2005, p.
56). Appreciation of things depends on reactions (our reactions to them), composition (balance
and complexity), and their value to us. Thus, judgement and appreciation are ways in which the
textbooks evaluate Spanish speakers and cultures, and I found significantly more instances of
judgement (evaluation of people) compared to appreciation (evaluation of things) in the cultura
pages (see Table 24).
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Table 24
Judgement and Appreciation
Cultura Total
Page
instances
of
Judgement
1
13
(you=7)
2
1
3
2
4
2
5
7
6
4
7
3
8
3
9
0
10
1
11
4
12
2
13
2
14
1
15
1
16
0
17
5
18
2
19
1
20
2
21
3
22
0
23
2
24
8
Total
69

Negative
Judgement

Positive
Total
Judgement Instances of
Appreciation

Negative
Appreciation

Positive
Appreciation

7 (you=4)

6 (you=3)

3

1

2

1
1
1
6
2
3
3
0
1
2
1
2
1
1
0
5
1
1
2
1
0
2
7
50

1
6
5
4
15
18
7
5
12
4
7
6
9
2
5
8
5
8
10
13
17
14
7
191

1
1
1
2

2
1

1

2

1
19

1
1
3
4
1
2

1
1

1

4
1
3
24

1
5
4
4
12
14
6
3
12
4
7
5
8
2
5
8
5
7
10
13
13
13
4
167

Note. In cultura page 1, the reader (you) receives a total of 7 of the 13 instances of judgement,
including 4 instances of negative judgement and 3 instances of positive judgement.
Infrequent judgement and Frequent Appreciation Background Spanish Speakers
In my analysis of how the textbooks evaluate Spanish speakers, I coded for judgement of
people’s normality, capacity, tenacity, veracity and propriety using criteria set forth by Martin
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and White (2005), and found 69 instances of judgement of people including the reader and 62
instances of judgement of people other than the reader (see Table 24). Five of these instances are
of people who are neither the reader nor Spanish speakers, and the other 57 examples are
understood to be Spanish speakers due to the context of the situation and the context of culture in
which these textbooks are produced and used. Judgement is a resource that the textbooks use to
express attitude toward or evaluate Spanish speakers, and a mere 57 examples of judgement of
Spanish speakers across 805 clauses construes Spanish speakers as not worth evaluating. In
contrast, I identified many more examples of how the textbooks evaluate things through
appreciation of their composition, social value or the reaction they cause (Martin & White,
2005). Specifically, I identified 191 instances of appreciation of things, a significantly higher
number than the 57 instances of judgement of Spanish speakers (see Table 24).
The difference between the frequency of judgement of Spanish speakers and appreciation
of things demonstrates that the textbook pays greater attention to things, places, and ideas from
the perspective of what is worthy of additional evaluation, be it positive or negative. This finding
mirrors the transitivity analysis of the use of the field resource of participant in which human
participants are much less common than non-human participants (see Table 23). From the lens of
appraisal, people other than the reader, who in this textbook are construed as Spanish speakers,
are not the primary focus of the written texts’ evaluations (judgement) or the primary creators of
culture (participants) from a transitivity lens10. In this sense, the textbooks background Spanish

10

The textbooks’ judgement towards Spanish speakers does not coincide directly with the human participants in the
transitivity analysis because there are examples of the textbook judging people who are not classified as participants
from a transitivity standpoint. For example, “Venezuela es reconocido mundialmente por ser un país de mujeres
muy bellas” (Venezuela is recognized globally as a country of very beautiful women), the beautiful women are
judged, they are not considered participants (cp17).
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speakers through choices in field resources and tenor resources because both place more
emphasis on non-human participants than Spanish speakers.
How Mode Resources Construe Spanish Speakers: Theme
Clause as Message
The textual metafunction is another strand of meaning realized through
lexicogrammatical choices that can be analyzed at the clause level that offers insight into how
written texts construe Spanish speakers and cultures. Textual meaning is construed, in part,
through the mode resources of theme (given information) and rheme (new information) (Eggins,
2004). According to Halliday & Matthiessen (2014):
The Theme is the element that serves as the point of departure of the message; it is that
which locates and orients the clause within its context. The speaker chooses the Theme as
his or her point of departure to guide the addressee in developing an interpretation of the
message, by making part of the message prominent as Theme, the speaker enables the
addressee to process the message. The remainder of the message, the part in which the
Theme is developed, is called…the Rheme. (p. 89)
Analyzing lexicogrammatical choices of theme and rheme that realize the textual metafunction
allows us to understand how the starting point of a message connects to the larger context of
situation and social purpose in which the clause is situated, and to understand the clause as
message (Halliday & Hasan, 1985; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014).
Analysis of Theme (a Mode Resource)
I analyzed the topical theme of the clauses to understand the focus of the message of the
clause to which the textbooks direct readers’ attention. Whenever the word theme is used in this
study, it refers specifically to the mode resource of theme in the context of SFL, and not to the
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general subject matter or recurring topic of a text. Topical theme, which I refer to simply as
theme, is defined as the first constituent in the clause that is a process, participant, or
circumstance (elements of the transitivity system), and there is only one topical theme in a clause
with the rest of the clause labeled rheme (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). The textbooks’ choices
to place certain processes, participants, or circumstances in theme position draws the readers’
attention to them and plays a role in determining who or what the textbooks are construing as
fundamental in their interpretations of Spanish speakers and cultures. In the case of the written
texts on the cultura pages, theme plays a role in foregrounding things, and not Spanish speakers,
as the central focus of how culture is construed.
Spanish Speakers and Things in Theme Position Background Spanish Speakers
Spanish speakers and associated null-subject inflected processes are the topical theme in
123 out of 805 clauses, or in 15.4 % of all clauses (see Table 25)11. I identified all people in
theme position other than tú, usted or you (the reader) as Spanish speakers because the textbooks
construe them to be people residing in countries where Spanish is the de jure or de facto official
language. The significance of Spanish speakers being infrequently placed in theme position in
the cultura pages is that the textbook is not interested in making them what the message of the
clause is about. The minimization of Spanish speakers in this sense occurs from the first pages of
the ¡Qué chévere! 2 textbook’s opening letter to students states that a primary reason to elect to

11

Since Spanish is a pro-drop or null-subject language, it is common for processes (inflected verbs) to be in theme
position, and this is considered an unmarked theme, where in English it would be a marked theme (Arús, 2006;
Lavid et al., 2010). When analyzing clauses in Spanish, I categorized processes (inflected verbs) with a null subject
alongside the person, place or thing with which they are associated. I determined who or what the associated subject
would be based on the preceding clauses. For example, one clause in cp10 states “realizan otros procedimientos
naturales” (They carry out other natural procedures), and “realizan” (carry out, 3 rd person plural) is a process in
theme position with an implied null subject of ellos (them) (see Table 15). As such, I associated the theme
“realizan” with the implied subject of “they” in the context of the written text, and this example would be
categorized in Table 25 as Spanish speakers and inflected processes.
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study Spanish is to learn about “Spanish speaking cultures,” “las culturas hispanohablantes
[Spanish-speaking cultures],” “cultures where Spanish is spoken,” “las culturas en el mundo
hispanohablante [cultures in the Spanish-speaking world],” “the Spanish-speaking world,”
“Spanish-speaking cultures,” and “Spanish culture,” with no mention of Spanish speakers
(Vargas Bonilla, 2020b, p. iii). In this context, the lack of Spanish speakers in theme position in
the cultura pages reinforces the textbooks’ overall lack of interest in highlighting Spanish
speakers.
Instead, the textbooks choose to put places (15.5%), things and ideas (15%), and events
(5%) in theme position, which comprise 35% of the topical themes in all clauses (see Table 25).
This lexicogrammatical choice construes objects, ideas, events, and not Spanish speakers, as the
point of departure for the message of the clause and far more important for students to focus on.
In this sense, the mode analysis of the topical theme of the 805 clauses in the cultura pages
mirrors the findings from the transitivity analysis and appraisal analysis in that the written texts
make specific lexicogrammatical choices that construe Spanish speakers and cultures in ways
that minimize and background Spanish speakers and instead highlights places, things, and
happenings.
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Table 25
Topical Themes in 805 Clauses
Topical Theme

Number of
Instances

Category

Broader Takeaway

123

Percent of
Clauses with
Topical
Themes
15.3 %

Spanish
speakers and
associated
inflected
processes
Reader

Humans as the
topical theme of
clause

People are seldom the
point of departure for a
message.

53

6.6%

Se

43

5.3%

Humans as the
topical theme of
clause
Se as theme of
clause

Place and
associated
inflected
processes
Things and
associated
inflected
processes
Events and
associated
inflected
processes
Unattached
processes

125

15.5%

Non-humans as
the topical
theme of clause

People are seldom the
point of departure for a
message.
Things, happenings, and
ideas are a greater part of
culture than people.
Things, happenings, and
ideas are a greater part of
culture than people.

121

15 %

Non-humans as
the topical
theme of clause

Things, happenings, and
ideas are a greater part of
culture than people.

41

5%

Non-humans as
the topical
theme of clause

Things, happenings, and
ideas are a greater part of
culture than people.

123

15.3%

Language

21

2.6%

Interrogatives

155

19.3 %

Non-humans as
the topical
theme of clause
Non-humans as
the topical
theme of clause
Direct students’
attention to
specific items in
text as theme of
clause

Things, happenings, and
ideas are a greater part of
culture than people.
Things, happenings, and
ideas are a greater part of
culture than people.
Things, happenings, and
ideas are a greater part of
culture than people.

Total

805 topical
themes

100%
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How Field, Tenor and Mode Resources in Visual Images Construe Spanish Speakers
Each of the 24 cultura pages consist of the same format: a main reading, typically two
photos, a blue rectangle, and questions. In total, there are 50 visual images, namely photos,
across all cultura pages. According to the credits at the end of the ¡Qué chévere! textbooks, the
photos were obtained primarily from istock.com, Shutterstock.com, Alamy Stock Photo and
tourist offices in Latin American countries (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, p. 547; Vargas Bonilla,
2020b, p. 587; Vargas Bonilla, 2020c, p. 614)12. That is, the textbooks chose stock photos, or
photos that were already in existence, and then paid to license them and place them alongside
written texts. Considering that the cultura pages are designed for students learning Spanish who
are more accustomed to reading in English, the photos form an important part of each cultura
page as they provide additional input to aid readers in comprehending the written texts. The
visual images are part of a general integrated text in which photos, readings, and questions form
a whole (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021). Just as SFL provides tools to analyze language for the
three strands of meaning (ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions) expressed through
different lexicogrammatical and discourse semantic resources, visual images can be analyzed
according to how specific visual resources construe experience, negotiate social relations, and
control the flow of information (Callow, 2013; Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021). I used tools
proposed by Callow (2013) and Kress & Van Leeuwen (2021) to comprehend how the
textbooks’ choices of visual resources construe Spanish speakers and cultures (see Table 26).
Happenings in Photos Construed Through Field Resources (Ideational Metafunction)
12

The first two levels of the textbook series contain a note of acknowledgement on the credits page such as ¡Qué
chévere! 2 stating: “The authors wish to thank the many people of the Caribbean Islands, Central America, South
America, Spain, and the United States who assisted in the photography used on the textbook and videos. Also
helpful in providing photos and materials were the National Tourist Offices of Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica,
Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panamá, Perú, Puerto
Rico, Spain, and Venezuela” (Vargas Bonilla, 2020b, p. 587).
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Happenings in a photo are “visual resources for expressing actions and ideas, presenting
characters or participants and showing circumstances'' (Callow, 2013, p. 83). These resources
include action qualities conveyed through vectors or predicted lines of movement, if the image is
setting focused, and if it contains symbolic qualities that establish the meaning or identity of the
symbol (Callow, 2013; Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021). Due to the context of the ¡Qué chévere!
textbooks (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c), people in photos are understood to be Spanish
speakers. Although places and things can have action qualities, such as a bouncing ball, my
analysis of the visual images demonstrated that action qualities were associated with people.
Overall, of the 50 photos analyzed, 25 have action qualities meaning that people are
automatically present and 25 are setting focused (see Table 26). Spanish speakers are technically
present in 58% of the 50 photos that appear across the cultura pages, including all of the action
quality photos and four of the setting focused photos, which appears to give Spanish speakers a
greater importance in visual texts than in written texts. However, even though Spanish speakers
are present in all of the 25 action quality photos and four of the setting-focused photos, this
information alone provides an incomplete picture of how the photos construe Spanish speakers.
For example, one of the action quality photos contains only a hand and not a face or a whole
person (cp10), three of the setting-focused pp=photos technically contain what can be inferred to
be human beings due to the context, but they are indistinguishable due to their miniscule size
(cp3, cp11, cp19). In addition, one of the setting-focused photos is a photo of a book cover with
photos of Spanish speakers’ faces, which are tiny and difficult to distinguish as well (cp9) (see
Appendix E).
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Table 26
Choices in Field, Tenor, and Mode Resources in Visual Images
Happenings
(Ideational Metafunction/
Field)
Action Qualities
How line and shape represent
people with vectors (predicted
lines of movement where
motion is inferred by the
viewer)

Interacting and Relating
(Interpersonal Metafunction/
Tenor)
Gaze to Viewer
Demand (gaze toward viewer)
5/50 photos = 10%

Design and Layout
(Textual Metafunction/
Mode)
Salience
Elements that attract the
viewers’ attention due to
placement, size and contrast

Offer (absence of gaze toward Salience of people
viewer)
15/50 photos= 30%

25/50 photos = 50%
21/50 photos = 42%
Setting Focused
25/50 photos = 50%

Shot distance (level of
intimacy with viewer)
Close shot (personal distance)
7/50 photos = 14%
Medium shot (social distance)
13/50 photos = 26%
Long shot (impersonal
distance)
30/50 photos = 60%

Symbolic Qualities
Suggest an attribute or
concept
9/50 photos = 18%

Angles (level of involvement
with viewer)
Frontal angle
22/50 photos= 44%
Oblique angle
28/50 photos = 56%

People technically present
in photos

Angles (power relation with
viewer)
High angle (viewer power)
17/50 photos = 34%
Eye-level angle (equality)
29/50 photos =58%
Low angle (participant
power)
4/50 photos = 8%

29/50 photos = 58%

Salience of setting or things
35/50 photos = 70%

Note. This chart is based on criteria from Callow (2013) and Kress and Van Leeuwen (2021).
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Interacting and Relating Construed in Photos Through Tenor Resources (Interpersonal
Metafunction)
Visual images also utilize specific tenor resources to interact with others, show feelings,
attitudes, credibility, and power relationships, and the shot distance is key in understanding how
Spanish speakers and cultures are construed from this lens (Callow, 2013). The frequency of
long shots in photos, which make up 60% of all visual images in the cultura pages, construes
Spanish speakers as being peripheral to places, things, or events in cultures, which reinforces the
written texts’ backgrounding of Spanish speakers (see Table 26). A long shot photo is defined as
one that is shot from a distance in which you can see a person’s entire body (Kress & Van
Leeuwen, 2021). Among the 30 long shot photos, 57% include Spanish speakers (see Appendix
E). However, the shot distance renders Spanish speakers as minute in five of the long shot
photos, making them less important than the setting of the photo. For example, in “El Zócalo”
[The Main Plaza] (cp3), people appear as tiny dots in the main plaza in Mexico City, and in “Una
procesión de Semana Santa'' [Holy Week Procession] and “Desfile de cabezones en la Fiesta de
San Isidro'' [Parade of the Big-Headed Puppets during Saint Isidro’s Celebration] (cp19), both
photos feature very small people who are inconsequential to the float and parade. Thus, even
when Spanish speakers are technically present, the shot distance construes the natural or humanmade setting as more important. As such, tenor resources in the photos background and minimize
Spanish speakers and foreground and emphasize places and things.
Design and Composition in Photos Construed Through the Mode Resources of Salience
(Textual Metafunction)
Analysis of the mode resources used to organize the composition of visual images, such
as salience, reading paths, placement, layout, information value and framing, aids in our
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understanding of how the photos construe Spanish speakers and cultures. (Callow, 2013; Kress
& Van Leeuwen, 2021). I analyzed salience, or what elements “are made to attract the viewer’s
attention to different degrees,” which is achieved through choices regarding placing elements in
the foreground or background of the photo, size, and color contrasts (Kress & Van Leeuwen,
2021, p. 182). In the cultura pages, Spanish speakers are salient in 15 of 50 photos, and places or
things are salient in 35 photos (see Table 26). For example, in the photo “Carnaval de San
Miguel” [Saint Michael Carnival](cp12), the lighting and colors make the float salient and not
the people on the float or in the crowd (see Appendix E). Similarly, even though the photo
“Educación bilingüe en Paraguay” [Bilingual Education in Paraguay](cp15) contains a middistance shot of a child writing, the color contrast and foregrounding of the larger, bright white
notebook makes the notebook salient instead of the child writing (see Appendix E). Mode
resources are used to create a lack of salience of Spanish speakers in photos through design and
composition choices (textual metafunction), and this contributes to the lack of emphasis on
Spanish speakers seen in the analysis of happenings (ideational metafunction) and interacting
and relating (interpersonal metafunction). These three strands of meaning realized in the photos
create a backgrounding of Spanish speakers and a foregrounding of things, events, and places in
visual images.
Summary of Finding 1: Textbooks Background Spanish Speakers
Choices in the field, tenor, and mode resources in written texts and visual images in the
24 cultura pages relegate Spanish speakers to a secondary plane in which they are minimized,
and not construed as a fundamental creators of cultures. The transitivity analysis I conducted of
the field resources in written texts shows that human participants, understood to be Spanish
speakers due to the context of situation and context of culture, appear less frequently than non-
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human participants. The appraisal analysis of how the textbooks evaluate people and things using
judgement and appreciation demonstrates that the textbooks use these tenor resources to focus on
things and background Spanish speakers because the written texts more frequently express
appreciation of things and infrequently express judgement of Spanish speakers. Similarly, the
choice of the mode resource of theme shows that Spanish speakers are less frequently the point
of departure for the message than things, places or events. Lastly, the analysis I conducted of the
photos that accompany written texts illustrates that visual images reinforce how Spanish speakers
are construed as existing in the background and not fundamental to cultures. Although Spanish
speakers are technically present in 58% of the visual images, use of shot distance and salience
makes them insignificant and construes objects, places, and things as fundamentally more
important and central to cultures. How the written texts and visual images utilize various field,
tenor, and mode resources to construe Spanish speakers as peripheral to cultures occurs within
the greater context of situation and situation of culture. In the context of the United States where
Spanish speakers are marginalized (Rosa, 2019; Rosa & Flores), these findings are significant
because the textbook must be understood as both reflecting and having the power to contribute to
this broader societal dynamic.
Finding 2: How the Textbooks Standardize Spanish Speakers (RQ1, RQ3)
How Field Resources Construe Spanish Speakers: Participants
As noted in Tables 20 and 21, Spanish speakers are present 214 times in written texts as
participants, which construes them as significantly less central to cultures than participants that
are things or places which are present 767 times. Yet Spanish speakers still are present as
participants, and I identified them in written texts using tools from SFL (Derewianka, 2011;
Eggins, 2004; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014) (see Appendix D). Through descriptive and pattern
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coding, I also categorized the ways in which Spanish speakers are construed according to certain
identities, and I identified broader patterns that I called overarching takeaways (see Table 5). The
coding and analysis of the data revealed that the textbooks construe Spanish speakers as
participating in cultures in specific ways.
The most frequent categories of Spanish speaker participants are people in general (45
examples spread across the written texts), people identified by national group (25 examples
spread across the written texts), salespeople (24 examples, 23 of which are in the main reading in
cp13), and quantified people (19 examples spread across the written texts) (see Table 27). When
excluding salespeople due to the concentrated nature of the examples in cp13, the written texts
construe Spanish speaker participants primarily as people in general, through their nationality,
and as quantified numbers. For example, people in general include participants such as “huge
crowds” (cp7), “la gente” [people] (cp8, cp12, cp13), or “las personas” [people] (cp9). The
textbooks choose phrases such as these which identify Spanish speakers in the most unspecific
terms, which creates the impression that everyone does the same thing and Spanish speakers are
all alike. In addition, Spanish speakers as participants are frequently identified through their
membership in a national group including “los puertorriqueños” [Puerto Ricans] (cp20), “los
paraguayos” [Paraguayans] (cp15), and “los venezolanos” [Venezuelans] (cp17). The linking of
Spanish speakers through a national identity standardizes them as sharing similar characteristics
based on simply having citizenship in the same nation-state. Lastly, quantified people include
“El l7%” [17%] (cp15), “una enorme cantidad de personas” [A huge number of people] (cp5),
“muchas personas” [many people] (cp10), “mucha gente” [a lot of people] (cp12), “17 million
people” [17 million people] (cp7), and “todos” [everyone] (cp23). The quantification of Spanish
speakers serves to over-generalize what ‘everybody’ does at the expense of honoring and
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exploring diverse voices of Spanish speakers. Moreover, it reinforces membership in a nationstate as a very salient aspect of culture. The textbook also combines quantified people and people
in general with their national identity throughout the cultura pages, such as “la mayoría de los
españoles'' [the majority of Spaniards] (cp8), “muchos puertorriqueños” [a lot of Puerto Ricans]
(cp20), or “el 38% de los paraguayos'' [38% of Paraguayans] (cp15). These examples offer
insight into how the textbooks’ specific lexicogrammatical choices construe Spanish speaker
participants in a standardized and homogenized way that ignores their diverse identities and
instead offers a version then as a monolithic group.
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Table 27
Spanish Speakers as Participants
Descriptive Code
The reader
People in general
National groups
Quantified people
Salespeople
Indigenous groups
Young people
Artist
Medical practitioner
The reader and others
Residents
Female identified
Celebrators
Religious figures
Clergy
Economic status
Latinx presence
Music group
Family
Tourists
Athlete
Educator
Adults
Peace activist
Writer
Language group
Successful people
Afro-descendants
Total

Number of instances
in all cultura pages
86
45
25
19
24 (23 in cp13 main reading)
14
12
10
8
7
6
6
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
300

Standardization of Spanish Speakers as Actors
I also undertook an analysis of human participants to a greater level of delicacy to gain a
more nuanced understanding of Spanish speaker participants (Eggins, 2004; Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014) (see Table 6). In SFL, participants are classified according to what type of
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material, mental, verbal, behavioral, existential, or relational processes they are involved with,
and I identified and counted Spanish speaker participants according to their subtype (see Table
28, Table 29 and Table 30) (Eggins 2004; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). I focused specifically
on Spanish speakers who are actors because they are the doers and creators of cultures. An actor
is a participant associated with a material process, a process of doing (Eggins, 2004). According
to Halliday and Matthiessen (2014), “A clause has meaning as a representation of some process
in ongoing human experience; the Actor is the active participant in that process. It is the element
the speaker portrays as the one that does the deed” (p. 76). In other words, the actor, a type of
participant, is the person who does something in a material process, and in the context of this
study, the Spanish speakers who are actors are the people actively doing and creating cultures.
Thus, the textbooks’ choices regarding who actors are plays a fundamental role in construing
Spanish speakers in relation to cultures. Of the participant subtypes that I identified in the cultura
pages, Spanish speaker participants are most frequently actors with a total of 101 instances in all
written texts (See Table 29).
Table 28
Sample of Spanish Speaker Participants by Subtype
Diversión popular salvadoreña [Popular Salvadoran Entertainment] (cp12)
Cientos de miles de personas (actor) llegan a San Miguel
La gente (actor) se reúne
Mucha gente (behaver) se puede divertir en las ruedas.
La gente (carrier/possessor) Qué tipo de diversión tiene la gente
You (senser) Think
People (goal) How does it bring people together?

Quantified people 1
People in general 1
Quantified people 1
People in general 1
The reader 1
People in general 1
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Table 29
Total Spanish Speaker Participants by Subtype (Part 1)
Cultura
Page
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total

Actor
2
3
2
5
8
4
2
7
6
9
2
14
4
4
2
8
3
2
4
1
6
3
101

Senser

Behaver

Sayer

Existent

Carrier

Token

1
1
1
3

1

1
1

2
2
1

1

3
1
3

2
1

2
2
2
1
1
1
3
2
3

2
1

1
4
2
1
1

3

1
1
1
1

2
25

1
2
1

3

14

1
5

14

5
12
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Table 30
Total Spanish Speaker Participants by Subtype (Part 2)
Cultura
page
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total

goal

client

recipient

3

receiver

value

attribute

5
1
1

1
1
1

1

2

1

1
1
1
1

2

1

1

1
1
1
1
2

3

1
2
1
17

2

1

1

2

10

6

3

I further identified the 101 actors who are Spanish speakers by organizing them using the
coding categories I had used for participants in general (see Table 31). Throughout the cultura
pages, Spanish speakers who are actors are most frequently identified as people in general,
salespeople, Indigenous groups, by their nationality, or as quantified people, which mirrors
patterns in Spanish speakers as participants in general (see Table 32 and Table 27)13. Thus even

13

13 out of 14 actors who are salespeople are in one main reading about coconut water sellers in the Dominican
Republic and are not spread throughout written texts like the other actors (cp13).
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at a further level of delicacy, the textbooks’ lexicogrammatical choices that decide who is an
actor, an active participant in culture and a doer of actions, are done in a way that standardizes
Spanish speakers. People in general as actors include examples such as “la gente” [people] (cp8,
cp9, cp12, cp13), “las personas” [people] (cp5, cp9, cp18), and quantified people that are actors
include examples such as “miles de personas” [thousands of people] (cp5), “cientos de miles de
personas” [hundreds of thousands of people] (cp12), “todos” [everyone] (cp16), “unas 600
personas” [some 600 people] (cp21), “muchas personas” [many people] (cp10). The choice to
repeatedly describe Spanish speaker actors in this way construes them as homogenous and
participating in culture in the same way. In addition, the textbooks frequently identify actors
according to their membership in a national group such as “Puerto Ricans” (cp4), “Venezuelans”
(cp6), “los españoles” [Spaniards] (cp8, cp18, cp19, cp20), “los cubanos” [Cubans] (cp18),
which construes Spanish speakers as homogeneous because national identity is a standardizing
language ideology that defines people as similar simply due to being born or living within the
boundaries of a modern nation-state. The choice to describe Spanish speaker actors in this way
again overlooks their diversity.
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Table 31
Sample of Human Actors per Descriptive Coding Category
Actors identified by national group in all cultura pages as people in general (17 total):
Someone is standing too close
Las personas salen a las calles para celebrar
La gente hace algunas de sus compras en internet
Las personas (2) podían ahorrar dinero; escribían con menos caracteres
Muchas personas (2) optan por la medicina complementaria; realizan procedimientos naturales
Alguien se quema
Ellos usan la sustancia de esa planta
La gente se reúne
La gente busca al vendedor ambulante
Oleadas de personas formada originalmente por oleadas de personas
Que (personas) (2) huyendo del régimen político [de su país]; encontraron el la Florida un
segundo hogar
Personas (2) pudieron empezar de nuevo; mantenían intactas sus costumbres
La gente lleva plataformas con figuras religiosas

Table 32
Spanish Speaker Actors per Coding Category
Actors
People in general
Salespeople
Indigenous groups
National group
Quantified people
Conquerors
Celebrators
Young people
Residents
Tourists
Artist
Economic status
Clergy
Medical practitioner
Language group
Music group
Latinx presence

Number identified in coding category
17
14 (13 are from reading 13)
10
10
7
7
6
6
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
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Indigenous, Afro-descendant and Salespeople Actors
I found 14 instances of participants that are identified as Indigenous, ten of whom are
actors, and on the surface it may seem that the textbook is giving a nod to diversity by
recognizing the importance of Indigenous people in Latin America14. However, Indigenous
people who are actors are reduced to limited roles. For example, several readings construe
Indigenous people as builders such as “the Aztecs built their capital city Tenochtitlán…”(cp3),
“los aztecas… fundaron la ciudad de Tenochtitlán…hicieron estos canales (actor)...construyeron
diques” [the Aztecs founded the city of Tenochtitlan…made these canals…built dykes] (cp11));
“las familias indígenas hacen las paredes y los techos” [Indigenous families make walls and
roofs] (cp14). Indeed, seven of the ten actors that the textbooks identify as members of an
Indigenous groups are actors who build constructions. Other choices regarding actors who are
Indigenous include a main reading, “Descubre los dos idiomas de Puerto Rico” [Discover Puerto
Rico’s Two Languages], which states that “Taino Indians occupied Puerto Rico when
Christopher Columbus arrived to the New World and claimed the island for Spain” (cp4), which
clearly identifies Indigenous people as historical actors occupying land destined for European
control. Other actors are Indigenous communities such as “Los indígenas del Estado Amazonas
producen fantásticos productos artesanales” [Indigenous people produce fantastic handcrafted
products] and “Las comunidades indígenas producen chinchorros artesanales” [Indigenous
communities produce handcrafted hammocks](cp6), which construes them as handicraft sellers.
Even in the main reading “Medicina tradicional maya” [Traditional Mayan Medicine] (cp24),

14

Indigenous people may or may not actually be Spanish speakers and have diverse language practices that escape
simple categorization, yet Indigenous language loss is well-documented in Latin America and more Indigenous
people today speak Spanish or Portuguese alone or in addition to Indigenous languages compared with the past
despite language revitalization efforts (Haboud et al., 2016).
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only two of the twelve Indigenous participants are actors, which adds to how the textbook
negates diverse identities of Indigenous people in Latin America as thinkers, speakers, creators
and doers of culture.
Notably absent as participants are Afro-descendants, who are only mentioned once as
participants in any of the cultura pages, in “Por su parte, los africanos, llevados a la isla por los
españoles para labrar la tierra, también dejaron su huella en la cultura, sobre todo en la música”
[Africans, taken to the island by Spaniards to work the land, also left their mark on the culture,
above all on music.] (cp20). In 805 clauses, there is only one instance of Afro-descendants as
participants or actors, and it is done in a way that reduces their participation as historical actors
influencing Latin American music, thereby essentializing them and stereotyping them (Padilla &
Vana, 2022). One quarter, or 138 million people identify as Afro-descendants in Latin America
(Freire et al, 2018, p. 56), and the textbooks' choice to ignore Afro-descendants as participants is
a way of erasing them as Spanish speakers who actively create and are central to cultures. This
mirrors the wider context of culture in Latin America in which wider societal structures and
institutions attempt to make them invisible. (Iturralde & Velazquez, 2016).
Salespeople are actors in “Sabor sobre ruedas” [Flavor on Wheels] (cp13) which
discusses street vendors selling coconut water in the Dominican Republic, and it contains 23 of
the 24 references to human participants as salespeople, and 13 of the 14 references to salespeople
as actors. The frequency of salespeople as participants and actors might seem to diverge from the
other findings of this study in which Spanish speakers are not frequent participants in written
texts. However, it highlights that the textbooks are heavily focused on tourism and situate
Spanish as a tool that students will use to buy food and meet their needs when traveling to a
Latin American resort destination such as the Dominican Republic. It must be noted that cp13
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has 29 human participants who are Spanish speakers, which is the greatest number of Spanish
speaker participants in all of the cultura pages (see Table 21).
How Tenor Resources Construe Spanish Speakers: Judgement
The textbooks also construe Spanish speakers through judgement, an aspect of appraisal
and a tenor resource that evaluates if people are normal, capable, dependable, honest or proper
(Martin & White, 2005). The Spanish speakers that the textbooks evaluate through the use of
judgement are not necessarily participants when analyzed from the lens of transitivity, and I
found little overlap when I compared Spanish speakers who were participants and Spanish
speakers who were judged positively or negatively. As such, analyzing how the textbooks extol
judgement upon Spanish speakers adds additional insight not provided by analysis of participants
alone. I identified examples of judgement in the written texts that the textbooks use to evaluate
people as being normal, capable, dependable, honest or proper, and I categorized them to identify
broader overarching takeaways (see Table 12). I identified 69 examples of judgement towards all
people, including 50 examples of positive judgement and 19 of negative judgement total in 805
clauses. (see Table 24). When the reader (tú, usted, or you) is removed, I found 44 instances of
positive judgement of Spanish speakers and 13 of negative judgement (see Table 33).
Among the 44 examples of positive judgement of Spanish speakers, I identified
instances of people judged as capable (capacity), special (normality), ethical (propriety), or
dependable (tenacity), with no examples of how honest (veracity) (Martin & White, 2005). The
textbooks evaluate people through positive judgement based on a wide range of criteria, such as
their appearance, artistic talent, and socioeconomic status, yet a common thread present in all
types of positive judgement is the textbooks’ choice to positively evaluate people identified by
their nationality. Spanish speakers who are judged due to their membership in a national group
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are the only category of people who are judged positively according to normality, capacity,
tenacity, and propriety, the four types of judgement I identified in the written texts (Martin &
White, 2005). Examples of positive judgement of Spanish speakers identified by their nationality
include a main reading “ Días festivos en Nicaragua'' [Holidays in Nicaragua] with examples
such as “Los nicaragüenses: hospitalarios, festivos, serviciales y orgullosos de sus tradiciones”
[Nicaraguans: hospitable, festive, helpful and proud of their traditions], which judges the
normality and propriety of Nicaraguans as a group (cp5). Other examples judging the capacity of
Spanish speakers identified by their nationality include a main reading “Una gran ciudad en un
lago seco” [A Great City on a Dry Lake] regarding the history of Mexico City in which “Los
conquistadores españoles tomaron posesión de Tenochtitlán” [Spanish conquerors took control
of Tenochtitlán] (cp11). In addition, a main reading, “Venezuela y la televisión” [Venezuela and
television], extols positive judgement of beauty queen’s capacity: “Las venezolanas están
siempre en los primeros lugares…muchas otras se vuelven personas de éxito” [Venezuelan
women are always in the top spots…many others become successful people] (cp17) and
“Venezuela…un país de mujeres muy bellas” [Venezuela…a country of beautiful women], an
example that judges the beauty of women as defining Venezuela (cp17). Examples of Spanish
speakers who are judged positively for tenacity according to their nationality include “Los
españoles son muy exigentes” [Spaniards are very demanding] (cp8) and “los chilenos, que se
distinguen por su tenacidad y capacidad de superar obstáculos” [Chileans, who are distinguished
by their tenacity and ability to overcome obstacles] (cp7). Positively judging Spanish speakers
identified by nationality is a way in which the textbooks ignore their very diverse intersecting
identities and contribute to the overall standardizing message.
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Table 33
Judgement of Spanish Speakers
Positive judgement of capacity:
People who are judged as capable

Craftsmen, two riders or huasos, huasos, los
conquistadores españoles, los conquistadores,
las venezolanas, personas de éxito, los
escritores y actores venezolanos, los españoles,
los chilenos, los extranjeros, los mayas, un
terapeuta, el soplador, el huesero, el sacerdote/la
sacerdotisa, Rigoberta Menchú,los especialistas
en medicina maya, los africanos (20 instances)

Positive judgement of normality:
People who are judged as special

Diego Rivera, los nicaragüenses, wealthier
families, los médicos tradicionales de los
mixtecas, mayas y otros grupos indígenas, estos
vendedores especiales, mujeres muy bellas,
actrices famosas, ídolos latinos de la canción,
los españoles, los españoles (los africanos,
llevados a la isla por los españoles para labrar la
tierra), artistas invitados, todas las personas
Rigoberta Menchú (14 instances)
Las ciudades y pueblos de Nicaragua, los
espectadores, los ciudadanos de Nicaragua,
people in Managua (4 instances)
the saint (the statue), owners, los chilenos, los
españoles, los maestros paraguayos, los
vendedores (6 instances)
someone (x2), newcomers (3 instances)

Positive judgement of propriety:
People who act ethically
Positive judgement of tenacity:
People who are dependable, resolute, reliable
Negative judgement of capacity:
People who are not capable
Negative judgement of normality:
People who deviate from the norm

Negative judgement of propriety:
People who do not act ethically

A peasant named Vicente Alberto, tribesman
brought from Africa, oleadas de personas,
English speakers, Diego Rivera, pobre, feo
(7 instances)
Taíno Indians, ellos (los conquistadores
españoles), el público es “el monstruo”
(3 instances)

Negative Judgement Marginalizes Some Spanish Speakers
The 13 instances of negative judgement that I identified in the 805 clauses offer insight
into how the textbooks (re)produce dominant ideologies that marginalize some Spanish speakers.
For example, negative judgement of capacity occurs only three times, twice in a question
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directed to students in one of the first readings in ¡Qué chévere! 1 (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a)
“How do you react when you feel someone is standing too close to you and is invading your
personal space?” (cp1), in which “someone,” understood to be a Spanish speaker from the
context, is incapable of maintaining a normal distance from students. In the main reading
“Venezolanos y sus casas” [Venezuelans and their houses], newcomers are incapable of securing
decent housing: “The housing shortage in Caracas has caused many rural newcomers seeking
employment to build small homes and shacks (ranchos) crowded together in slums on the
hillsides surrounding the city” (cp6). This seemingly small act of judgement serves to blame
poor, rural people for lack of affordable housing in Caracas, Venezuela with no mention of why
there is a shortage. Negative judgement of normality is reserved for poor people including “a
peasant” (cp5), “tribesman brought from Africa to work on the sugar and cotton plantations”
(cp6), and “la comunidad cubana, formada originalmente por oleadas de personas” [the Cuban
community, formed originally by waves of people] that immigrated to the United States (cp18).
These examples of negative judgement can only be understood in the wider social context in the
United States where students are reading these textbooks. For example, the choice of the
negative judgement of “tribesman” carries a specific connotation in U.S. and Latin American
contexts where Afro-descendants have been enslaved and dehumanized. The choice of this word
both reflects the broader context of culture and then shapes it as students learn from the text and
interact in the world with what they learn. Similarly, “waves of people” dehumanizes immigrants
and portrays them as a threat in the context of U.S. immigration policy and ideas of true
Americanness (Varela, 2021). Though the textbooks do not negatively evaluate Spanish speakers
often, when they do, they construe Spanish speakers who deviate from the norm as marginalized
others. Small language choices that express judgement also reveal the underlying attitudes and
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evaluative stances of the textbooks, ultimately pointing to ideologies widely circulating in the
contexts where they are used.
How Mode Resources Construe Spanish Speakers: Theme
Analyzing how written texts construe Spanish speakers from the perspective of clause as
message (the textual metafunction realized through mode resource of theme) adds another layer
of depth to the previous analysis of participants and actors (ideational metafunction realized
through field resources) and judgement (interpersonal metafunction realized through a tenor
resource). The topical theme is the first process, participant or circumstance in the clause, it is
the starting point for the message of the clause, and draws readers’ attention to what the clause is
about (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). I identified 123 Spanish speakers or associated inflected
processes in Spanish in theme position and coded them with the same codes I used for
participants in the transitivity analysis (see Table 25). Spanish speakers in theme position are
most frequently identified as members of a national group, followed by salespeople (14 of whom
are in cp13), Indigenous people, quantified people, and people in general (see Table 34).
The 22 instances of Spanish speakers in theme position identified through their
nationality include the following national groups: Puerto Ricans (cp4, cp20), Spaniards (cp6,
cp8, cp11), Nicaraguans (cp5), Venezuelans (cp6, cp17), Paraguayans (cp15), Chileans (cp21),
Cubans (cp18). Quantified people in theme position include examples such as “over 95% of the
population” (cp4), “miles de personas” [thousands of people] (cp5), “cada grupo” [each group]
(cp9), “todos” [everyone] (cp23). People in general in theme position include “alguna persona”
[someone] (cp9), “muchas personas” [many people] (cp10), “la gente” [people] (cp13, cp19),
“nadie” [no one] (cp7). When people are defined by their nationality, as quantified numbers, or
in the most general of terms, the textbooks offer readers a very limited and uniform interpretation
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of who Spanish speakers are by ignoring their diversity and difference. These lexicogrammatical
choices about who is placed in theme position construes Spanish speakers as a standardized,
monolithic group. In this sense, the textbooks’ choice of mode resources (theme) mirror the ways
in which Spanish speakers are construed using field resources (participants and actors) and tenor
resources (judgement).
Salespeople, Indigenous People and Afro-descendants
It must be noted that of the 15 examples of salespeople in theme position, 14 refer to
“cocoteros” [coconut water sellers] in the Dominican Republic (cp13). The 12 examples of
Indigenous people in theme position include “Aztecs” (cp3, cp11), “Taino Indians” (cp4),
“Indigenous tribes” and “Indigenous groups” (cp6), “los kuna” (cp22), “los mayas” (cp24), and
while Indigenous people cannot necessarily be assumed to be Spanish speakers, they are the
focus of the message of the clause sometimes. In contrast, there is only one reference to Afrodescendants in theme position “los africanos” [Africans] in the context of Puerto Rican history
(cp20). The textbook does not include any mention in theme position of current day Spanishspeaking Afro-descendants who are a vibrant part of communities and creators of cultures.
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Table 34
Spanish Speakers in Theme Position
Spanish speakers in theme position regarding
how they are identified
National group
Salespeople
Indigenous people
Quantified people
People in general
Reader and others
Conquerors
Artist
Medical practitioner
Latinx presence
Celebrator
Clergy
Family
Language
Religious
Young people
Economic Status
Residents
Afro-descendant
Peace activist
Writer

Number of instances
22
15 (14 out of 15 in cp13)
12
9
8
7
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

How Field, Tenor, and Mode Resources In Visual Images Construe Spanish Speakers
I used tools proposed by Callow (2013) and Kress & Van Leeuwen (2021) to
comprehend how the textbooks’ choice visual resources construe Spanish speakers and cultures
(see Table 26). Specific choices in the use of field, tenor and mode resources in visual images,
including long shots, crowds, offers, and obscured faces, construe Spanish speakers as
anonymous, homogeneous, and standardized.
Long Shots Anonymize and Standardize Spanish Speakers
The long shot, or a photo shot from a distance and in which you can see a person’s entire
body, is a tenor resource that anonymizes and standardizes Spanish speakers. Among the 30 long
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shot photos I identified, 17, or 57% included Spanish speakers (see Appendix E). Yet long shot
distance makes it very difficult to distinguish any sort of differentiating traits among Spanish
speakers, and their miniscule size creates a sense of anonymity for the viewer, such as in “El
Zócalo” [The Main Plaza] (cp3), “Miles de personas participan en la procesión” [Thousands of
People Participate in the Procession] (cp5), “En el Mercado de la Boquería en Barcelona'' [At
the Boqueria Market in Barcelona] (cp8), “Frutas y verduras frescas en el mercado”[Fresh Fruits
and Vegetables at the Market] (cp9), “Carnaval de San Miguel” [Saint Michael Carnival] (cp12),
and “Una procesión de Semana Santa” [A Holy Week Procession] (cp19)). Spanish speakers are
unidentifiable as individuals and portrayed as part of a crowd or multitude with everyone doing
the same thing and acting in synchronicity. As such, the long shots construe Spanish speakers as
standardized, tiny people who are all alike and insignificant compared to the larger setting
surrounding them, and individual diversity is ignored.
Offers with Obscured Faces and Back to the Viewer Standardize Spanish Speakers
In addition, even in photos with action qualities where Spanish speakers are present, their
faces are frequently obscured because they are looking down, or they have their back to the
viewer and their face is not visible at all. When people in a photo do not make eye contact with
the viewer, that is called an offer because it “‘offers’ the represented participants to the viewer as
items of information, objects of contemplation, impersonally, as if they were specimens in a
display case” (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021, p. 118). There are 21 offers and 5 demands in the
photos that include Spanish speakers, meaning that offers predominate and there is no eye
contact between the Spanish speaker in the photo and the reader, which in turn creates a sense of
standardization and anonymity15. In nine of the photos with offers, Spanish speakers’ faces are

15

There are technically 29 photos with Spanish speakers, but 3 of them are neither an offer or a demand because
there is only a hand (cp10), they appear as tiny dots (cp3), or as minute stick figures in a painting (cp11).
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obscured because they are looking down and the complete face is not visible, which construes
them indistinguishable and standardized (cp1, cp2, cp4, cp13, cp15, cp16, cp23, cp24).
Similarly, in several photos, Spanish speakers are technically present, but their face is concealed
because they have their back to the viewer (cp4,cp19,cp19). Among the five photos that are
labeled as demands because the Spanish speaker looks directly at the viewer, the size of the
Spanish speaker and the lighting make it difficult to discern eye-contact (cp7), one is a photo of
the cover of a book with photos of small faces that are too tiny to distinguish (cp9), leaving only
three demands among all photos in which a Spanish speaker engages directly with the viewer as
a unique individual: a Venezuelan beauty queen (cp17), an Indigenous Kuna woman holding a
mola fabric (cp22), and a headshot of Rigoberta Menchu (cp24). The choice of shot distance and
lighting are specific tenor and mode resources that construe Spanish speakers as anonymous and
standardized.
Lack of Salience Standardizes Spanish Speakers
Similarly, salience of Spanish speakers in photos is achieved through foregrounding,
backgrounding, size and color contrasts (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021). In the 24 cultura page
photos, Spanish speakers are salient in 15 of 50 photos, but in six of these photos, people are
present and not salient (cp7, cp8, cp10, cp12,c p15, cp19). For example, in the photo “Carnaval
de San Miguel” [Saint Miguel Carnival] (cp12), the lighting and colors make the float itself
salient and not the people on the float or in the crowd around it. Spanish speakers are construed
as anonymous and homogenous in other photos as well including a market in Barcelona where
the salience of the fruit overshadows the shoppers(cp8). Even when a Spanish speaker is present
looking directly at the viewer in an offer, the use of color and lighting makes the Chilean flag in
the background salient instead of the huaso [Chilean cowboy] who is the topic of the main
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reading (cp7). The textbooks construe Spanish speakers as undifferentiated and standardized
through selecting photos in which they are not salient.
Summary of Finding 2: Textbooks Standardize Spanish Speakers
The textbooks’ choices of field resources (participants), tenor resources (judgement), and
mode resources (theme) in written texts and in visual images combine to standardize Spanish
speakers instead of highlighting their diverse identities. I first analyzed how the textbooks realize
ideational meaning through their choice of field resources regarding Spanish speaker
participants. Although Spanish speakers have a limited role in the written texts as participants,
the most frequent Spanish speaker participants are identified as people in general, as members of
a national group, or as quantified people. I found this pattern to persist at a greater level of
delicacy when I analyzed actors because even when Spanish speakers are actors, the textbook
most frequently identifies them as people in general, as part of a national group, and as
quantified people. Second, I analyzed how the textbooks use tenor resources of judgement to
express attitude toward Spanish speakers, and found that Spanish speakers identified by their
nationality are judged positively for normality, capacity, tenacity, and propriety. Third, I
analyzed how the textbooks express textual meaning through their use of the mode resource of
theme to standardize Spanish speakers. Choices regarding Spanish speakers placed in theme
position coincide with choices in field resources because Spanish speakers in theme position are
frequently identified by nationality, as quantified people, and people in general. This choice is
significant because it is how the textbooks draw the readers’ attention to what is of importance in
the message. Lastly, I examined how the visual images chosen by the textbooks use field, tenor
and mode including shot distance, obscured faces, and back to the viewer to construe Spanish
speakers as small, anonymous people who are all the same. In essence, the combined effect of
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choices regarding field, tenor and mode resources in written texts and visual images construe
Spanish speakers to be a standardized, homogenized, monolithic group, and the textbooks miss
an opportunity to explore their diverse and nuanced identities.
Finding 3: How Textbooks Define Cultures Through Tourism and Places (RQ1, RQ3)
How Field Resources Construe Cultures: Non-human Participants
The number of non-human participants (767) is significantly greater than the number of
all human participants (Spanish speakers and the reader) (305) and Spanish speaker participants
(214) in the written texts (see Table 23). As such, the textbooks construe cultures in the cultura
pages as something in which things, events, or ideas, and not Spanish speakers themselves, are
primarily involved. I coded and categorized all non-human participants to look for broader
patterns regarding how they are identified and found that the most frequent non-human
participants are identified as countries, evaluation, buildings, nature, religion and language (see
Table 35)16.

16

Participants I coded as “evaluation” would be described in SFL at a greater level of delicacy as the attribute in an
intensive attributive clause (Eggins, 2004, p.240). For example, “it is important” or “Es importante” [It is important]
(cp1, cp19), has two non-human participants, the first coded as “it” (the carrier) and the second as “evaluation” (the
attribute) As such, a major participant in culture is simply the opinions and evaluations that the textbook wants to
share with readers.
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Table 35
Non-human Participants by Coding and Broader Pattern
Non-human
Participant
Country
Evaluation
Building
Nature
Religion
Language
Custom
Celebration
Food
Geography
Tourism
Words
City
Medicine
Culture
Music
Television
Health
Sports
Book
Time
Drink
Values
Dance
It
Money
Education
Artesanías
Mestizaje
Painting
Markets
Transportation
News
Latinx presence
Restaurant
Answer
Influence
Beauty pageant

Frequency of
Occurrence
66
60
48
37
38
36
34
32
31
30
30
31
30
26
25
20
23
17
16
13
12
11
11
10
10
9
8
7
5
6
5
5
5
6
4
4
3
3

Broader Pattern
Human-made places and boundaries
The textbooks’ attitude
Human-made places and boundaries
Natural places
Knowledge and beliefs
Language and its use
Knowledge and beliefs
Entertainment and artistic expression
Basic physiological needs
Natural places
Entertainment and artistic expression
Language and its use
Human-made places and boundaries
Basic physiological needs
Undefined culture
Entertainment and artistic expression
Entertainment and artistic expression
Basic physiological needs
Entertainment and artistic expression
Language and its use
Knowledge and beliefs
Basic physiological needs
Knowledge and beliefs
Entertainment and artistic expression
The textbooks’ attitude
Basic physiological needs
Knowledge and beliefs
Entertainment and artistic expression
Knowledge and beliefs
Entertainment and artistic expression
Basic physiological needs
Basic physiological needs
Entertainment and artistic expression
Latinx presence
Basic physiological needs
Language and its use
Knowledge and beliefs
Entertainment and artistic expression
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Cultures for Tourists: Entertainment, Beliefs, and Language as Participants
The most frequently occurring broad pattern of non-human participants can be described
as related to entertainment and artistic expression (152 participants), including painting, dance,
fiestas, music, artesanías, tourism, sports, tv, and beauty pageants (see Table 35). The choice to
make non-human participants reflect the fun aspects of cultures would be of particular interest to
tourists visiting places where Spanish is widely spoken. Similarly, the broad pattern of nonhuman participants that I identified as related to knowledge and beliefs (111 participants)
includes religion, values, influence, time, mestizaje, education, and customs, are all useful
information for tourists who interested in cultural norms when immersed in cultures other than
their own (see Table 10 and Table 35). Additionally, language and its use are participants in
culture (84 participants), including words, language itself, books, and answers (the textbook asks
the students for “the answer” in the questions on some cultura pages) (cp8, cp14, cp16).
Considering the context of the situation of these textbooks produced and used by elite bilinguals
to develop additional language skills to meet their own needs, presumably college admissions
and future tourism, it is not surprising that the written texts contain choices of participants that
construe these values and ways of thinking.
Human-made Constructions as Participants
The second most frequently occurring non-human participants are human-made places.
For example, human-made places and boundaries participants 144 times in the cultura pages and
consist of cities, buildings, and countries. Cities include Tenochtitlán/Mexico City (cp3, cp11),
cities in the Dominican Republic (cp13), Benidorm, Spain (cp16), and St. Agustine and Miami in
Florida (cp18). Buildings include houses in Mexico City (cp3), houses on Lake Titicaca (cp14),
and canals in historical Mexico City (cp11). The focus on human-made places as frequent
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participants in cultures is in alignment with the textbooks’ partitioning of cultures as something
existing or occurring within specific boundaries and tied to place.
Countries as Participants
Countries are a type of place defined by human-made boundaries, and countries alone are
the most frequent type of non-human participant. I coded 66 non-human participants as
“country,” which refers to any reference of a place or idea specifically referenced through its
association to a country or nationality. Examples include “a source of Mexican pride” (cp3),
”Nicaragua” (cp5), “sentimientos panameños” [Panamanian feelings] (cp22). The identification
of ideas, places and things as being part of a country or national identity construes cultures as
something existing within and inseparable from modern national boundaries. Just as the written
texts construe Spanish speakers who are participants as members of national groups, the same
occurs with the places and things that are non-human participants and identified as being linked
to a specific country. The textbooks’ choice to utilize field resources in this way creates a
message of cultural homogeneity based on individual countries and erases the diversity of local
cultures among people who speak Spanish who reside within the boundaries of a country.
Places from the Natural World as Participants
The emphasis on natural places not created by humans includes 67 non-human
participants I coded as geography and nature (see Table 35). Geography as a participant includes
numerous references to the natural wonders of Chile that might be of interest to tourists (cp7,
cp21), Lake Titicaca (cp14) Spanish beaches (cp16). Nature as a participant includes water in
Mexico City (cp11), Lake Titicaca (cp14), Chile (cp 21), and Panama (cp22). The choice to
make places participants creates a direct link between natural places and the nebulous concept of
cultures while emphasizing again that cultures are distinctly tied to places that might be attractive
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to readers who imagine themselves as future tourists who consider visiting them. In fact, one
main reading regarding national parks in Panama with numerous natural-world participants is
titled “Otras atracciones turísticas,” [Other tourist attractions], leaving little to the imagination
that nature is of interest to the reader as a future tourist (cp22). Although the natural world is
different from human-made places, the textbooks’ lexicogrammatical choices create participants
out of places and construe them as a primary and central defining feature of cultura.
Latinx Cultures in the United States as Participants
The textbooks’ choice to connect non-human participants to place occurs in the two
cultura pages that discuss the United States (cp2, cp18). For example, participants include
“Hispanic or Latino music,” and “Aspects of Hispanic culture” (cp2), which construes cultures
of Latinxs in the United States as a standardized, monolithic entity existing within the boundaries
of the United States and specifically tied to place. This in effect homogenizes the diverse and
disparate cultural practices and symbols of Latinxs who speak Spanish and live in the United
States. The textbooks’ choice of participants that homogenize Latinx cultures must be
understood within the broader U.S. context in which diverse cultural products and practices
among people who speak Spanish are often homogenized and standardized as symbols of an
umbrella Latinx identity and positioned as existing in opposition to Americanness (Rosa, 2019).
Culture as a Participant in Cultures
Ironically, the cultura pages choose to make culture itself a participant in cultures, such
as “Spanish language and culture” (cp2), “the essence of a culture” (cp4), “la cultura y los
productos cubanos” [Cuban culture and products] (cp13), “la cultura de un país” [a country’s
culture] (cp17), “la cultura puertorriqueña actual” [current Puerto Rican culture] (cp20). In these
examples, culture is a participant often tied to nationality that is standardized, connected to
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national boundaries and even has an “essence” (cp4). The choice to make culture a
lexicogrammatical participant in cultures shows that the textbook generally homogenizes
cultures. Without an operationalized definition from the textbooks regarding exactly what
cultura is, the readers are left to formulate their own idea of cultura based on the topics and
information shared in these cultura pages, and then take these ideas with them as they interact in
other contexts.
Summary of Non-Human Participants
Overall, the textbooks’ choices of non-human participants construe cultures as based on
what is of use for future tourists, as evident in the frequency of non-human participants related to
entertainment and artistic expression, knowledge and beliefs, and language and use. These
choices also construe cultures as based on specific places, particularly countries where Spanish is
widely spoken, and as occurring within these boundaries. At the level of the clause, the textbook
expresses an ideology of culture as inseparable from place, particularly the country, and misses
an opportunity to more fully explore the depth of difference among Spanish speakers and their
unique connections to places.
How Tenor Resources Construe Cultures: Appreciation
I analyzed how the textbooks utilize appraisal to evaluate things, performances, and
natural phenomena by coding for appreciation using Martin and White’s (2005) criteria of
reaction, composition and valuation. Reaction refers to the reaction that something provokes,
“particularly in terms of the impact that something has or a quality that it possesses,”
composition refers to a thing’s composition or “aesthetic value,” and valuation refers to a thing’s
value, worth or significance (Derewianka, 2011, p. 122-123). I identified 191 examples of
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appreciation in the written texts (see Table 36), which I then grouped into categories and
overarching takeaways (see Table 13).
Table 36
Appreciation of Things
Negative appreciation (composition) Natural barriers
Negative appreciation (reaction)
Cities, housing shortage, shacks and slums, common roof,
disadvantages, particular homes, nature, walking in cold,
supernatural causes to illness, common illness,
abbreviations
Negative appreciation (valuation)
Lack of manners, borrowed words, cattle, limited cell
service, negative aspects, animals, national parks, change
in emotional state
Positive appreciation (valuation)
Lack of manners, borrowed words, cattle, limited cell
service, negative aspects, animals, national parks, change
in emotional state
Positive appreciation (composition) Natural barriers, plazas, religious processions, padded
walls, natural medicine, artesanías, natural cures,
medicinal plants, fireworks, homemade food, natural
areas, artesanías
Positive appreciation (reaction)
Instruments, plazas, houses, cities, artesanías, geography
(mountains, lakes, etc.), places, weather conditions, lakes,
skills, quality, food, shops, formatting, complementary
medicine, balance, songs, music, parades, drink, study
methods, bilingual bases, discotheques, details, beaches,
cultures, climate, activities, natural areas, places,
countries, natural beauty, markets, dance, natural cause to
illness
Positive appreciation (value)
Spanish language, Spanish words, buildings, plazas,
saints, religious devotion, holidays, artesanías, beaches,
traditional sports, traditional work, prices, factors,
advantages, orthodox medicine, cities, instruments,
traditional clothing, celebrations, local flavors, benefits,
disadvantages, houses, questions, tv shows, beauty
contests, states, music, traditional celebrations, parades,
dance, customs, Spain’s cultural heritage, food, English
language, diversity, folklore, tourism, national parks,
markets, rituals, traditional gastronomy, food,
conventional medicine, change, sacred places
Note. There is more than one instance in the written texts of these things.
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Infrequent Negative Appreciation Creates a Tourist Text
The written texts contain significantly more instances of positive appreciation towards
things (167 instances) than negative appreciation towards things (24 instances) (see Table 24). I
found only three examples of negative appreciation of composition of things including “barreras
naturales separan a Chile” [natural barriers separate Chile] and “Estas barreras impiden el
contacto fluido con los países de al lado.” [These barriers prohibit fluid contact with neighboring
countries] (cp7), while negative reactions to qualities of things occur in 11 examples, such as “La
naturaleza…fue el gran enemigo” [Nature…was the great enemy] (cp22), “Rural
newcomers…build shacks (ranchos) crowded together in slums” (cp6). Examples of negative
valuation include a disparate group of things, including national parks that “occupy” land in
Panama (cp 22) (see Table 36). While each example of negative appreciation alone offers insight
into how the textbooks construe cultures and brings to the surface underlying ideologies of
nature being problematic to human progress or poverty and wealth, the main significance of the
examples of negative appreciation is that there are few of them. In this sense, the cultura
readings create a sort of tourist textbook that strives to portray positive aspects of the target
cultures and persuade students electing to study Spanish in the United States that being able to
communicate in Spanish will be of use to them, and primarily as tourists.
Positive Appreciation Happens Through a Lens of Tourism
The 167 examples of positive appreciation I identified include evaluation of the
composition of things (20 examples), reaction to things (61 examples), and social value of things
(86 examples) (see Table 13 and Table 36). The textbooks’ use of appreciation construes cultures
as something primarily of interest to tourists and dependent on places where Spanish is widely
spoken. In fact, the positive attitude toward places seems to be directed at convincing readers
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that they should visit these places as tourist destinations. For example, the textbook shows a
positive reaction to Chile in that “Chile es un buen destino turístico” [Chile is a good tourist
destination], and Chile has “los lugares más fantásticos” [the most fantastic places] with “bellas
ciudades” [beautiful cities] (cp21). The textbook also shows positive appreciation of social value
by stating that foreigners traveling to Chile “aprovechan esa diversidad” [take advantage of this
diversity] of Chile’s geography (cp21) or go to the beach in Pichilemu which is “el paraíso”
[paradise] (cp7), and will enjoy Chile’s natural scenery as “zonas naturales” [natural areas]
(cp21).
In Panama, national parks appreciated for their beauty and frequented by tourists are
offered positive appreciation of composition as Panama has “áreas naturales” [natural areas]
(cp22). Examples of positive reaction toward Panama include “Además de atraer a turistas por su
naturaleza, Panama atrae a visitantes con intereses culturales” [In addition to attracting tourists
because of its nature, Panama attracts visitors with cultural interests] (cp22). Such cultural
interests include tourists purchasing molas, a type of Indigenous handicraft, which are evaluated
positively for composition as “telas bordadas con gran colorido” [very colorful embroidered
fabrics] and for their social value as “Estas piezas de artesanía de gran atractivo para los
turistas” [these greatly attractive handicrafts for tourist] (cp22). The Indigenous handicrafts of
Bolivia are also highlighted with positive appreciation of composition with references to “una
tela colorida” [a colorful fabric] and Indigenous fabrics are highlighted as something special for
tourists to see in Bolivia as “colorido de sus trajes” [colorful dress] (cp23). In a broader context
of culture, American tourists often purchase Indigenous handicrafts and fabrics as souvenirs in
Latin America (Baud et al, 2009). Bolivia is also offered positive appreciation of social value
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through a tourist’s lens because Lake Titicaca’s totora houses are presented as an “atracción
turística” [tourist attraction](cp14).
Similarly, Benidorm, Spain is also shown positive reaction as it has many things to
“atraer turistas” [attract tourists] (cp16) and has positive social value in that there are “muchas
oportunidades para bailar y divertirse” [many opportunities to dance and have fun] (cp16). Other
examples of the textbooks’ use of appreciation to evaluate social value once again construe
cultures as being of interest to future tourists and inextricably connected to place. For example, a
future tourist might be motivated to study Spanish in school and would find this textbook useful
to travel to a place where Spanish is widely spoken, including the state of Florida which is “un
imán de atracción para celebridades” [a magnet of attraction for celebrities] (cp17). In addition,
the textbooks remind readers of the usefulness of knowing Spanish if they travel to places such
as Puerto Rico through its positive evaluation of the Spanish language. For example, in Puerto
Rico, Spanish “has been the dominant language of the island” (cp4) and “sigue siendo el idioma
predominante” [continues to be the predominant language] (cp20), which is valuable information
for tourists traveling to Puerto Rico. Choices in the tenor resource of appreciation is one way in
which the textbook construes cultures as inextricably tied to place, most often construed as a
nation-state, and of interest to tourists.
How Mode Resources Construe Cultures: Theme
Frequency of Things, Places, and Events in Theme Position
The textbooks’ choices of what to place in topical theme position offer insight into what
the clause is about and what readers are called to focus on. Examining what process, participant
or circumstance is placed in theme position allows us to see how the clause as message construes
cultures and realizes the textual metafunction (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). In the 805 clauses
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that I analyzed, things and associated inflected processes in Spanish occur in theme position in
15% of all clauses, places and associated inflected processes in Spanish are in theme position in
15.5% of all clauses, and unattached processes such as infinitive verbs or gerunds not are 15.3%
of all themes, such as “to push” or “pinning” (cp7) or “además de ofrecer” [in addition to
offering] (cp8). The remaining 19% of topical themes in all clauses are interrogative words in the
cultura page questions (see Table 25). Of all non-human themes, places are the most common
type of theme that I identified.
Places in Theme Position Construe Culture as Defined by Countries
After identifying theme and rheme in each clause and using descriptive and pattern
coding, I found that theme construes cultures as defined by place (Eggins, 2004; Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014; Saldaña, 2021). Places figure prominently in theme position in 125 clauses,
meaning that place is what the message of these clauses are about (see Table 37). Moreover,
place as topical theme (a mode resource) occurs even more frequently than place as participant (a
field resource) because places are written into many circumstances, and places written into
circumstances can be the theme of a clause but not participants. Examples of places that are
topical themes from lens of mode analysis and circumstances from the lens of transitivity
analysis are: “En Nicaragua” [In Nicaragua] and “En Estados Unidos” [In the United States]
(cp5), “In large cosmopolitan cities like Caracas and Maracaibo” (cp6), “En las ciudades” [In
cities] (cp8), “En algunos países hispanohablantes” [In some Spanish-speaking countries] (cp10),
“En las playas de Cuba” [At Cuba’s beaches] (cp13), “En Bolivia” [In Bolivia] (cp23). Table 38
lists the 39 examples of places that are countries in theme position which occurs throughout the
cultura pages. By choosing to put places associated with countries in theme position, the
textbooks direct readers’ attention to what the message of the clause is about, and construe
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cultures as defined by and occurring within the boundaries of certain countries where Spanish is
widely spoken.
Table 37
Places In Theme Position
Place in theme position by type
Country
City
Place building
Place geography
Nature
Markets
Tourism
Education
Total

Number of instances
39
26
23
18
9
8
1
1
125

Table 38
Places Associated with Countries in Theme Position
Examples of place in topical theme position
U.S. schools
Mexico City
United States and Nicaragua
Santiago and los Andes
Spain
Central Mexico
El Salvador
Cuba
Bolivia and Peru
Paraguay
Spain
Venezuela
Little Havana
Puerto Rico
Southern Chile
Panama
Bolivia

Cultura page number
cp2
cp3
cp5
cp7
cp8, cp9
cp11
cp12
cp13
cp14
cp17
cp16,cp19
cp17
cp18
cp20
cp21
cp22
cp23

Note. In these cultura pages, the same country may occur multiple times in theme position.
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Things, Language and Events in Theme Position of Interest to Tourists
The combination of things (15% of all themes), events (5% of all themes), and language
(2.6% of all themes) in theme position also construe cultures as consisting of things of interest to
tourists (see Table 25). In Table 39 there is a list of themes identified through descriptive coding
in order of frequency, and when examined as a whole, the things and events in theme position
are similar to the Five F’s (food, festivals, famous people, fashion, and flags) (Skelton et al.,
2002), a way of describing how world language textbooks’ treatment of cultures provides elite
bilingual textbook readers a cursory and superficial knowledge of the visible aspects of
cultures17. The larger context of situation in which language learning occurs and the context of
culture in which the textbooks are designed and used by students choosing to study Spanish for
personal enrichment including travel, college entrance, or to gain an edge in the job market, are
both vital in interpreting how the textbooks use theme to construe cultures as things and events
of interest to tourists.

17

Medicine appears to be a topic outside the interest of tourists, but medicine as a topical theme occurs in only two
cultura pages regarding natural medicine among “hispanos” in the United States (cp10) and traditional Mayan
medicine (cp 24), and television occurs solely in two cultura pages about Guaraní in Paraguay (cp15) and
Venezuelan beauty pageants and soap operas (cp17).
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Table 39
Things and Events in Theme Position
Things in theme position and number of
instances

Events in theme position and number of
instances

Medicine 14
Television 13
Food 11
Music 10
Nature 9
Books 9
Culture 7
Evaluation 7
Artesanía 6
Value 5
Custom 4
Education 4
Tourism 4
Religion 4
Painting 3
Influence 3
City 2
Word 2
Money 2
Dance 1
Phone 1
Country 1
121 things in theme position

Fiesta 15
Sports 8
Religion 3
Custom 5
Music 4
Beauty pageant 2
Tourism 1
Country 1
Money 1
Medicine 1

41 Events in theme position

How Field, Tenor and Mode Resources in Visual Images Construe Cultures
The visual images in the cultura pages include photos of places, events, and things that
construe cultures as defined by geographical and human-made places. For example, half of all
visual images are setting focused (a field resource), meaning that they either lack people, or the
people are rendered unidentifiable and insignificant due to their miniscule size(see Table 26).
The textbooks’ choice to rely on photos that are setting-focused, and not action shots with
people, construes cultures as dependent on place. The use of shot distance (a tenor resource) also
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contributes to the focus on place. For example, the photos that consist of a long shot of a natural
or human-made landscape with no people present include a mesa in Arizona (cp2), Mexico
City’s main plaza (cp3), Yanomami houses in Venezuela (cp6), apartments in Caracas (cp6), the
Atacama desert, Santiago, a ski resort and Torres de Paine in Chile (cp7, cp21), houses on lake
Titicaca (cp14), an empty newspaper kiosk (cp15), an empty street in Old San Juan (cp20), and a
national park in Panamá (cp22). In these photos, the landscape is automatically salient because
there are no people (see Appendix E). Even photos depicting celebrations focus on the thing in
the celebration or the background setting where it occurs, and not the Spanish speakers in the
crowd. For example, Spanish speakers are technically present in photos of a procession in
Nicaragua (cp5), shopping in Barcelona (cp8), the Saint Michael Carnival in El Salvador (cp12),
and a Holy week procession and a parade in Spain (cp19). However, the use of color to create
salience (a mode resource) draws the viewer’s attention to the setting of the events. For example,
the salience of the floats in the procession (cp5), the fruit in the market (cp8), and puppets in
street parades (cp12) all eclipse any Spanish speakers in the crowd so that what is happening in
the photo is defined by its setting or the things in it, and not the people doing the event. The
things that are salient in the event are always tied to a specific geographical place that is referred
to in the written texts, and this mirrors how photos utilize field, tenor and mode resources to
emphasize that setting in the form of landscapes human-made constructions is what constitutes
cultures.
Summary of Finding 3: Textbooks Define Cultures Through Places and Tourism
Both written texts and visual images construe cultures in ways that align with typical
interests of tourists and are deeply connected to place. In written texts, choices regarding what is
a participant (a field resource), what is appreciated (a tenor resource), what is in theme position
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(a mode resource) all combine to construe cultures as dependent upon natural and human-made
places. Of the 767 non-human participants in the written texts, the most frequent participants are
identified as human-made places, countries, natural places, and entertainment, beliefs, and
language. Similarly, 15% of topical themes are places, and 15% are things, events or language—
all of which are of interest to elite bilinguals seeking to travel. The positive appreciation of
places, geography, fiestas, celebrations, vacations, and artesanías construes cultures in a way that
caters to the interests of tourists. Photos also strengthen the textbooks’ overall message that
cultures consist of natural and human-made places due to the frequency of settings and salience
of place. Given the wider context of situation and context of culture in which students are
electing to study Spanish in high school for personal benefit including future tourism, then the
framing of cultures around places is not surprising.
Finding 4: How the Textbooks Invite Readers to Engage as Elite Bilingual Tourists (RQ2,
RQ3)
How Field Resources Engage with Readers: Participants
The Reader as Tourist
Throughout the written texts, tú, usted or you, which I coded as the reader, are frequent
participants appearing 86 times and comprising 28.6% of all human participants (see Table 21).
The reader appears more frequently than any other type of Spanish speaker participant to the
extent that the reader is a participant in every cultura page except for cp19. In 23 of the 24
cultura pages, the reader is a participant in the questions, and the reader is a participant in the
main readings or blue rectangles in nine cultura pages (cp1, cp2, cp6, cp9, cp10, cp13, cp15,
cp16, and cp18) (see Table 21). By making the reader a participant, the textbook centers the
learner, a student who has elected to study Spanish for personal enrichment including travel,
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college admissions, or to improve career opportunities. In fact, the reader as a human participant
is explicitly positioned as a potential tourist in the written texts. For example, in Venezuela, “you
find high-rise apartment buildings” and “you can still find settlements built on stilts'' (cp6).
While visiting the Dominican Republic, “estás en las calles,” [you are in the streets], “estás en la
ciudad,” [you are in the city] and “te da hambre” [you get hungry] (cp13). When visiting Spain,
“no tendrías ese problema en España,” [you wouldn’t have that problem in Spain], “prefieres
bailar al aire libre,” [you prefer to dance outside] or “puedes bailar en la playa'' [you can dance at
the beach] (cp16). In the United States, “conoce la Florida'' [you know Florida] (cp18), or
“visitas Chile” [you visit Chile] (cp21). As such, the reader as a human participant is asked to
engage with the textbook as a tourist and to imagine themselves visiting other countries because
they are written into the texts as a participant.
The textbooks’ choice to make the reader a participant in cultura aligns with the
information shared with students in the welcome letters at the beginning of each textbook that
highlights the usefulness of Spanish for students. In ¡Qué chévere! 1 (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a)
students are told that “You will find that Spanish allows you to speak with more people in the
United States; travel successfully to places like Mexico, Costa Rica, Puerto Rico and Spain,” and
“In the future, you might choose to study abroad, work in a field in which Spanish is needed, or
vacation in Spanish-speaking countries.” (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, p. iii). The ¡Qué chévere! 2
textbook begins its letter to the students with “¿Por qué estudias español? As you know, there are
many reasons to continue your study of Spanish and Spanish-speaking cultures–for example,
travel plans, career goals, and the ability to speak with people in your community” (Vargas
Bonilla, 2020b, p. iii). In the introductory letter, each textbook does mention that students will be
able to speak Spanish in the United States, yet they explicitly position students more frequently
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as traveling tourists, a dynamic manifested in the cultura pages through the frequency of the
reader as a participant.
Reader as Senser
In addition, when examined with a greater level of delicacy, the reader as participant is
most frequently positioned as a senser (see Table 40). In SFL, a senser is a participant associated
with a mental process, or someone who is thinking, perceiving, or seeing (Eggins, 2004; Halliday
& Matthiessen, 2014). The reader as participant is most frequently a senser in 49 instances in the
cultura pages because with the exception of four cultura pages (cp1, cp2, cp19, cp21), the
questions ask the reader repeatedly what they “think” about something in the main reading or
blue rectangle. In fact, the reader occurs more frequently as a participant in the questions then
Spanish speaker participants (see Table 21). The reader as a senser in the questions is logical in
the context of situation in U.S. K-12 classrooms where teachers ask students what they think
about some subject matter as a way to develop higher order thinking and to learn to defend
opinions with text-based evidence. Yet in the context of this textbook series, it is clear that what
the reader thinks, or the opinions they hold of information conveyed in the written texts is very
important, arguably more important than Spanish speakers themselves, which is why the reader
is most frequently a senser.
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Table 40
Reader as Participant
Cultura
page

Actor
(material
process)

Senser
(mental
process)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total:
86

5
4

8
7
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
3

2
1
4
2

3
3

Behaver
Sayer
(behavioral (verbal
process)
process

Existent
Carrier Token
(existential
(intensive
process)
identifying
process)

2
1

1

1

2
1
2

1

2
1

25

1
2
2
1
49

1

4

0

7

0

How Tenor Resources Engage with Readers: Judgement and Appreciation
The textbooks employ tenor resources of appraisal to judge people in the written texts
(Martin & White, 2005). The only instances where the reader (tú, usted, or you) is judged are in
“La cortesía en el mundo hispanohablante” [Courtesy in the Spanish-speaking world] (cp1). As
such, the textbooks do not use the tenor resource of judgement to evaluate the reader’s presence
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in written texts. However, the textbooks still use judgement and appreciation to engage with and
position the reader as an elite bilingual tourist. For example, there are few examples of negative
judgement of Spanish speakers or negative appreciation of things and phenomena, which would
be expected in a textbook produced for students electing to study Spanish for college admissions,
as enrichment, or for future career opportunities (see Table 24). The textbooks’ reliance on
resources of positive judgement and appreciation creates a tone that construes cultures as
attractive for tourists visiting places where Spanish is widely spoken. Examples of positive
judgement of Spanish speakers include coconut water salesmen who might sell readers coconut
water in the Dominican Republic, “estos vendedores especiales del sabor del Caribe” [these
special sellers of Caribbean flavor] (cp13). Examples of the use of appreciation of things to
convince the reader of the opportunities that await them as a tourist include them imagining
being in South America “Chile es un lugar excelente para practicar deportes” [Chile is an
excellent place to play sports] (cp7), watching fiestas with “impresionantes desfiles” [amazing
parades] in Nicaragua (cp12), dancing in Spain “Hay discotecas…que ofrecen un lugar
divertido” [There are nightclubs…that offer a fun place] (cp16), trying tasty food in Bolivia “El
más popular y sabroso de los platos de Oruro” [The most popular and delicious of Oruro’s
dishes] (cp23). Through positive appreciation of places, things, and events, the textbooks
reinforce the position of the reader as someone for whom Spanish is useful for personal
enrichment and available for consumption through travel and tourism in the future.
How Mode Resources Engage with Readers: Theme
The reader is in topical theme position in 53 clauses, or 6.6% of total clauses (cp1, cp2,
cp4, cp6, cp9, cp10, cp11, cp13, cp14, cp15, cp16, cp18, cp21) (see Table 25 and Table 41).
Since the cultura readings are meant to convey information to students about Spanish speakers
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and cultures, it is notable that the reader (tú, usted, or you) would appear at all as the point of
departure for the clause and what the clause is about (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Examples
include “If you need to interrupt a conversation” (cp1), “te pones rodajas de papa sobre la cara”
[you put potato slices on your face] (cp10), “si prefieres leer” [If you prefer to read] (cp15), “No
tendrías ese problema en España” [You wouldn’t have that problem in Spain] (cp16). The
textbook encourages the reader to imagine that they are in a different country as a tourist such as
the first two clauses in this sentence where the reader is in theme position: “Si estás en las calles
de la República Dominicana y te da hambre, ¡llama al pregonero! [If you are in the streets of the
Dominican Republic, and you get hungry, call the street vendor] (cp13). This is a choice that
centers the reader and their experiences and opinions and represents a missed opportunity to
center Spanish speakers by making them what the clause is about. Learning about cultures then is
about the reader learning enough to get their basic needs met and imagine traveling in a place
where Spanish is widely spoken as a tourist.
Table 41
Reader in Theme Position
Reader as Theme (tú, usted, you)
Main reading
Blue Rectangle
Questions

Cultura page number
1, 2, 6, 9, 10, 13, 15,16,18, 21
1,16
1, 4, 9, 10, 11,14,

How Field, Tenor and Mode Resources in Visual Images Engage with Readers
Field Resources Construe the Reader as a Tourist
I analyzed how the photos use specific field, tenor, and mode resources to establish
relationships between the viewer (the reader) and the Spanish speakers, places, and things in the
images (see Table 26). The textbooks position the reader as a future tourist interested in visiting
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places by selecting setting-focused photos or photos where people are technically present but not
the focus. Half of the photos I identified are setting focused, and while Spanish speakers
technically are present in 58% of photos, their size, body position, or obscured faces construe
them as ancillary to the setting (see Table 26 and Appendix E). In addition, the use of mode
resources such as lighting and positioning construe Spanish speakers as salient in only 30% of all
photos, even if they are technically present in the photo as part of a crowd. It is logical that
textbooks interested in highlighting things, events, and places for tourists to visit would choose
photos that are setting focused and in which Spanish speakers are not salient. While people-topeople and volunteer vacations do exist, tourists typically travel to see beautiful scenery,
monuments, museums, eat food, participate in leisure activities and not to establish direct
relationships with the people who live there (Baud et al., 2009). As such, the textbooks’ selection
of setting-focused photos (a field resource), positions the reader as someone who would be more
interested in visiting beautiful settings and watching festivals with street parades and floats and
not to form direct relationships with Spanish speakers who create the festivals and floats (see
Appendix E).
Tenor Resources Position Readers as Distant Onlookers and Tourists
Visual images also employ tenor resources to create relations between the viewer and the
content of the images. Specifically, I examined how the photos develop social relations between
the people, places and things in the image (the “represented” participants) and the viewer (an
“interactive” participant), and the relations between the producer of the images and the viewer
(both “interactive” participants) (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021, p. 113). I analyzed how the
photos utilize specific resources to create a relationship between the viewer as an interactive
participant and the content of the photos as well as the relations between the producer of the
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images (in this case, the textbooks that purchased them and published them in the cultura pages)
and the reader. Resources including gaze to viewer, shot angles, and shot distance all contribute
to creating interpersonal meaning in photos.
Gaze to Viewer: Offers Predominate. The tenor resources in the photos position the
reader as a distant onlooker, a tourist from another world who is not a part of the scene in the
photo (Callow, 2013). This is achieved through the resources of gaze to viewer, shot distance,
and angles (see Table 26). Gaze to the viewer is relevant when there are Spanish speakers in the
photos, and if a person in the photo is making eye contact with the viewer, it is considered a
demand because the Spanish speaker enters into a relationship with the viewer (Kress & Van
Leeuwen, 2021). There are only five demands in the 50 photos (cp7, cp9, cp17, cp22, cp24), one
of which is difficult to discern as a demand due to shot distance and shading (cp7), and another is
a photo of a book cover with tiny photos of people looking directly at the viewer (cp9). Thus,
there are only three clear instances of demands between the viewer and the Spanish speaker in
the photo: a famous soap opera actress, an Indigenous Kuna woman holding up a mola that she
sells to tourists, and a headshot of Rigoberta Menchú (cp17, cp22, cp24). The lack of demands in
the photos position the viewer as an invisible detached onlooker who only enters into a
relationship with the participant in three photos (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021).
Shot Distance and Angles: Viewer’s Level of Intimacy and Involvement. The shot
distance in the photos is a tenor resource that creates a level of intimacy between the people,
places, and things in the photos and the viewer (Callow, 2013; Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021).
Long shots, which create an impersonal distance between the viewer and the content of the
photo, predominate in 30/50 of the photos, mid shots in 13/50 of the photos, and close shots in
7/50 (see Table 26). The choice to select photos in which long shots predominate creates an
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invisible barrier between the viewer and the Spanish speakers, places, and things in the photo,
which in turn construes a more impersonal and distant social connection (Callow, 2013). Midshot photos construe the relationship between the viewer and the content of the photo as one that
maintains distance, and there are few close-shot photos that construe the viewer as engaged in an
intimate and personal relationship with the content of the photo (Callow, 2013).
Similarly, photos shot from a frontal or oblique angle construe the level of involvement
between the viewer and the people, places, or things in the photo (Callow, 2013). Oblique angles
situate the viewer as not part of the world the photo depicts, while frontal angles construe the
viewer and the content of the photo as of the same world and denote engagement between the
viewer and the content (Callow, 2013; Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021). In the 50 photos in the
cultura pages, 56% of the angles are oblique angles (28/50) while 44% (22/50) are frontal angles.
The use of angle construes the viewer, the student reading the cultura pages, as having a distant
connection to the Spanish speakers, places, and things and of belonging to a different world—
typical characteristics of a tourist.
Shot Angles: Power Relations. Another tenor resource used to construe interacting and
relating between the viewer and the Spanish speakers, places, and things in the photos is the
tenor resource of angle (Callow, 2013; Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021). Eye-level angles occur in
60% of the photos (30/50), followed by high angles in 34% (17/50) and low angles in 8% (4/50)
(see Table 26). This means that most of the time the angle creates an equal power relationship
between Spanish learners and the Spanish speakers and places in the photos (eye-level angle),
yet Spanish learners have power over the Spanish speakers, places and things in a third of the
photos (high angle), while it is rare for the Spanish speakers, places or things to have more
power over the Spanish learner (low angle). As such, the students consuming the visual images
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are positioned as having equal or more power than what is in the photo (Callow, 2013; Kress &
Van Leeuwen, 2021). The viewer is situated in a position of power in relation to the content of
the photos, and this contributes to the written texts’ engagement with the readers as elite
bilinguals who elect to study Spanish and might find it useful for personal enrichment, higher
education, future employment, and of course tourism.
Summary of Finding 4: Textbooks Center Readers as Elite Bilingual Tourists
The textbooks employ field, tenor, and mode resources in both written texts and visual
images to engage with the students reading the textbooks and viewing the images as elite
bilinguals and tourists. In written texts, field resources position the reader as a participant in the
texts by centering their experiences, and mode resources place the reader in the theme position,
which also construes the reader as central in the cultura pages. Tenor resources including lack of
negative judgement toward Spanish speakers and lack of negative appreciation towards place and
things engage the reader as a tourist. Lastly, photos contribute to the textbooks’ engagement with
readers through the predominance of long shots that construe the reader as having a distant
connection with the content of the photos, oblique angles and few demands that construe them as
detached onlookers not part of the world portrayed in the images, and eye-level and high angles
construe reads as having equal or more power than the participants in the photos. This textbook
series is designed for elite bilinguals whose Spanish-language learning is valuable to them for
social or material capital, prestige, and privilege, and their needs and experiences are centered
through choices in written texts and visual images (Barakos & Selleck, 2019). After all, it is the
students’ choice to study Spanish, and in the context of the United States where English
monolingualism is the idealized norm and where students likely will not need to speak Spanish
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to thrive economically or socially, the textbook then exists to meet their needs and engages with
them as tourists (Reagan & Osborn, 2021).
Summary of Findings
The analysis I conducted of written texts and visual images in the 24 cultura pages
demonstrated that the ¡Qué chévere! textbooks (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) construe
Spanish speakers and cultures in three ways. First, the textbooks background and erase Spanish
speakers and instead highlight objects, places and practices in written texts and visual images
(finding 1). Choices in the use of field, tenor, and mode resources relegate Spanish speakers to a
secondary role in which they are not construed as a fundamental creators of cultures. In written
texts, this is primarily achieved through the lack of human participants (a field resource), lack of
judgement compared to appreciation (tenor resources), and paucity of Spanish speakers in theme
position (a mode resource). The textbooks also background Spanish speakers through the choice
of setting-focused visual images, and the use of shot distance, angles, and salience that minimize
them. Second, when Spanish speakers are present, the textbooks’ choices construe them as
standardized and monolithic thereby ignoring their diverse identities and experiences (finding 2).
This is achieved through the use of field, tenor, and mode resources that identify Spanish
speakers primarily according to their nationality, as people in general, or as quantified people. In
visual images, the textbooks construe Spanish speakers as tiny, anonymous, and standardized
through the use of offers (gaze to viewer), long shot distance, and oblique angles. Third, cultures
are defined by the interests of potential tourists and inextricably linked to place (finding 3). Both
written texts and visual images construe cultures in ways that align with the anticipated interests
of tourists that are defined by visiting places. In written texts, choices regarding what is a
participant (a field resource), what is in theme position (a mode resource), and what is
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appreciated (a tenor resource) all combine to construe cultures as defined by and dependent upon
natural and human-made places or events occurring in these places that are appealing to tourists.
Visual images also strengthen the message that cultures consist of natural and human-made
places of interest to visiting tourists due to the frequency of settings and salience of places in
photos.
The textbooks engage with students as elite bilinguals who will primarily use Spanish
when they participate in tourism, and there is no attempt to engage students critically with issues
of social significance (Barakos & Selleck, 2019; Flores & Rosa, 2019; Ortega, 2019). In written
texts, field resources position the reader as a key participant in the texts, thereby centering their
experiences, and mode resources place the reader in the theme position, which also serves to
construe the reader as central in the cultura pages. Tenor resources of appraisal, including lack of
negative judgement of Spanish speakers and greater positive appreciation of place, things, and
phenomena, also engage readers as tourists who might someday travel to the places highlighted
in the cultural pages. Lastly, the textbooks engage with readers as tourists interested in visiting
places, not people, through a reliance on setting-focused photos, and as distant and removed
onlookers with no direct relationship to Spanish speakers and equal or more power than the
images in the photos through long shot distance, lack of demands, and angles. In the overall
context of world language education in the United States, the cultura pages reinforce the idea
that the students using this textbook series do have power because they are electing to study
Spanish, just as they may choose to visit the many places the textbooks emphasize as U.S.
tourists and cultural consumers who wield their economic power.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
In this action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis I explored how the ¡Qué chévere!
textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) construes cultures in specific ways that
background Spanish speakers, homogenize and standardize both Spanish speakers and cultures,
and positions students in limited ways as tourists. In this chapter I discuss the significance of the
findings, implications for me and other K-12 teachers using these Spanish world language
textbooks, ideas for future research of Spanish world language textbooks, and limitations of the
findings.
Interpretation of Findings
Erasure of Spanish Speakers
The findings of this study point to the backgrounding of Spanish speakers in written texts
and visual images in the ¡Qué chévere! textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c),
which presents a challenge for classroom teachers like me who are committed to exploring with
students a wide range of human experiences of people who regularly communicate using
Spanish. The responsibility of finding ways to broaden and complicate the official textbooks’
messages falls on the teachers like me who are required to use materials purchased in the U.S. K12 textbook market, which are created with competing pedagogical demands and goals of a
variety of stakeholders that do not necessarily align with our own (Curdt Christiansen &
Weninger, 2015). In the case of this specific textbook series, the choices in the use of field, tenor,
and mode resources construe Spanish speakers as peripheral to cultures, and they fail to center
their perspectives and experiences. The effect of this backgrounding of Spanish speakers is that it
erases them as thinkers, doers, and creators of culture, and this erasure is particularly problematic
because it happens through the textbook curriculum—the official, authoritative source of
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information for students, who once enrolled in a world language class, have virtually no choice
in the instructional materials used (Apple, 1992). In this sense, the absence of Spanish speakers
in the written texts and visual images in the cultura pages is significant because it plays a role in
how the textbooks create “preferred versions of possible worlds, of learners, of societies and
cultures” through what is included or omitted (Luke, 2015, p. 214-215).
When Spanish speakers are absent from the textbooks’ interpretation of cultures,
inevitably students are left to fill in the absences with ideas, images, messages and perspectives
that they encounter in popular culture regarding who Latinxs and Spanish speakers are. Students
in the United States are surrounded by deficit messages positioning Latinxs as racialized, unAmerican, eternal immigrant others in media and popular culture, in part due to their
heterogeneous language practices (Harris et al., 2020; Reny & Manzano, 2016; Rosa, 2019; Sui
& Paul, 2017; Yemane & Fernandez-Reino, 2021). These deficit narratives in the broader
culture, coupled with absences of Spanish speakers in the textbook can then lead students to form
narrow ideas of Spanish speakers that exclude the full breadth of their diverse intersecting
identities, including Afro-Latinxs and Indigenous people (Abreu, 2016). Moreover, the
backgrounding of Spanish speakers in the ¡Qué chévere! textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a,
2020b, 2020c) creates a void for students where textbooks from other content areas have space to
transmit ideologies related to Latinxs in the United States and Latin Americans residing outside
of the United States. For example, history textbooks have been shown to essentialize AfroLatinxs as either enslaved people or only existing in relationship to mestizaje (interracial mixing)
in supposedly colorblind Latin American societies (Busey, 2017). Other history textbooks
include narratives of Latinxs in the United States and Latin Americans as passive, subservient
and lazy (Cruz, 1994; Cruz, 2002; Diaz & Deroo, 2020). The absence of Spanish speakers as
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active creators of culture in the ¡Qué chévere! textbooks, an authoritative source of information
for students enrolled in world language classes, leaves a void to be filled with discourses of
otherness and inferiority circulating in both the wider culture and textbooks in other content
areas at school. Of course, it is not a foregone conclusion that students will take these texts up
uncritically. However, the analysis presented in this dissertation clearly demonstrates that the
textbooks’ linguistic and visual choices render them a plausible player in the (re)production of
reductive deficit thinking toward Spanish speakers and cultures and the valorization of elite
bilingualism and cultural consumption.
Due to the ¡Qué chévere! textbooks’ (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) choices that
erase Spanish speakers, students utilizing the textbook can come to conceive of cultures as
independently existing outside the realm of people that create them. This dynamic is related to
how the textbooks frame the cultura pages by anchoring them in the national standards which are
based on products, practices and perspectives (Cutshall, 2012). It should be obvious that people
are always behind cultures, and perhaps this explains why the national standards refer to
“practices and perspectives of the cultures studied” or “products and perspectives of the cultures
studied,” without referencing people (ACTFL, 2014). However, this textbook series takes up the
standards’ framing of cultures in a way that fails to sufficiently acknowledge and center people,
and the products (such as objects and things) and practices (such as celebrations) of cultures are
foregrounded at the expense of the people who create and do them. Despite the standards’ lack of
explicit framing of people as agents of cultures, they leave plenty of room for future versions of
the textbook to take up the standards in a way that centers diverse experiences and perspectives
of Spanish speakers in the cultura pages. For teachers like me who will continue to work with
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current textbook editions guided by the national standards, we must find additional ways to
emphasize and center people as creators of cultures.
Standardization and Homogenization of Spanish Speakers
When Spanish speakers are present, the textbooks homogenize and standardize them by
identifying them in limited ways. An underlying thread connecting choices in field, tenor, and
mode resources in written texts is the classification of Spanish speakers through their national
identity as a unified group. The emphasis on national identity as a way to define Spanish
speakers is limited in that it fails to offer students an opportunity to explore the nuanced and
diverse ways in which Spanish speakers of the same nationality create and experience cultures
depending on their own positionality, and it grossly simplifies them as being part of a monolithic
group with the same habits and customs. This is problematic in the overall context of the United
States where students who study Spanish as a world language can come to favor some Spanish
speakers as more linguistically or culturally ‘authentic' based solely on their country of origin or
even appearance (O’Neill, 2000; Pomerantz & Schwartz, 2011). It is not unreasonable to see
how a textbook series’ excessive reliance on national identity to define Spanish speakers at the
expense of attempting to share a nuanced and textured interpretation of people who speak
Spanish and live in the same country could contribute to students’ ideas of authenticity18.
Through emphasis on defining Spanish speakers due to their nationality, a taken-for-granted way
of categorizing people in this textbook series, the textbooks miss a vital opportunity to provide

18

It should be noted that national identity in many Latin American nation-states has been historically based on the
invented concept of a homogeneous mestizo (mixed-race) identity that deemphasizes and marginalizes the
Indigenous and African roots of Latin Americans and perpetrates Eurocentrism and racism. Spanish language
textbooks in the United States, whose authorship is frequently attributed to Latin Americans or Latinxs, could then
contain Eurocentric ideologies regarding the “typical” Latin American as a light-skinned mestizos (Busey &
Coleman-King, 2020; Telles & Flores, 2013; Telles, 2014).
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readings for students to develop a nuanced and complicated understanding that a Spanish speaker
is not an easily definable standardized entity.
Tourism Defines Cultures and Students
The focus on nationality is also alive in the textbooks’ choice to define cultures as linked
to natural and human-made places within the boundaries of defined nation-states. The textbooks
achieve this through the prominence of place as a participant, in theme position, through positive
appreciation in written texts, and setting-focused visual images. The textbooks always organize
their cultura pages according to specific places based on their location within the boundaries of a
nation-state where Spanish is the de jure or de facto spoken language. They highlight places as a
fundamental aspect of culture in and of itself, particularly monuments, buildings, and of course
natural landscapes such as beaches, all of primary interest to tourists from the United States who
travel to Latin America (Baud & Ypeij, 2009). The focus of ¡Qué chévere! textbook series
(Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) on assigning place as the fundamental aspect of cultures
mirrors other Spanish language textbooks that “inform students what they should know to
enhance the tourist experiences, not to engage with people” (Kramsch & Vinall, 2015).
Arguably, the most important part of planning a trip is researching what places to visit, and the
cultura pages achieve this purpose as they present places as the defining aspect of cultures and
aside the people who reside in these places and make cultures.
Students as Elite Bilingual Tourists
The textbooks ask students to engage with Spanish speakers and cultures as tourists
gathering useful information for future trips to Latin America, which occurs within a greater
context where elite bilinguals can gain social or cultural capital from learning another language
and increase their power as consumers by communicating in Spanish if necessary (Barakos &
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Selleck, 2019; Duchene & Heller, 2012). While tourists from the United States travel to Latin
America frequently to enjoy the beautiful scenery of places, such as a beach resort, they
sometimes participate in cultural tourism, which focuses on learning about the cultural heritage
of a place or group of people. Yet even if they participate in cultural tourism, American tourists
take on the role of a foreign onlooker admiring an exotic culture, and the people whose culture
they are gazing at are positioned as mere objects and not to be interacted with as people per se
(Baud & Ypeij, 2009). American tourists in Latin America are able to visit, observe and consume
without critically thinking about wider power dynamics of global capitalism that allow them to
do so (Duchene & Heller, 2012). Similarly, the textbooks analyzed in this action-oriented
multimodal discourse analysis, as well as those analyzed in other studies (Kramsch & Vinall,
2015), engage with students as future tourists. Unfortunately, this textbook series does not offer
students the opportunity to explore, question, or challenge how tourism is perceived by the
people in Latin America that cater to tourists, what their impact might be on the beautiful places
they visit or the people who live and care for these places, what tourism means to different Latin
Americans, or why the students will have such economic power when traveling to Latin America
(Baud & Ypeij, 2009). The focus on presenting texts useful for tourists gathering information for
a trip abroad means that these textbooks engage with students as uncritical and privileged
consumers of information without questioning what is “natural” or “taken-for-granted'' in the
textbook curriculum (Luke, 2015, p. 215). The textbook series does a disservice to students, who
are expected to read as tourists and engage as tourists, because their identity and experience as
language learners is one of uncritical tourist consumers.
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Implications for Practice
Text and Context
Teachers like me who are committed to taking steps to broaden how the textbooks
construe Spanish speakers and cultures and engage with students must first reflect on the
relationship between the texts and context. The textbooks' choices in written texts and visual
images reflect the authors’ understanding of the context of situation and context of culture,
particularly the reasons that motivate the elite bilingual students who use their textbooks to study
Spanish and the perceived usefulness of Spanish in their lives, and the textbooks construe these
contexts through language choices in the texts (Halliday, 1999; Hasan, 1999). The relationship
between text and context is dialogical in the sense that the texts exist within and are informed by
the greater context, and they simultaneously construe this context through specific choices in
texts in what can be described as a simultaneous bi-directional semiotic relationship (Halliday,
1999; Hasan, 1999). In terms of how the cultura pages are used in my world language classroom,
students interact with the written texts and visual images on the cultura pages as they read,
answer and discuss questions, and form ideas based on their interpretation of the texts. Students'
ideas formed inside the classroom through these experiences can then influence the greater
societal context in which the ideologies of the textbook are the taken-for-granted norm. The
work of the classroom teacher like me becomes one of complicating the textbooks'
interpretations of Spanish speakers, cultures, and the positioning of the students themselves
through challenging the textbooks’ texts and examining counter-texts with students. This is an
exciting endeavor because as Halliday (1999) stated: “Language does not just passively reflect a
pre-existing social reality. It is an active agent in constructing that reality” (p. 16). And while, on
the one hand, language can be used “to defend that reality against anyone whose alternative
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values might threaten ours,…by the same token, it can be used [by children and adults] to
examine the very reality created by it” (Hasan, 1996, p. 34).
Imagined Pedagogy: Critical Reading of Countertexts and Reflection Literacy
K-12 teachers like me cannot control the content of the textbooks that we are required to
use, which are produced on the educational publishing market and influenced by national, state,
and local political and economic interests (Sewall, 2005). Thus, the onus falls on us to find ways
to include multiple perspectives on Spanish speakers and cultures different than those of the
official textbooks and to work with students to arrive at a broader and more nuanced
understanding than what is relayed in the textbooks’ content. While teachers do not always have
the freedom to ignore broad swaths of the official curriculum they must teach, they can and do
find ways to contest it and expand upon it through their enacted curriculum (Cuban,1992).
Fortunately, teachers have access to a plethora of open-access materials if they seek to build
lessons based on a more textured understanding of Spanish speakers, cultures, and students’ own
positionality as elite bilingual language learners. Undoubtedly, the enacted curriculum based on
the ¡Qué chévere! textbook series (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) must include teacher’s
efforts to develop students’ critical literacy, not only through simply reading and examining
countertexts that center a broad array of Spanish speakers and offer perspectives not found in the
textbook, but through purposely designing pedagogical activities that require students to question
why Spanish speakers say what they say and think what they think in these materials19.

19

Intentionally promoting critical reading in the world language classroom through the use of countertexts also
supports the goals articulated in the Common Core State Standards regarding critical text analysis and supports
students’ overall development as critical readers and thinkers (Common Core, n.d.). See Delgado (1989) regarding
the theorization of countertexts, and Accurso and Mizell (2020) regarding the use of countertexts in K-12 language
classrooms.
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In addition, teachers like me can work alongside students to critically examine both the
messages in the original textbook readings and additional countertexts through the lens of
reflection literacy, proposed by Hasan (2011). Reflection literacy “aims to create in the pupil an
understanding of reading and writing as bearers of deep social significance, not simply as a
vehicle for information but as a potent instrument of social formation” by requiring students and
teachers reflect on how language in specific texts construe meanings and what is the social
significance (Hasan, 2003, p. 446). Reflection literacy requires students to produce knowledge,
not just reproduce it (Williams, 2016). What this could look like in a Spanish world language
classroom like mine is that teachers and students deconstruct written texts in the textbook and the
additional countertexts using SFL metalanguage to identify certain field, tenor, and mode
resources to understand how they construe knowledge and ideologies to then be able to challenge
them (Accurso & Mizell, 2020; Achugar et al., 2007; Gebhard, 2019; Schleppegrell & Moore,
2018). In the case of this textbook series, after reading a cultura page and discussing the
questions, students and teachers would use an SFL lens to analyze how the texts construe
Spanish speakers through specific choices. They then could analyze a countertext in a similar
way and compare it with the original cultura page to understand how specific meaning-making
resources in different texts construe knowledge differently. This takes up the suggestion of
reading the textbook “against the grain” by analyzing how the authors’ lexicogrammatical
choices construe Spanish speakers and cultures (Kramsch & Vinall, 2015). Students could then
write and create their own cultura page based on both the textbook’s original cultura page
reading and countertexts studied. In this sense, through reflection literacy, students would
become more than just the tourists that the textbooks believe they are, and become to see
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themselves as language learners, critical thinkers and producers of knowledge as well, thereby
impacting the larger cultural context.
Implications for Research
This study suggests that the language choices of a Spanish world language textbook
series construe Spanish speakers and cultures and position students in certain ways that are
limited. In order to better understand the impact of these choices on students and teachers, more
research must be conducted regarding teachers’ and students’ uptake of cultural readings that are
ubiquitous in Spanish world language texts in the United States. In addition, more research on
Spanish world language textbooks needs to be conducted through the lens of SFL that also
includes ancillary materials that accompany the online version of textbooks including
workbooks, audio and video materials, and other parts of textbooks beyond the cultural vignettes.
In addition, studies need to be conducted to understand how people are construed in textbooks
across secondary content areas, such as science and history textbooks, to discern if there are
connections regarding academic language in textbooks in which human participants are generally
backgrounded. Perhaps an aspect of the backgrounding of people in cultures in the textbook
series examined in this study is part of a broader trend in which secondary textbooks erase
people as creators of science or history as well. Research dedicated to this sort of textbook
analysis across content levels specifically using tools from SFL is also needed to understand how
textbooks achieve this, such as Diaz and Deroo’s (2020) study of U.S. history textbooks.
Analyzing textbooks from a lens of SFL is invaluable in understanding how textbooks construe
ideas, social roles and control the flow of information (Gebhard, 2019), all of which has a real
impact on the ideas students form in the classroom.
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Limitations

The findings of this study are not generalizable to other textbook series, or to the entire
¡Qué chévere! (Vargas Bonilla, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c) textbook series. A thorough analysis of all
cultura pages would be needed in order to assess if the findings from this study represent all
readings across the three textbook levels analyzed in this study. In addition, a truly thorough
interpretation of the textbooks’ construal of Spanish speakers, cultures and the positioning of
students would require an examination of vocabulary and grammar exercises in the textbook
along with an examination of the ancillary materials that accompany the textbooks. Despite these
limitations, applying similar methodology to the study of other textbooks would undoubtedly
offer teachers a more textured understanding of exactly how their textbook series construes
meaning through specific choices in written texts and visual images.
Conclusion
Through conducting this action-oriented multimodal discourse analysis I have grown into
new ways of understanding language and what it means to teach language or cultures, in part
because I am now able to use SFL metalanguage as a way to conceive of language as a way of
making meaning through choices (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). I was able to understand how
the textbooks’ language choices simultaneously reflect and reproduce broader cultural
conceptions of Spanish speakers and why elite bilingual students elect to study Spanish as a
world language. I have come to view using the required textbook not as a problem, but rather as
an opportunity for me to work with students to analyze how language choices construe meaning,
to challenge existing taken-for-granted knowledge presented in the textbook, and to create
opportunities to for students to produce knowledge that is much more nuanced and complicated
than the textbooks’ official version.
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Appendix A
Textbook Content
List of each textbook by level, unit, geographical cultural content, official unit theme, vocabulary
content, and cultura page main reading title.

Unit 1

Unit 2

¡Qué chévere! 1
(Vargas Bonilla, 2020a)
Nice to meet you

Qué chévere! 2
(Vargas Bonilla, 2020b)
Technology in daily life

Qué chévere! 3
(Vargas Bonilla, 2020c)
Hi! How Are You?

Cultural Context:
The Spanish-speaking
world

Cultural Context:
The Spanish-speaking
world

Cultural Context:
Colombia, Venezuela

Vocabulary: Alphabet,
names, numbers,
Spanish-speaking
countries, greetings, time

Vocabulary:
Technology, vacations

Cultura pages:
A Great Celebration
(Quinceañera); Hugs,
kisses, and More
(Greetings); Courtesy in
the Spanish-speaking
world; More about
Greetings
To School

Cultura pages:
Cyberlanguage; Social
Media; Free Internet
Everywhere; Connection
Before and After a Trip

Cultura pages:
A Small Church on top
of a Big Pyramid; A Big
City on a Dry Lake;
Magical Neighborhoods;
Magical Points in
Coyoacán

Living Healthily

Home with the Family

Cultural Context: U.S.

Cultural Context: U.S.

Cultural Context: U.S.

Vocabulary: School,
extracurricular activities,
movies

Vocabulary: classroom
Vocabulary: daily routine,
objects, classes, clothing, body, health
colors, telephones,
computers

Vocabulary: family,
fixing things at home,
furniture, personal
hygiene

Cultura pages:
Spanish in Your Life;
Hispanic Influence in the
U.S.; Student exchange;
School

Cultura pages:
The Hispanic Presence in
the U.S.; Florida: For
Many People, a Second
Home; My House is
Your House; The
Hispanic Family in
California

Cultura pages:
Jessica Alba for a Healthy
Future/Fashion from a
Hispanic Designer; Fame
and Social Causes/Sofia
Vergara’s Talent; Feeling
Good Naturally; The
Importance of Medical
Interpreters
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In the City

Let’s Go to the City

News from Yesterday,
Today, and Tomorrow

Cultural Context:
Mexico

Cultural Context: Mexico

Cultural Context: Spain

Vocabulary: cities, cars

Vocabulary: news,
newspapers,
entertainment, disasters

Vocabulary: places,
transportation,
restaurants

Unit 4

Unit 5
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Cultura pages:
Visiting Mexico City;
Chapultepec Park; The
Plaza of the Three
Cultures; Food of the
Three Cultures

Cultura pages:
Cultura pages:
A Country Where the
A Small Church on top of Present and Past Connect
a Big Pyramid; A Big City Daily; Holidays in Spain;
on a Dry Lake; Magical
Customs Rooted in the
Neighborhoods; Magical
Past; The Spanish Royal
Points in Coyoacán
Family

Family and Friends

Fun for All

Cultural Context: Puerto
Rico and the Dominican
Republic

Cultural Context: El
Salvador y Honduras

Vocabulary: family,
temporary conditions,
hobbies, physical
descriptions

Vocabulary: amusement
parks, zoos, animals

Vocabulary: descriptions,
personal relations, cell
phones

Cultura pages:
Discover Puerto Rico’s
Two Languages; The
Island of Enchantment
and its Charming People;
The New Structure of the
Dominican Family/The
Evolution of the
Dominican Family; Two
Famous Dominicans:
Merengue and Bachata
Routines and Fun

Cultura pages:
Fun and Education for the
Youngest Kids; Fun for all
Salvadorans in San
Miguel; Social Circus;
Street Theater

Cultura pages:
The Island of Several
Cultures; The Musical
Key to Puerto Rico;
Famous Dominican
ambassadors; Where
Young People Whisper
to Whales

Going Shopping

Life in the City and the
Country

Cultural Context: Costa
Rica, Nicaragua

Cultural Context: Cuba,
Puerto Rico, and the
Dominican Republic

Cultural Context:
Argentina, Chile

Less Conflict and More
Communication
Cultural Context: Puerto
Rico and the Dominican
Republic
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Unit 6

Vocabulary: technology,
activities after school,
celebrations months,
numbers)

Vocabulary: food,
supermarkets, clothing

Vocabulary: cities, cars,
traffic, transportation,
countryside, camping

Cultura pages:
Costa Rica: A Small but
Rich Country; Costa
Rica: A Pacific Country
Looking To the Future;
Holidays in Nicaragua;
Lazarus and his Best
Friend: Dogs

Cultura pages:
The Origin of Tropical
Fruits; Flavor on Wheels;
Production of Traditional
Clothing; Clothing and
Art in Puerto Rico

My House is Your House Home Sweet Home

Cultura pages:
How do Residents of
Buenos Aires Get
Around?; Where do we
Go to Dance Tango?;
From Tip to Tip:
Transportation in Chile;
A Trip to the South of
Chile
We’re Going on a Trip

Cultural Context:
Venezuela, Colombia

Cultural Context:
Panamá, Costa Rica

Vocabulary: rooms in a
house, appliances, table
settings

Unit 7
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Cultural Context:
Venezuela, Colombia,
Ecuador, Perú, Bolivia
Vocabulary: houses,
furnishings, family

Vocabulary: trips,
airplanes, weather,
hotels, tourism

Cultura pages:
Venezuelans and their
Houses; Venezuelan
Food; Different
Colombian Houses; The
Patio

Cultura pages:
Colonial Homes; Homes
on a Lake; A Latin
American Home; The
House of the Sun

Fun All Year Long

Informed

Cultura pages:
The Best of Panama;
Other Tourist
Attractions; Costa Rica,
an Essential Country;
Visitors Always
Welcome
Eating Well

Cultural Context:
Argentina, Chile

Cultural Context:
Paraguay, Uruguay

Cultural Context:
Bolivia, Perú

Vocabulary: sports,
hobbies, free time,
seasons, weather
Cultura pages:
Argentina: A Country of
Great Variety; A River in
Buenos Aires;
Geography and Chilean
National Identity; Chile’s
Nature, Traditions and
Sports

Vocabulary: news, sports

Vocabulary: food,
cooking, fiestas

Cultura pages:
News from Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow;
Interactive Information;
Sunday, Sports Day;
Information in Indigenous
Languages

Cultura pages:
Delicacies Up High; The
Traditional Market;
Peruvian Dishes with
Tradition; The Best of
Peruvian Cooking
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Daily routine

Traveling to Spain

Health

Cultural Context: Spain

Cultural Context: Spain

Cultural Context:
Guatemala, Honduras

Vocabulary: chores, food Vocabulary: trips, hotels
shopping

Vocabulary: health,
sickness, hospitals,
exercise, healthy eating

Cultura pages:
Daily Life in Spain;
What’s Life like For
Spanish Teenagers?;
Sundays at Home in
Spain; Where do
Spaniards Buy Food?

Cultura pages:
Health in Guatemala:
Now and Then;
Traditional Mayan
Medicine; Games from
the Past; Get in Shape in
San Pedro Sula

Cultura pages:
A Big Tomato Sauce; A
Party with Bulls;
Spaniards’ Schedule;
Attraction for Young
Tourists
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Appendix B
Topical Content of Cultura Pages By Level and Unit
Topical Content of
Cultura Page

Title of Main
Reading
¡Qué chévere! 1
(Vargas Bonilla,
2020a)

La salud

Las casas

La Ciudad de
México

Unidad 6, p. 278
Los venezolanos y
sus casas
Unidad 3 p. 120
De visita en la
Ciudad de México

Medios de
comunicación
Viajes

La compra de la
comida

Identidad
puertorriqueña

El lenguaje

Fiestas

Chile

Hispanos en los
EEUU

Unidad 8, p. 413
¿Dónde compran los
alimentos los
españoles?
Unidad 4, p. 172
Descubre los dos
idiomas de Puerto
Rico
Unidad 1, p. 28
La cortesía en el
mundo
hispanohablante
Unidad 5, p. 246
Días de fiesta en
Nicaragua
Unidad 7, p. 354
La geografía y la
identidad chilena
Unidad 2, p. 58
El español en tu vida

Title of Main
Reading
¡Qué chévere! 2
(Vargas Bonilla,
2020b)
Unidad 2 p. 92
Sentirse bien de
manera natural
Unidad 6, p. 301
Hogares sobre un
lago
Unidad 3, p. 125
Una gran ciudad
sobre un lago seco
Unidad 7 p. 379
Información en
lengua indígena
Unidad 8, p. 437
Atracción para
turistas jóvenes
Unidad 5 p. 243
Sabor sobre ruedas

Title of Main
Reading
¡Qué chévere! 3
(Vargas Bonilla,
2020c)
Unidad 8 p. 401
Medicina
tradicional maya

Unidad 1, p. 35
Venezuela y la
televisión
Unidad 6, p. 291
Otras atracciones
turísticas
Unidad 7, p. 347
El mercado
tradicional
Unidad 4, p. 184
Puerto Rico: La isla
de varias culturas

Unidad 1, p. 12
El lenguaje
cibernético
Unidad 4, p. 181
Diversión popular
salvadoreña

Unidad 3, p. 127
Fiestas en España
Unidad 5, p. 258
Un viaje al sur
chileno
Unidad 2, p. 69
La Florida: Para
muchos, un Segundo
hogar
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Appendix C
Cultura Page Annotations Used in this Study
Cultura Page
Annotation

Title of Main Reading

cp1

La cortesía en el mundo hispano

¡Qué chévere! (Vargas Bonilla,
2020a, 2020b, 2020c) Textbook
level and page
Level 1, p. 28

cp2

El español en tu vida

Level 1, p. 58

cp3

De visita en la Ciudad de México

Level 1, p. 120

cp4

Descubre los dos idiomas de Puerto Rico

Level 1, p. 172

cp5

Días de fiesta en Nicaragua

Level 1, p. 246

cp6

Los venezolanos y sus casas

Level 1, p. 278

cp7

La geografía y la identidad chilena

Level 1, p. 354

cp8

Dónde compran los alimentos los españoles

Level 1, p. 413

cp9

El lenguaje cibernético

Level 2, p. 12

cp10

Sentirse bien de manera natural

Level 2, p. 92

cp11

Una gran ciudad en un lago seco

Level 2, p. 125

cp12

Diversión popular salvadoreño

Level 2, p. 181

cp13

Sabor sobre ruedas

Level 2, p. 243

cp14

Hogares sobre un lago

Level 2, p. 301

cp15

Información en lengua indígena

Level 2, p. 379

cp16

Atracción para turistas jóvenes

Level 2, p. 437

cp17

Venezuela y la televisión

Level 3, p. 35

cp18

La Florida: Para muchos, un segundo hogar

Level 3, p. 69

cp19

Fiestas en España

Level 3, p. 127

cp20

Puerto Rico: La isla de varias culturas

Level 3, p. 184

cp21

Un viaje al sur chileno

Level 3, p. 258

cp22

Otras atracciones turísticas

Level 3, p. 291

cp23

El mercado tradicional

Level 3, p. 347

cp24

Medicina tradicional maya

Level 3, p. 401
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Appendix D
SFL Coding Examples
This is an SFL coding example from the main reading “Los venezolanos y sus casas”
[Venezuelans and their Houses] (cultura page 6).
Codes for Analysis of Field Resources (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014; Derewianka, 2011;
Eggins, 2004)
Participants
Processes (verb groups)
Circumstances (adverbs/adverb groups, noun groups, prepositional phrases)
[[embedded clauses]]
[embedded phrase in noun group]
<< interruption clause>>
Conjunctions not analyzed/ other interpersonal features not analyzed
Action clause: Verb groups realize Material Processes or Behavioral Processes
Relating Clause: Verb groups realize Relational Processes
Sensing clause: Verb groups realize Mental Processes
Saying clause: Verb groups realize Verbal Processes
Codes for Analysis of Tenor Resources (Derewianka, 2011; Martin & Rose, 2005)
Attitude

Graduation

Engagement

+ = positive

- = negative

des= desire
hap = un/happiness sec = in/securing sat= dis/satisfaction
norm= normality cap = capacity
ten = tenacity
ver = veracity
prop
= propriety reac = reaction
comp = composition val = valuation
quant = quantifier intens= intensifier pol=polarity mod= modality ext = extent
Codes for Analysis of Mode Resources (Derewianka, 2011; Eggins, 2004; Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014)
Theme

Rheme

Main Reading / Analysis of Field Resources
Sensing clause

Do you know [[where the name Venezuela originated?]]

Sensing clause
Sensing clause

The Spanish explorers saw houses built on stilts in the waters of Lake
Maracaibo // and decided to call the area [“Little Venice.”]

Action clause

Venezuelans trace their origins to those early Europeans, but also to the
various Indigenous tribes and the tribesman [[brought from Africa // to
work on the sugar and cotton plantations.]]]
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Relating clause

Venezuelan homes are as diverse as the people themselves.

Relating clause

The varied living spaces and lifestyles are evidence [of Venezuela’s
rapid social and economic change since the oil boom of the 1970s.]

Action clause

In large cosmopolitan cities like Caracas and Maracaibo, you find high-rise
apartment buildings [with all the modern conveniences.]

Action clause
Action clause
Action clause
Action clause

The owners usually work in the city // to take advantage of job
opportunities and the proximity [to museums, shopping, and
restaurants.]

Sensing clause

The housing shortage in Caracas has caused many rural newcomers
[[seeking employment]] // to build small homes and shacks (ranchos)
[[crowded together]] in slums on the hillsides surrounding the city.

Relating clause

Wealthier families prefer houses [with more living space] in quiet
residential districts.

Action clause
Action clause
Action clause

Indigenous groups have their own styles [of housing].
The Yanomami, <<a tribe that lives in the Amazon rainforest,>>
choose communal living.
Entire villages live under a common roof called the shabono.

Action clause
And on the shores of Lake Maracaibo, you can still find settlements [[built
on stilts over the water]], similar to the housing units [[viewed by the
Spanish back in the 16th century.]]

Main Reading / Analysis of Tenor Resources

Do you know [[where the name Venezuela originated?]]
The Spanish explorers saw houses built on stilts in the waters of
Lake Maracaibo // and decided to call the area [“Little Venice.”]
Graduation (quant)
-judgement (norm)

Venezuelans trace their origins to those early Europeans, but also
to the various Indigenous tribes and the tribesman [[brought from
Africa to work on the sugar and cotton plantations.]]

+apprec (reac)

Venezuelan homes are as diverse as the people themselves.
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+apprec (reac)
High graduation (intens)

The varied living spaces and lifestyles are evidence [of
Venezuela’s rapid social and economic change since the oil
boom of the 1970s.]

High graduation (quant)
+appreciation (reac)
+appreciation (val)

In large cosmopolitan cities like Caracas and Maracaibo, you find
high-rise apartment buildings [with all the modern conveniences.]

Engagement (high mod)
+judgement (ten)

The owners usually work in the city // to take advantage of job
opportunities and the proximity [to museums, shopping, and
restaurants.]
The housing shortage in Caracas has caused many rural
newcomers [[seeking employment]] // to build small homes and
shacks (ranchos) [[crowded together]] in slums on the hillsides
surrounding the city.
Wealthier families prefer houses [with more living space] in quiet
residential districts.

-appreciation (reac)
-judgement (cap)
-appreciation (val) x3
+judgement (norm)
+affect (des)
+appreciation (reac)
High graduation (focus)

Indigenous groups have their own styles [of housing].

+affect (des)

The Yanomami, <<a tribe that lives in the Amazon rainforest,>>
choose communal living.

Graduation (quant)
-appreciation (comp)

Entire villages live under a common roof called the shabono.

Engagement (ent)
High graduation (ext)

And on the shores of Lake Maracaibo, you can still find
settlements [[built on stilts over the water, similar to the housing
units viewed by the Spanish back in the 16th century.]]

Main Reading / Analysis of Mode Resources (Theme)
Do you know [[where the name Venezuela originated?]]
The Spanish explorers saw houses built on stilts in the
waters of Lake Maracaibo // and decided to call the area
[“Little Venice.”]
Venezuelans trace their origins to those early Europeans, but
also to the various Indigenous tribes and the tribesman
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[[brought from Africa to work on the sugar and cotton
plantations.]]
Venezuelan homes are as diverse as the people themselves.
The varied living spaces and lifestyles are evidence [of
Venezuela’s rapid social and economic change since the oil
boom of the 1970s.]
In large cosmopolitan cities like Caracas and Maracaibo,
you find high-rise apartment buildings [with all the modern
conveniences.]
The owners usually work in the city // to take advantage of
job opportunities and the proximity [to museums, shopping,
and restaurants.]
The housing shortage in Caracas has caused many rural
newcomers [[seeking employment]] // to build small homes
and shacks (ranchos) [[crowded together]] in slums on the
hillsides surrounding the city.
Wealthier families prefer houses [with more living space] in
quiet residential districts.
Indigenous groups have their own styles [of housing].
The Yanomami, <<a tribe that lives in the Amazon
rainforest,>>
choose communal living.
Entire villages live under a common roof called the shabono.
And on the shores of Lake Maracaibo, you can still find
settlements [[built on stilts over the water, similar to the
housing units viewed by the Spanish back in the 16th
century.]]
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Blue rectangle (Productos) / Analysis of Field Resources
Action clause

Los indígenas del Estado Amazonas en Venezuela producen
fantásticos productos artesanales (handicrafts).

Relating clause

Un producto [[que está presente en todos los hogares (homes)
indígenas de Venezuela]] es el chinchorro.

Action clause x2

Esta hamaca [de muchos colores] se usa // para dormir // o descansar
(rest) y también como decoración.

Action clause

Hoy, las comunidades indígenas producen chinchorros artesanales
para todo el país.

Relating clause
Existing clause

Son tan populares // que en muchos hogares de las grandes ciudades
venezolanas hay un chinchorro en el patio o en el balcón.

Blue Rectangle (Productos) / Analysis of Tenor Resources

+ appreciation (reac)

Los indígenas del Estado Amazonas en Venezuela
producen fantásticos productos artesanales
(handicrafts).

High graduation (quant)

Un producto [[que está presente en todos los hogares
(homes) indígenas de Venezuela]] es el chinchorro.

High graduation (quant)

Esta hamaca [de muchos colores] se usa [// para
dormir // o descansar (rest) y también como
decoración.

High graduation (ext)
Hoy, las comunidades indígenas producen chinchorros
artesanales para todo el país.
High graduation (intens)
+ appreciation (val)
High graduation (quant)

Son tan populares // que en muchos hogares de las
grandes ciudades venezolanas hay un chinchorro en el
patio o en el balcón.
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Blue Rectangle (Productos) / Analysis of Mode Resources (Theme)
Los indígenas del Estado Amazonas en Venezuela
producen fantásticos productos artesanales (handicrafts).
Un producto [[que está presente en todos los hogares
(homes) indígenas de Venezuela]] es el chinchorro.
Esta hamaca [de muchos colores] se usa // para dormir o//
descansar (rest) y también como decoración.
Hoy, las comunidades indígenas producen chinchorros
artesanales para todo el país.
Son tan populares // que en muchos hogares de las grandes
ciudades venezolanas hay un chinchorro en el patio o en el
balcón.

Questions/ Analysis of Field Resources

Relating clause
Saying clause
Relating clause

Comprensión
1. What is the origin of the name Venezuela?
2. Name three types [of housing in Venezuela and a positive
aspect of each].
3. Why are the chinchorros so popular in Venezuelan homes?
Analiza

Sensing clause
Relating clause

What effects, positive and negative, do you think // the Venezuelan
oil boom of the 1970s had on people’s living situation?
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Questions/ Analysis of Tenor Resources

Low graduation (quant)
+ Appreciation (val)
High graduation
(intens)
+Appreciaiton (val)

+/- Appreciation (val)

Comprensión
1. What is the origin of the name Venezuela?
2. Name three types of housing in Venezuela and a positive
aspect of each
3. Why are the chinchorros so popular in Venezuelan
homes?
Analiza
What effects, positive and negative, do you think // the
Venezuelan oil boom of the 1970s had on people’s living
situation?

Questions/ Analysis of Mode Resources (Theme)
Comprensión
1. What is the origin of the name Venezuela?
2. Name three types of housing in Venezuela and a
positive aspect of each
3. Why are the chinchorros so popular in Venezuelan
homes?
Analiza
What effects, positive and negative, do you think // the
Venezuelan oil boom of the 1970s had on people’s living
situation?

Coding of Visual Images (Callow; 2013, Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021)
Photo 1: Casas indígenas en el agua
Happenings (ideational/field)
Action qualities: No
Setting focused: yes
Conceptual qualities: No
Interacting and Relating (interpersonal/tenor)
Gaze to viewer: N/A
Shot distance: long
Angles: eye-level; oblique
Design and layout (textual/mode)
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Salience (what attracts viewer’s attention): water moving
Photo 2: Los apartamentos cerca de Caracas.
Happenings (ideational/field)
Action qualities: No
Setting focused: Yes
Conceptual qualities: No
Interacting and Relating (interpersonal/tenor)
Gaze to viewer: N/A
Shot distance: long
Angles: high; oblique
Design and layout (textual/mode)
Salience (what attracts viewer’s attention): cluster of apartments in the back
Photo 3: Un chinchorro
Happenings (ideational/field)
Action qualities: No
Setting focused: Yes
Conceptual qualities: No
Interacting and Relating (interpersonal/tenor)
Gaze to viewer: N/A
Shot distance: Mid
Angles: eye-level; frontal
Design and layout (textual/mode)
Salience (what attracts viewer’s attention): chinchorros
This is an SFL coding example from the main reading “La Florida: Para muchos un segundo
hogar” [Florida: A Second Home for a Lot of People] (cultura page 18).
Main Reading / Analysis of Field Resources
Relating clause

¿Conoce Ud. la Florida?

Sensing clause

¿Sabía // que San Agustín, la ciudad
más antigua de lo que [[hoy se conoce como
Estados Unidos]], fue fundada por los españoles en 1565?

Action clause
Action clause

Action clause x4

¡Esto sucedió 42 años antes del establecimiento de la colonia de Jamesto
wn!
A través del tiempo, la Florida ha acogido
a muchas comunidades de hispanos,//
entre ellas, la comunidad cubana, formada originalmente por oleadas
de personas//
que, huyendo del régimen político [de su país], //
encontraron en la Florida un segundo hogar.
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Relating clause
Action clause x3
Relating clause

Fue así // como surgió la Pequeña Habana en Miami, // un lugar
donde pudieron empezar de nuevo //
al tiempo que mantenían intactas sus costumbres.

Relating clause

La Calle 8 de la Pequeña Habana es el lugar [[donde hoy en día se re
alizan muchos eventos culturales, como el Carnaval de Miami y el Fe
stival de la Calle 8. ]]

Relating clause

Con una población de cerca de medio millón de hispanos, la Florida se h
a vuelto un imán de
atracción para celebridades, especialmente en el campo de la música y
el entretenimiento.

Action clause
Relating clause

Muchos ídolos latinos [de la canción] residen allí
permanentemente o por temporadas, // como es
el caso [de Gloria Estefan [[(una de las primeras
cantantes en hacer el famoso "cross
over")]], Enrique Iglesias, Marc Anthony,
Jennifer López, Paulina Rubio, Shakira y Ricky Martín.]

Main Reading / Analysis of Tenor Resources
¿Conoce Ud. la Florida?

High graduation (intens)
+appreciation (val)

¿Sabía [[que San Agustín, la ciudad
más antigua de lo que hoy se conoce como
Estados Unidos]],// fue fundada por los españoles en 1565?

High graduation (ext)

¡Esto sucedió 42 años antes del establecimiento de la colonia de Ja
mestown!

High graduation (ext)
High graduation (quant)
-judgement (norm)
-affect (sec)

A través del tiempo, la Florida ha acogido
a muchas comunidades de hispanos,
entre ellas,// la comunidad cubana,
formada originalmente por oleadas de personas //que,
huyendo del régimen político de su país, //
encontraron en la Florida un segundo hogar.

High graduation (quant)

Engagement (mid mod)

Fue así // como surgió la Pequeña Habana en Miami, // un lugar
donde pudieron empezar de nuevo //
al tiempo que mantenían intactas sus costumbres.
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La Calle 8 de la Pequeña Habana es el lugar [[donde hoy en día se r
ealizan muchos eventos culturales, como el Carnaval de Miami y el
Festival de la Calle 8. ]]

High graduation (quant)
+appreciation (val)
High graduation (intens)

Con una población de cerca de medio millón de hispanos, la Florid
a se ha vuelto un imán
de atracción para celebridades, especialmente
en el campo de la música y el entretenimiento.

High Graduation (quant)
Graduation (ext)

Muchos ídolos latinos [de la canción] residen allí
permanentemente o por temporadas, como es
el caso de Gloria Estefan

+appreciation (val)
[[(una de las primeras cantantes en hacer el famoso "cross
over")]], Enrique Iglesias, Marc Anthony, Jennifer López, Paulina
Rubio, Shakira y Ricky Martín.
Main Reading / Analysis of Mode Resources (Theme)
¿Conoce Ud. la Florida?
¿Sabía [[que San Agustín, la ciudad más antigua de lo que hoy se conoce como
Estados Unidos]],// fue fundada por los españoles en 1565?
¡Esto sucedió 42 años antes del establecimiento de la colonia de Jamestown!
A través del tiempo, la Florida ha acogido a muchas comunidades de hispanos,
entre ellas, //la comunidad cubana, formada originalmente por oleadas
de personas //que, huyendo del régimen político de su país, //
encontraron en la Florida un segundo hogar.
Fue así // como surgió la Pequeña Habana en Miami, // un lugar
donde pudieron empezar de nuevo //
al tiempo que mantenían intactas sus costumbres.
La Calle 8 de la Pequeña Habana es el lugar [[donde hoy en día se realizan much
os eventos culturales, como el Carnaval de Miami y el Festival de la Calle 8. ]]
Con una población de cerca de medio millón de hispanos, la Florida se ha vuelto
un imán de atracción para celebridades, especialmente en el campo de la música y
el entretenimiento.
Muchos ídolos latinos de la canción residen allí
permanentemente o por temporadas, //
como es el caso de Gloria Estefan [[(una de las primeras cantantes en hacer
el famoso "cross over")]], Enrique Iglesias, Marc Anthony, Jennifer López,
Paulina Rubio, Shakira y Ricky Martín.
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Blue rectangle (Productos) / Analysis of Field Resources
Action
clause
Sensing
clause

La Academia Latina de Artes y Ciencias de la Grabación estableció la
entrega del premio Grammy Latino // para reconocer la excelencia artística
y técnica de la música [[ grabada en español.]]

Action
clause x2

La primera entrega anual del Grammy Latino se realizó en el año 2000 en
Los Ángeles // y fue transmitida (broadcasted) por la cadena CBS.

Relating
clause

Este fue el primer programa [en español [[transmitido por una cadena
nacional en horario de mayor audiencia.]]]

Blue Rectangle (Productos) / Analysis of Tenor Resources
+appreciation (val)

La Academia Latina de Artes y Ciencias de la Grabación estableció la
entrega del premio Grammy Latino // para reconocer la excelencia
artística y técnica de la música [[ grabada en español.]]

High graduation
(ext)

La primera entrega anual del Grammy Latino se realizó en el año
2000 en Los Ángeles // y fue transmitida (broadcasted) por la cadena
CBS.

High graduation
(ext)
High graduation
(intens)

Este fue el primer programa[ en español [[transmitido por una cadena
nacional en horario de mayor audiencia.]]]

Blue Rectangle (Productos) / Analysis of Mode Resources (Theme)
La Academia Latina de Artes y Ciencias de la Grabación estableció
la entrega del premio Grammy Latino // para reconocer la excelencia
artística y técnica de la música [[ grabada en español.]]
La primera entrega anual del Grammy Latino se realizó en el año
2000 en Los Ángeles // y fue transmitida (broadcasted) por la cadena
CBS.
Este fue el primer programa [en español [[transmitido por una cadena
nacional en horario de mayor audiencia.]]]
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Questions/ Analysis of Field Resources

Relating clause
Action clause
Relating clause

Relating clause
Sensing clause
Existing clause

Comprensión
1. ¿Cómo surgió la Pequeña Habana // y qué tipo [de
actividades] se realizan allí en la actualidad?
2. ¿Por qué se convirtió la Florida en un sitio [de atracción]
para ídolos latinos de la canción?
Analice
1. ¿Por qué se establecieron los cubanos en la Flor ida? // ¿Por
qué cree // que siguen allí?

Relating clause

2. ¿De qué manera es el Grammy Latino evidencia [[de que la
presencia hispana en Estados Unidos ha cambiado con el
tiempo]]?

Questions/ Analysis of Tenor Resources

High graduation (ext)
+ Appreciation (val)
+judgement (norm)

Comprensión
1. ¿Cómo surgió la Pequeña Habana // y qué tipo [de
actividades] se realizan allí en la actualidad?
2. ¿Por qué se convirtió la Florida en un sitio [de atracción]
para ídolos latinos de la canción?
Analice
1. ¿Por qué se establecieron los cubanos en la Flor ida? //
¿Por qué // cree que siguen allí?
2. ¿De qué manera es el Grammy Latino evidencia [[de que la
presencia hispana en Estados Unidos ha cambiado con el
tiempo]]?

Questions/ Analysis of Mode Resources (Theme)

Comprensión
1. ¿Cómo surgió la Pequeña Habana // y qué tipo [de
actividades] se realizan allí en la actualidad?
2. ¿Por qué se convirtió la Florida en un sitio [de
atracción] para ídolos latinos de la canción?
Analice
1. ¿Por qué se establecieron los cubanos en la Flor
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ida? // ¿Por qué cree // que siguen allí?
2. ¿De qué manera es el Grammy Latino evidencia
[[de que la presencia hispana en Estados Unidos ha
cambiado con el tiempo]]?

Coding of Visual Images (Callow, 2013; Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2021)
Photo 1: Festival de la Calle 8, Miami, Florida
Happenings (ideational/field)
Action qualities: Yes: People walking in parade
Setting focused: no
Conceptual qualities: No
Interacting and Relating (interpersonal/tenor)
Gaze to viewer: Offer
Shot distance: mid
Angles: eye-level; oblique
Design and layout (textual/mode)
Salience (what attracts viewer’s attention): People closest to camera
Photo 2: Latin Grammy
Happenings (ideational/field)
Action qualities: No
Setting focused: yes
Conceptual qualities: Yes (Grammy prize)
Interacting and Relating (interpersonal/tenor)
Gaze to viewer: N/A
Shot distance: close
Angles: high; oblique
Design and layout (textual/mode)
Salience (what attracts viewer’s attention): Gold record player
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Appendix E
Visual Images

I analyzed these photos according to criteria set forth by Kress & Van Leeuwen (2021) and
Callow (2013).
Photo (cultura page
and name)

Action qualities
Setting focused
Symbolic qualities

Gaze to viewer (demand, Salience
offer)
Shot distance (close,
mid, long)
Angle (high, eye-level,
low)
Angle (frontal, oblique)

1.¡Muchas gracias!

Action (person on
plane)

Offer
Mid
Eye-level; oblique

Person’s smiling face
and glass of water
(people)

1.No title

Action (two people
looking down)

Offer
Long
Eye-level; frontal

Two people (people)

2. El patio del
colegio

Action (children
playing looking
down)

Offer
Long
Eye-level; oblique

Student walking in
center (people)

2. Una mesa en el
estado de Arizona

Setting focused

N/A
Long
Eye-level; frontal

Large mesa on left
side

2. Esta banda toca
música Latina

Action (band
looking down)
Symbolic (flag in
background)

Offer
Mid
Eye-level; oblique

Person in green shirt
playing drum
(people)

3. El Zócalo

Setting focused
N/A
(people as tiny dots) Long
High; oblique

Cathedral and flag
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3. Murales de Diego Action (people in
Rivera, Palacio
painting)
Nacional: La Gran
Tenochtitlán

Offer
Long
High, frontal

Closest part of
market scene

4. El español de PR
representa tres
culturas.

Action (6 people in
circle, 3 with backs
to viewer)

Offer
Long
High, oblique

person in red shirt
with back to viewer
(color and all others
are looking at them)
(people)

4. Los tres reyes
magos

Action (statues)

Offer
long
Eye-level, oblique

Statue of three kings

5. Miles de personas Action (tiny people
participan en la
in crowd)
procesión

Offer
long
High;frontal

Purple and white
flowers

5. La estatuilla de
Santo Domingo

Setting focused
(statue)
Symbolic (religious
figure)

Offer
Long
Low; oblique

Statue

6. Casas indígenas
en el agua

Setting focused

N/A
Long
Eye-level; oblique

House

6. Los apartamentos
cerca de Caracas

Setting focused

N/A
Long
High; oblique

Cluster of apartments
in back

7. El desierto de
Atacama

Setting focused

N/A
Long
High;frontal

Shadows on
landscape

7. Santiago de Chile
y los Andes detrás

Setting focused

N/A
Long
High; oblique

White buildings in
background
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Demand (hard to see)
Long
Eye-level; frontal

Chilean flag
(lighting)

8. El Mercado de la
Boquería en
Barcelona

Action (small people Offer (hard to see
in crowd)
people)
Long
Eye-level; oblique

People walking;
ceiling (people)

8. Frutas y verduras
frescas en el
mercado

Action (small people Offer
in crowd)
Long
Eye-level; oblique

Fruits and vegetables

9. Abreviaturas
cibernéticas

Setting focused
Symbolic
(cell.phone)

N/A
Close
Eye-level;frontal

List of words on
phone

9. Libro en español Setting focused
y en código SMS
(small faces)
publicado por
Symbolic (book)
Adicciones Digitales

Demand & offers
Mid
Eye-level; frontal

Small photos of
people on book cover
(people)

10. Las
herboristerías
venden plantas
medicinales.

Setting focused

N/A
Mid
High; oblique

Mortal and pestle

10. La sustancia de
la planta aloe vera
tiene muchos usos.

Action (hand only)

N/A
Close
Eye-level; oblique

Aloe vera

11. Tenochtitlán en
el centro del lago
Texcoco

Setting focused
(painting of tiny
stick figures)

N/A
Long
High; oblique

Pyramid
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la Ciudad de México
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N/A
Close
Eye-level; oblique

Ruins

12. Carnaval de San
Miguel

Action (small people Offer
on floats, crowd to
Long
back)
High; oblique

Float

13. Vendedor
ambulante

Action (two people
looking down)

Offer
Long
Eye-level;; oblique

Seller in red shirt
(cannot see face)

14. Casas de totora
en el lago Titicaca

Setting focused

N/A
Long
Eye-level; oblique

Houses

15. En Paraguay
Setting focused
puedes informarte
en español y guaraní

N/A
Long
Eye-level; oblique

Newspaper kiosk

15. Programa de
Setting focused
televisión en guaraní Symbolic (world)

N/A
Long
Eye-level; frontal

Title

15. Educación
bilingüe en
Paraguay

Action (children
look down writing)

Offer
Mid
Eye-level; oblique

Child’s white
notebook

16. DJ Páez pasa
música electrónica
en Las Palmas,
España.

Action (dj looking
down)

Offer
Mid
Eye-level; oblique

Dj in green jacket
(people)

16. Carné Joven de
Europa

Setting focused
Symbolic (EU on
card)

N/A
Close
Eye-level; frontal

Pink designs
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17. Concurso de
belleza en
Venezuela

Action (beauty
pageant contestant
walking)

Offer
Mid
Eye-level; frontal

Miss Venezuela
(people)

17. Coraima Torres
de la telenovela
Kassandra

Action (actress head Demand
shot)
Close
Eye-level; frontal

Coraima’s smiling
face (people)

18. Festival de la
Calle 8, Miami,
Florida

Action (people walk Offer
in parade)
Mid
Eye-level; oblique

Woman in white
dress closes to
camera (people)

18. No title

Symbolic (Grammy
prize)
Setting Focused

N/A
Close
High; oblique

Gold record player

19. Una procesión
de Semana Santa

Setting focused
(small people in
crowd with back to
viewer)

N/A
Long
High; oblique

Float

19. Desfile de
cabezones en la
Fiesta de San Isidro

Action (small people Offer
on side of parade)
Long
High;oblique

Largest cabezon in
parade

19. No title

Action (dancers with Offer
back to viewer)
Mid
Eye-level; frontal

Dancers as a group
(people)

20. Viejo San Juan,
Puerto Rico

Setting focused

N/A
Mid
Low; oblique

Sky

20. Tostones de
plátano

Setting focused

N/A
Close
High; frontal

Tostones

21. Torres del Paine

Setting focused
Symbolic (flag)

N/A
Long
Low; frontal

Chilean flag
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21. Telesilla rumbo
al Cerro Mirador

Setting focused

N/A
Long
High; frontal

Chairlift

21. Los premios del
Festival
Internacional de la
Canción

Setting focused
Symbolic (trophy)

N/A
Long
Low; frontal

Trophies

22. Parque
Internacional La
Amistad (PILA),
Panamá

Setting focused

N/A
Long
High; frontal

Waterfall in
background

22.Una mujer kuna
muestra sus molas

Action (person
holding mola)

Demand
Long
Eye-level; frontal

Woman’s face
(people)

23. Ritual del
apthapi

Action (two people
looking down)

Offer
Mid;
Eye-level; frontal

Bright blanket on
person on left

23. Rostro asado

Setting focused

N/A
Mid
High; frontal

Food on plate

24. Una curandera
Action (curandera
prepara un ritual con tends to fire looks
fuego e incienso,
down)
conforme a las
creencias mayas.

Offer
Long
Eye-level; oblique

Curandera (people)

24. No title

Demand
Mid
Eye-level; frontal

Rigoberta’s face
(people)

Action (Rigoberta
looks at camera)

